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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

It was in 1835 that Mr. Browning was introduced to Mac-
ready the tragedian, and it was out of this acquaintance

that the pi;oduction of " Strafford " came. Macready saw
in " Paracelsus " the work of a true tragic poet, and sug-

gested that Browning should write a play for him. Mac-

ready wrote in his journal in 1836 :
" Browning said that I

had hit him by my performance of Othello, and I told him
I hoped I should make the blood come. It would, indeed,

be some recompense for the miseries, the humiliations, the

heart-sickening disgusts which I have endured in my pro-

fession, if by its exercise I had awakened a spirit of poetry

whose influence would elevate, ennoble, and adorn our de-

graded drama. May it be !"

A little later, Macready said to Mr. Browning, " Write a

play, Browning, and keep me from going to America !

"

Mr. Browning replied, " Shall it be historical and English ?

What do you say to a drama on Straiford? "

In March, 1837, the play was put in rehearsal, and

produced at Covent Garden Theatre on the 1st of May.

To quote Mr. Edmund Gosse's account in " The Century "

for December, 1881, from which I have taken the above

details :

—

" It is time now to deny a statement that has been re-

peated ad nauseam in every notice that professes to give
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an account of Mr. Browning's career. Whatever is said or

not said, it is always remarked that his plays have ' faUed

'

on the stage. In point of fact, the three plays which he

has brought out have all succeeded, and have owed it to

fortuitous circumstances that their tenure on the hoards

has been comparatively short. ' Strafford ' was produced

when the finances of Covent Garden Theatre were at their

lowest ebb, and nothing was done to give dignity or

splendour to the performance. ' Not a rag for the new

tragedy,' said Mr. Osbaldiston. The King was taken by-

Mr. Dale, who was stone-deaf, and who acted so badly

that, as one of the critics said, it was a pity that the

pit did not rise as one man and push him off the stage.

All sorts of alterations were made in the text ; where the

poet spoke of ' grave grey eyes,' the manager corrected it

in rehearsal to 'black eyes.' But at last Macready

appeared, in the second scene of the second act, in more
than his wonted majesty, crossing and recrossing the stage

like one of Vandyke's courtly personages come to life

again, and Miss Helen Faucit threw such tenderness and

passion into the part of Lady Carlisle as surpassed all that

she had previously displayed of histrionic power. Under
these circumstances, and in spite of the dull acting of

Vandenhoff, who played Pym without any care or interest,

the play was well received on the first night, and on the

second night was applauded with enthusiasm by a crowded

house. There was every expectation that the tragedy

would have no less favourable a ' run ' than ' Ion ' had en-

joyed, but after five nights, Vandenhoff suddenly with-

drew, and though Elton volunteered to take his place, the

financial condition of the theatre, in spite of the un-

diminished popularity of the piece, put an end to its

representation.
'

'

When the play was rehearsing, Mr. Browning gave Mac-
ready a lilt which he had composed for the children's song in
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Act Y. His object was, he has told me, just to give the

children a thing children would croon ; but the two little

professed singers, Master and Miss Walker, preferred some-

thing that should exhibit their powers more efiectually,

and a regular song was substituted, scarcely, it will be

thought, to the improvement of the play. By kind per-

mission I print the original music.

Andante. -=-

i
53^^ t:^H 33*

O bell' an -da- re, Per barca in ma-re, Versola

slentando e diminuendo.

se-ra, Diprima-

ve - rj, O beU'aa - da - re, O bell'an

The text of this edition has been revised by Mr.

Browning. There are a good many changes in the

punctuation, and a few verbal alterations. By a printer's

error, unfortunately not discovered in time, a comma at

the end of line 54, Act I., Scene 1, has been replaced by a

period.^

I am privileged to print a letter in which Lady Martin

most kindly complies with my request that she should

write a few lines on the character of Lady Carlisle, which

she so beautifully rendered when the play was first

produced :

—

" Ton ask me to write a few words about the character

of Lucy Percy, Countess of Carlisle, as drawn by Mr.

Browning in his play of ' Strafford.' That it is purely

imaginary, he has told us himself in his preface. It

is, therefore, not to be looked at in relation to any

record of what the real Lady Carlisle was. It is drawn

' This has of course been set right in the second edition.

—

Ed.
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SO firmly and clearly, that I feel it almost a wrong to my
friend, Mr. Browning, to attempt to pnt my own idea of

it into such words as one unaccustomed, like myself, to

write on such things, can command. All I can say is,

that I think Mr. Browning set himself a very difficult

task in drawing a woman, full of lore and devotion to a

man who, while he could not help being grateful for such

devotion to his interests, and attracted by her charms as

a woman, yet was so engrossed by personal and public

interests, and the conflict with political adversaries, that

he gives little or no sign of a reciprocal affection. There

was great danger in working out this idea, and placing

Lady Carlisle at a disadvantage ;—for little sympathy is

shown for a woman who shows her love, and meets only

the coldest return. But over this difficulty the poet has,

I think, triumphed. Among the other characters, of

whom so many are selfish, headstrong, weak, or wayward,

she seems to me to stand out in striking colours, such are

the clearness of her perceptions, the fearlessness of her

courage, the depth and nobleness of her love.

" I was a mere girl, and a novice on the stage, when
the play was produced—but I remember well what struck

me as the true note of Lady Carlisle's character, and how
difficult I felt the task of trying to give it expression.

But the soul of nobleness which shines throughout all her

words and acts, helped me in a great measure through

my anxious ordeal."

The historical Lady Carlisle was the daughter of the

ninth Earl of Northumberland. In 1639, she had been

for three years a widow. Her husband was James, Lord
Hay, created successively Viscount Doncaster and Earl of

Carlisle.

For a sketch of this strange woman, see Lodge's
" Portraits of Illustrious Personages," &c., vol. v., in

Bohn's Library. Sir Tobie Matthews' " character of the
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most excellent Lady, Lucy, Countess of Carlisle," prefixed

to a collection of letters, whicli Donne edited in 1660, is

of sufficient interest to repay a careful perusal. Lodge
has an engraving of her portrait by Vandyke. There is

a younger portrait of her along with her sister, Dorothy,

Countess of Leicester, at Bilton, near Rugby, a relic of

the days when Addison lived there.

"Waller's Saccharissa was her niece.

In annotating this play I have had before me the pro-

bable needs of students and the possible needs of teachers.

Some time ago, when speaking of this play as a subject

for study, a lady said to me, " how can a Trwdern worTc be

studied ? What is there to say about it ? " This remark

must have originated in a feeling that etymology and verbal

points in general are the things to be considered in teaching

English literature, and that where there is little to do

in the way of hunting up obsolete words there is little to do

in any way. It seems to me that " Strafford," offering much
to the mere reader, offers greatly more to the student, and

that the hours spent over it will not be regretted. I have

tried to give help, as far as possible, by suggestion, and

have therefore frequently used the form of questions,

instead of merely appending notes. It has appeared

to me that the special beauty of certain passages should

not be " sign-posted," but that the poet should be left

to speak for himself, as far as an annotated edition is

concerned.

I would suggest that the play should be read through,

twice, if possible, before any use be made of the notes, and

that the student should keep steadily in mind the necessity

of considering the play as a whole.

I shall take it as a kindness if any suggestions be sent

to me, with a view to making a second edition, should the

work be fortunate enough to reach one, more helpful than

the first.
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I wish to express my very -warm thanks to Mr. Brown-

ing for his readily given permission to issue this edition of

" Strafford "; for his explanation of three or fonr passages

—I being specially indebted to him for most of the note on

V. 2, 40 ; and for his revision of the text.

I have also to thank Dr. Abbott for some good hints,

of which I have duly availed myself. I owe much grati-

tude to Professor Hales for his careful reading of my notes,

and for numerous valuable suggestions, nearly all of which

I have endeavoured to carry out.

Professor Gardiner knows, I hope, how much I feel

indebted to him, not only for the writing of the Introduc-

tion, but for most kind help in the arrangement of the

historical notes.

E. H. H.
LoHDON, March, 1884.

From Mr. Browning to Miss E. H. Hickey

:

19, Wakwick Ckescent, W.
February 15, 1884.

Dear Miss Hicket,

I have returned the proofs by post. Nothing can

be better than your notes ; and, with a real wish to be

of use, I read them carefully that I might detect never so

tiny a fault, but I found none—unless (to show you how
minutely I searched) it should be one that by " thriving

in your contempt " I meant simply " while you despise

them, and for all that, they thrive and are powerful to

do you harm." The idiom you prefer—quite an autho-

rized one—comes to much the same thing after all. . . .

Tours affectionately,

Robert Browning.
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The reader of a play wliicli is founded on the facts of

history may reasonably wisli to know how far the author

has allowed himself to be bound by his knowledge of the

actual course of events, and whether, if he has departed

from it, it is possible to trace any principle in the

variance. The present introduction is intended to give an

answer to such a demand.

When, at the age of twenty-five, Mr. Browning wrote
" Strafford," Mr. Forster's life of that statesman had just

been published. There was an intimate friendship between

the poet and the biographer, and Mr. Browning thus found

the materials which he needed brought easily within his

reach.

In a passage which rises far above Mr. Forster's ordinary

level, the true theory of the identity of Strafford's life is

set forth. (" British Statesmen," ii. 228) :—
'' In one word, what it is desired to impress upon the

reader, before the delineation of Wentworth in his after-

years, is this—that he was consistent to himself through-

out. I have always considered that much good wrath is

thrown away upon what is usually called ' apostasy.' In

the majority of cases if the circumstances are thoroughly
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examined it will be found that there has been ' no such

thing.' The position on which the acute Roman thought

fit to base his whole theory of Esthetics

—

"' Hamano capiti cervicem pictor eqninam

Jungere si velit, et varias indiicere plumas,

Undequc collatis membris, ut turpiter atram

Deslnat in piseem mulier formosa siiperne

Spectatum admissi risiim teneatis amici ? ' &c.

—is of far wider application than to the exigencies of an

art of poetrj ; and those who carry their researches into

the moral nature of mankind, cannot do better than im-

press upon their minds, at the outset, that in the regions

they explore, they are to expect no monsters, no essentially

discordant termination to any ' mulier formosa superne.'

tP TP TV tt * *

" Against all such conclusions I earnestly protest in the

case of the remarkable personage whose ill-fated career we
are now retracing. Let him be judged sternly, but in no

unphilosophic spirit. In turning from the bright band
of patriot brothers to the solitary Strafford—' a star which
dwelt apart,' we have to contemplate no extinguished

splendour, razed and blotted from the book of life.

Lustrous, indeed, as was the gathering of the lights in

the political heaven of this great tinie, even that radiant

cluster might have exulted in the accession of the ' comet
beautiful and fierce,' which tarried awhile within its limits

ere it ' dashed athwart with train of flame.' But it was
governed by other laws than were owned by its golden

associates, and—impelled by a contrary, yet no less irre-

sistible force, than that which restrained them within their

eternal orbits—it left them, never to ' float into that azure

heaven again.'

"

Partly from want of sympathy with statesmen of
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Strafford's type, aud pirtlj from the lack of material

whicli has since come to light, Mr. Forster did not succeed

in constructing a biography which answered to the ex-

pectations raised in these sentences. He enabled ns to

see the zeal and energy of his hero, and he showed

that the result was the establishment of a tyranny. To
exhibit Strafford believing that he was establishing a

reign of justice, and that he was even defending the

English constitution against its assailants, was beyond

his range.

Is it too hazardous a conjecture to suppose that Mr.

Browning was impelled to write " Strafford," not merely

by his admiration for the man, but also from some desire

to give a portraiture of him which would have the com-

pleteness of an imaginative conception ? Whether it was

so or not, there can be no doubt that the task which he

undertook was one of extraordinary difficulty. The main

interest of Strafford's career is political, and to write a

political play

" Non di, non homines, non concessere columnse."

The interest of politics is mainly indirect. Strafford is

impeached, not merely because he is hated, or because he

has done evil things, but because he is expected to do more

evil things, and because if he is not punished other people

at some future time will not be easily deterred from doing

other evil things. Such possibilities of future evil, which

the historian is bound to consider, are, however, essentially

undramatic. The poet can at most only avail himself of

them as a background for the scenes in which the charac-

ters or the passions of his personages are developed.

Still less can he bring upon the stage personages who
discuss the bearing and meaning of Acts of Parliament,

as Pym and Strafford did in real life.
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We may be sure, therefore, that it was not by accident

that Mr. Browning, in writing this play, decisively aban-

doned all attempt to be historically accurate. Only here

and there does anything in the course of the drama take

place as it could have taken place at the actual Court of

Charles I. Not merely are there frequent minor inac-

curacies, but the very roots of the situation are untrue to

fact. The real Strafford was far from opposing the war

with the Scots at the time when the Short Parliament

was summoned. To anyone who knows a,nything of the

habits of Charles, the idea of Pym or his friends entering

into colloquies with Strafford, and even bursting in unan-

nounced into Charles's presence, is, from the historical

point of view, simply ludicrous.

So completely does the drama proceed irrespectively of

historical truth, that the critic may dispense with the

thankless task of pointing out discrepancies, where the

writer plainly meant that there should be discrepancies.

He will be better employed in asking what ends those

discrepancies were intended to serve, and whether the

neglect of truth of fact has resulted in the higher truth of

character.

There is not much difficulty in answering the first

question. Prom the beginning to the end of the play the

personal relations between the actors are exaggerated at

the expense of the political. To make that dramatic

which would otherwise not be dramatic, Mr. Browning
has been utterly regardless even of historical probability.

Whatever personal feeling may have entwined itself in

the political attachment between Strafford and Charles, is

strengthened till it becomes the very basis of Strafford's

life, and the keynote of his character. Having thus

brought out the moral qualities of his hero, it remained

for Mr. Browning to impress his readers with Strafford's

intellectual greatness. The historian who tries to do
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that will have much to say om his constitutional views
and his Irish govei-nment, but a dramatist who tried to

follow in such a path would only make himself ridiculous.

Mr. Browning understood the force of the remark of the
Greek philosopher that Homer makes us realize Helen's
beauty most, by speaking of the impression which it made
upon the old men who looked on her. Mr. Browning
brings out Strafford's greatness by showing the impression

which he made on Pym and Lady Carlisle.

Mr. Browning took a hint from the old story, which pro-

bably refers to a time in which Pym and Wentworth
studied law together, that Pym and Strafford were once-

intimate friends. In carrj'ing on Pym's feeling of admira-
tion for Charles's minister to the days of the Short, and
even of the Long Parliament, the dramatist has filled his

play with scenes which are more hopelessly impossible than

anything else in it ; but they all conduce to his main object,

the creation of the impression about Strafford which he
wished to convey. He pursues the same object in dealing

with Lady Carlisle. What he needs is her admiration of

Strafford, not Strafford's admiration of her. He takes

care to show that she was not, as vulgar rumour supposed,

Strafford's mistress. The impression of Strafford's great-

ness is brought more completely home to the spectator or

the reader, because of the effect which it produces upon on©

who has given her heart without return.

Having thus noted the means employed in creating the

impression desired, we have still to ask, how far the im-

pression is a correct one. On this point each reader must
judge for himself. For myself, I can only say that, every

time that I read the play, I feel more certain that Mr.

Browning has seized the real Strafford, the man of critical

brain, of rapid decision, and tender heart, who strove for the

good of his nation without sympathy for the generation in

which he lived. Charles too, with his faults perhaps
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exaggerated, is nevertheless the real Charles. Of Lady
Carlisle we know too little to speak with anything like

certainty, but, in spite of Mr. Browning's statement that

his character of her is purely imaginary, there is a wonder-

ful parallelism between the Lady Carlisle of the play and

the less noble Lady Carlisle which history conjectures

rather than describes. There is the same tendency to fix

the heart upon the truly great man, and to labour for him
without the requital of human affection, though in the

play no part is played by that vanity which seems to have

been the main motive with the real personage.

On the other hand Pym is the most unsatisfactory, from

a historical point of view, of the leading personages. It

was perhaps necessary for dramatic purposes that he should

appear to be larger-hearted than he was, but it imparts an

unreality to his character. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that the aim of the dramatist was to place Strafiord

before the eyes of men, not to produce an exact representa-

tion of the statesmen of the Long Parliament.

S. E. G.
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OF STRAFFORD.

I HAD for some time been engaged in a Poem of a very

different nature, when induced to make the present attempt

;

and am not without apprehension that my eagerness to

freshen a jaded mind by diverting it to the healthy natures

of a grand epoch, may have operated unfavourably on the

represented play, which is one of Action in Character,

rather than Character in Action. To remedy this, in some

degree, considerable curtailment will be necessary, and, in

a few instances, the supplying details not required, I sup-

pose, by the mere reader. "While a trifling success would

much gratify, failure will not wholly discourage me from

another effort : experience is to come ; and earnest en-

deavour may yet remove many disadvantages.

The portraits are, I think, faithful ; and I am exceedingly

fortunate in being able, in proof of this, to refer to the

subtle and eloquent exposition of the characters of Eliot

and Strafford, in the Lives of Eminent British Statesmen,

now in the course of publication in Lardner's Cyclopaedia,

by a writer' whom I am proud to call my friend ; and

whose biographies of Hampden, Pym, and Vane, will, I

am sure, fitly illustrate the present year—the Second Cen-

tenary of the Trial concerning Ship-Money. My Carlisle,

however, is purely imaginary : I at first sketched her

^ John Forster.

6
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singular likeness rougMy in, as suggested by Matthews

and the memoir-writers—but it was too artificial, and

the substituted outline is exclusively from Voitnre and

Waller.

The Italian boat-song in the last scene is from Redi's

"Bacco," long since naturalized in the joyous and delicate

version of Leigh Hunt.
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Chaeles I.

Earl of Holland.

Lord Sayilb.

Sir Henry Vane.

Wentwoeth, Viscount Wbntwoeth, Earl of

Strafpoed.

John Pym.

John Hampden.

The younger Vane.

Denzil Hollis.

Benjamin Rudtaed.

Nathaniel Eibnnes.

Earl of Loudon.

Maxwell, Uslier of the Black Rod.

Balfoue, Constable of the Tower.

A Puritan.

Queen Henrietta.

LucT Pbect, Countess of Caelisle.

Presbyterians, Scots Commissioners, Adherents of Straf-

ford, Secretaries, Officers of the Court, &c. Two of

StrafEord's Children.





STRAFFORD

ACT I.

Scene I. A House near Whitehall, Hampden, Hollis, the youngei

Vane, Rudyard, Fiennes and many of the Fresbyterian Farty

.

Loudon and other Scots Commissioners.

Vaiie. I say, if he be here

—

Bjvd. (And he is here !)

—

Sol. For England's sake let every man be still

Nor speak of him, so much as say his name,
Till Pym rejoin us ! Rudyard ! Henry Vane !

One rash conclusion may decide our course 5

And with it England's fate—think—England's fate !

Hampden, for England's sake they should be still

!

Yahe. Tou say so, Hollis ? Well, I must be still.

It is indeed too bitter that one man,
Any one man's mere presence, should suspend ic

England's combined endeavour : little need
To name him !

Itiid. For you are his brother, Hollis !

Hamp, Shame on you, Rudyard ! time to tell him that,

When he forgets the Mother of us all.

Bud. Do I forget her ?

Hamp. Tou talk idle hate 15

Against her foe : is that so strange a thing ?

Is hating Wentworth all the help she needs ?

A Puritan. The Philistine strode, cursing as he went

:

But David—five smooth pebbles from the brook

Within his scrip . . .

Bud. Be you as still as David

!

ic

Fien. Here's Rudyard not ashamed to wag a tongue

Stiff with ten years' disuse of Parliaments
;

Why, when the last sat, Wentworth sat with us !

+ B
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Rud. Let's hope for news of them now -he retarns

—

He that was safe in Ireland, as we thought

!

2

—But I'll abide Pym's coming.

Vane. Now, by Heaven,
They may be cool who can, silent who will

—

Some have a gift that way ! Wentworth is here,

Here, and the King's safe closeted with him
Ere this. And when I think on all that's past 31

Since that man left us ; how his single arm
Kolled the advancing good of England back
And set the woeful past up in its place,

Exalting Dagon where the Ark should be,

—

How that man has made firm the fickle King 3

(Hampden, I will speak out !)—in aught he feared

To venture on before ; taught tyranny

Her dismal trade, the use of all her tools,

To ply the scourge yet screw the gag so close

That strangled agony bleeds mute to death

—

41

How he turns Ireland to a private stage

For training infant viUanies, new ways
Of wringing treasures out of tears and blood.

Unheard oppressions nourished in the dark
To try how much man's nature can endure 4

—If he dies under it, what harm ? if not.

Why, one more trick is added to the rest

Worth a King's knowing, and what Ireland bears

England may learn to bear :—how all this while

That man has set himself to one dear task, S'

The bringing Charles to relish more and more
Power, power without law, power and blood too,

—Can I be still ?

Hamp. For that you should be still.

Vane. Oh Hampden, then and now ! The year he left us
The People in full Parliament could wrest 5

The rights we claimed from the reluctant King
;

And now, he'll find in an obscure small room
A stealthy gathering of great-hearted men
That take up England's cause : England is here !

Hamp. And who despairs of England ?

Bud. That do I, 6.
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If Wentworth comes to rule her. I am sick
To think her wretched masters, Hamilton,
The muckworm Cottington, the maniac Laud,
May yet be longed-for back again. I say,
I do despair.

Vatie. And Rudyard, I'll say this

—

Which all true men say after me, not loud
But solemnly and as you 'd say a prayer !

This King, who treads our England underfoot.
Has jast so much ... it may be fear or craft,

As bids him pause at each fresh outrage ; friends,
He needs some sterner hand to grasp his own.
Some voice to ask, " Why shrink ? Am I not by ?

"

Now, one whom England loved for serving her,
Found in his heart to say, " I know where best
" The iron heel shall bruise her, for she leans
" Upon me when you trample." Witness, you !

So Wentworth heartened Charles, so England fell.

But inasmuch as life is hard to take
Prom England . . .

Many Voices. Go on. Vane ! 'T is well said. Vane !

Vane. Who has not so forgotten Runnymead !

—

Voices. 'T is well and bravely spoken, Vane ! Go on I

Vane.—There are some little signs of late she knows
The ground no place for her. She glances round,
Wentworth has dropped the hand, is gone his way
On other service : what if she arise ?

No ! the King beckons, and beside him stands

The same bad man once more, with the same smile

And the same gesture. Now shall England crouch,

Or catch at us and rise ?

Voices. The Renegade !

Haman ! Ahithophel

!

Hamp. Gentlemen of the North,

It was not thus the night your claims were urged.

And we pronounced the League and Covenant,
The cause of Scotland, England's cause as well

:

Vane there, sat motionless the whole night through.

Vane. Hampden !

Fien. Stay, Vane !
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Lou. Be just and patient, Vane ! 95

YaMe. Mind how you counsel patience, Loudon ! you
Have still a Parliament, and this your League
To back it

;
you are free in Scotland still

:

While we are brothers, hope 's for England yet.

But know you whereforeWentworth comes ? to quench 100

This last of hopes ? that he brings war with him ?

Know you the man's self ? what he dares ?

Lou. We know,
All know—'t is nothing new.

Vane. And what's new, then,

In calling for his life ? Why, Pym himself

—

You must have heard—ereWentworth dropped our cause loj

He would see Pym first ; there were many laore
Strong on the people's side and friends of his,

Eliot that's dead, Rudyard and Hampden here,

But for these Wentworth cared not ; only, Pym
He would see—Pym and he were sworn, 'tis said, 110

To live and die together ; so, they met
At Greenwich. Wentworth, you are sure, was long,
Specious enough, the devil's argument
Lost nothing on his lips ; he'd have Pym own
A patriot could not play a purer part 115

Than follow in his track ; they two combined
Might put down England. Well, Pym heard him out

;

One glance—you know Pym's eye—one word was all

:

" Tou leave us, Wentworth ! while your head is on,
" I'U not leave you."
Samp. Has he left Wentworth, then ? 120-

Has England lost him ? Will you let him speak,
Or put your crude surmises in his mouth ?

Away with this ! Will you have Pym or Vane ?

Voices. Wait Pym's arrival ! Pym shall speak.
Sanyp. Meanwhile

Let Loudon read the Parliament's report 125
Prom Edinburgh : our last hope, as Vane says,
Is in the stand it makes. Loudon !

Vane. ;N'o, no !

Silent I can be : not indifferent

!

Hamp. Then each keep silence, praying God to spare
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His anger, cast not England quite away 13a
In this her visitation !

A Puritan. Seven years long
The Midianite drove Israel into dens
And caves. Till God sent forth a mighty man,

Ptm enters.

Even Gideon !

Pym. Wentworth's come : nor sickness, care,

The ravaged body nor the ruined soul, 135
More than the winds and waves that beat his ship,

Could keep him from the King. He has not reached
Whitehall : they've hurried up a Council there
To lose no time and find him work enough.
Where's Loudon ? Your Scots' Parliament . . .

Lou. Holds firm : 140

We were about to read reports.

Pym. The King
Has just dissolved your Parliament.

Lou. and other Scots. Great God !

An oath-breaker ! Stand by us England, then !

Pym. The King's too sanguine ; doubtless Wentworth's
here

;

But stUl some little form might be kept up. 145

Hamp. Now speak,Vane! Rudyard,youhad muchtosay

!

Hoi. The rumour's false, then . . .

Pyin. Ay, the Court gives out

His own concerns have brought him back : I know
'T is the King calls him. Wentworth supersedes

The tribe of Cottingtons and Hamiltons, 150

Whose part is played ; there's talk enough, by this,

—

Merciful talk, the King thinks : time is now
To turn the record's last and bloody leaf

That, chronicling a nation's great despair.

Tells they were long rebellious, and their lord 155

Indulgent, till, all kind expedients tried,

He drew the sword on them and reigned in peace.

Laud's laying his religion on the Scots

Was the last gentle entry • the new page

Shall run, the King thinks, " Wentworth thrust it down 160
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At the sword's point."

A Puritan. I'll do your bidding, Pym,
England's and God's—one blow !

Pym. A goodly thing

—

We all say, friends, it is a goodly thing

To right that England. Heaven grows dark above :

Let's snatch one moment ere the thunder fall, 165

To say how well the English spirit comes out
Beneath it ! All have done their best, indeed,

From lion Eliot, that grand Englishman,
To the least here : and who, the least one here.

When she is saved (for her redemption dawns 170

Dimly, most dimly, but it dawns—it dawns)
Who'd give at any price his hope away
Of being named along with the Great Men ?

We would not—no, we would not give that up !

Samp. And one name shall be dearer than all names. 175
When children, yet unborn, are taught that name
After their fathers',—taught what matchless man . . .

Pym. . . . Saved England ? What if Wentworth's should
be still

That name ?

Bud. and others. We have just said it, Pym ! His death
Saves her ! We said it—there's no way besides ! 180

I'll do God's bidding, Pym ! They struck down Joab
And purged the land.

Vane. No villanous striking-down !

Bud. No, a calm vengeance : let the whole land rise

And shout for it. No Peltons !

Pym. Rudyard, no

!

England rejects all Eeltons ; most of all 185

Since Wentworth . . . Hampden, say the trust again
Of England in her servants !—but I'll tbink
Tou know me, all of you. Then, I'll believe.

Spite of the past, Wentworth rejoins you, friends !

Vane and others. Wentworth ? Apostate ! Judas I

Double-dyed 190
A traitor ! Is it Pym, indeed . . .

Pym. Who says
Yane never knew that Wentworth, loved that man,
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Was used to stroll with him, arm locked in arm,

Along the streets to see the people pass,

And read in every island-countenance 195;

Fresh argument for God against the King,

—

Never sat down, say, in the very house
Where Eliot's brow grew broad with noble thoughts,

(You've joined us, Hampden—HoUis, you as well,)

And then left talking over Gracchus' death ... 200

Vane. To frame, we know it well, the choicest clause

In the Petition of Right : he framed such clause

One month before he took at the King's hand
His Northern Presidency, which that Prayer

Denounced.
Fym. Too true ! Never more, never more zoj

Walked we together ! Most alone I went.

I have had friends—all here are fast my friends

—

But I shall never quite forget that friend.

And yet it could not but be real in him !

You, Vane,—you, Rudyard, have no right to trust 210

To Wentworth : but can no one hope with me ?

Hampden, will Wentworth dare shed English blood

Like water ?

Hamp. Ireland is Aceldama.

Pym. WiU he turn Scotland to a hunting-ground

To please the King, now that he knows the King ? 215

The People or the King ? and that Ejng—Charles !

Hamp. Pym, all here know you : you'll not set your heart

On any baseless dream. But say one deed

Of Wentworth's, since he left us . . . [Shouting ivithout.

Vane. There ! he comes.

And they shout for him ! Wentworth's at Whitehall, 22c

The King embracing him, now, as we speak,

And he, to be his match in courtesies,'

Taking the whole war's risk upon himself.

Now, while you tell ns here how changed he is !

Hear you ?

Pym. And yet if 'tis a dream, no more, 22;

That Wentworth chose their side, and brought the King

To love it as though Laud had loved it- first.

And the Queen after ;—that he led their cause
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Calm to success, and kept it spotless through,

So that our very eyes could look upon 230

The travail of our souls ; and close, content

That violence, which something mars even right

Which sanctions it, had taken ofE no grace

From its serene regard. Only a dream !

Samp. We meet here to accomplish certain good 235

By obvious means, and keep tradition up
Of free assemblages, else obsolete,

In this poor chamber : nor without effect

Has friend met friend to counsel and confirm.

As, listening to the beats of England's heart, 240

We spoke its wants to Scotland's prompt reply

By these her delegates. Remains alone

That word grow deed, as with God's help it shall

—

But with the devil's hindrance, who doubts too ?

Looked we or no that tyranny should turn 245

Her engines of oppression to their use ?

Whereof, suppose the worst be Wentworth here

—

Shall we break off the tactics which succeed
In drawing out our formidablest foe.

Let bickering and disunion take their place ? 250

Or count his presence as our conquest's proof,

And keep the old arms at their steady play ?

Proceed to England's work ! Fiennes, read the list

!

Fiennes. Ship-money is refused or fiercely paid
In every county, save the northern parts 255

Where Wentworth's influence . . . ^Shouting.

Vane. I, in England's name.
Declare her work, this way, at end ! Till now.
Up to this moment, peaceful strife was best.

We English had free leave to think ; till now,
We had the shadow of a Parliament 260

In Scotland. But all's changed : they change the first.

They try brute-force for law, they, first of all . . .

Voices. Good ! Talk enough ! The old true hearts with
Vane

!

Vane. Till we crush Wentworth for her, there's no act
Serves England

!

Voices. Vane for Ensland !
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Pym. Pym should be 26;

Something to England. I seek Wentworth, friends.

Scene II.— WJiiiehall.

Lady Carlisle and Wentwoeth.

Went. And the King ?

Lady Gar. Wentworth, lean on me ! Sit then !

I'll tell you all ; this horrible fatigue
Will kill you.

Went. No ;—or, Lucy, just your arm
;

I'll not sit till I've cleared this up with him :

After that, rest. The King ?

Lady Car. Confides in you. j

Went. Why ? or, why now ?—They have kind throats,

the knaves !

Shout for me—they !

Lady Gar. Tou come so strangely soon :

Yet we took measures to keep off the crowd.
Did they shout for you ?

Went. Wherefore should they not ?

Does the King take such measures for himself ? 10

Beside, there's- such a dearth of malcontents,

Tou say !

Lady Gar. I said but few dared carp at you.

Went. At me ? at us, I hope ! The King and I

!

He's surely not disposed to let me bear

The fame away from him of these late deeds 15

In Ireland ? I am yet his instrument.

Be it for well or ill ? He trusts me, too !

Lady Oar. The King, dear Wentworth, purposes, I said.

To grant you, in the face of all the Court . . .

Went. All the Court ! Evermore the Court about us ! 20

Savile and Holland, Hamilton and Vane
About us,—then the King will grant me—what ?

That he for once put these aside and say

—

" Tell me your whole mind, Wentworth !

"

Lady Gar. You professed
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Tou would be calm.

Went. Lucy, and I am calm ! 2

How else shall I do all I come to do,

—

Broken, as you may see, body and mind.

How shall I serve the King ? Time wastes meanwhile,

Tou have not told me half. His footstep ! No.

Quick, then, before I meet him,—I am calm

—

31

Why does the King distrust me ?

Ladki Oar. He does not

Distrust you.

Went. Lucy, you can help me ;
you

Have even seemed to care for me : one word

!

Is it the Queen ?

Lady Car. No, not the Queen : the party

That poisons the Queen's ear, Savile and Holland. 3

Went. I know, I know : old Vane, too, he's one too ?

Go on—and he's made Secretary. Well ?

Or leave them out and go straight to the charge

;

The charge

!

Lady Gar. Oh, there's no charge, no precise charge
;

Only they sneer, make light of—one may say, 4
Nibble at what you do.

Went. I know ! but Lucy,
I reckoned on you from the first !—Go on !

Was sure could I once see this gentle friend

When I arrived, she'd throw an hour away
To help her . . . what am I ?

LadAj Gar. Tou thought of me, 4

Dear Wentworth ?

Went. But go on ! The party here !

Lad/y Gar. They do not think your Irish Government
Of that surpassing value . . .

Went. The one thing

Of value ! The one service that the crown
May count on ! All that keeps these very Vanes 5

In power, to vex me—not that they do vex,

Only it might vex some to hear that service

Decried, the sole support that 's left the King !

Lady Gar. So the Archbishop says.

Went. Ah ? well, perhaps
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The only hand teld up in my defence SS

May be old Land's ! These Hollands then, these Saviles

Nibble ? They nibble ?—that 's the very word !

Lady Car. Tour profit in the Customs, Bristol says.

Exceeds the due proportion : while the tax . . .

Went. Enough ! 't is too unworthy,—I am not 60

So patient as I thought ! What 's Pym about ?

Lady Gar. Pym ?

Went. Pym and the People.

Lady Gar. Oh, the Faction !

Extinct—of no account : there '11 never be
Another Parliament.

Went. Tell SavUe that

!

Ton may know—(ay, you do—the creatures here 65

Never forget !) that in my earliest life

I was not . . . much that I am now ! The King
May take my word on points concerning Pym
Before Lord Savile's, Lucy, or if not,

I bid them ruin their wise selves, not me, 70

These Vanes and Hollands ! I '11 not be their tool

Who might be Pym's friend yet.

But there 's the King !

Where is he ?

Lady Gar. Just apprised that you arrive.

Went. And why not here to meet me ? I was told

He sent for me, nay, longed for me.

Lady Car. Because,

—

75

He is now ... I think a Council's sitting now
About this Scots affair.

Went. A Council sits ?

They have not taken a decided course

Without me in the matter ?

Lady Gar. I should say . . .

Went. The war ? They cannot have agreed to that ? 80

Not the Scots' war ?—without consulting me

—

Me, that am here to show how rash it is.

How easy to dispense with ?—Ah, you too

Against me ! well, the King may tak« his time.

—Forget it, Lucy ! Cares make peevish : mine 85

Weigh me (but 't is a secret) to my grave.
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JJadAj Oar. For life or death I am your own, dear friend !

\_Goes out.

Went. Heartless! but all are heartless here. Go now,
Forsake the People !—I did not forsake

The People : they shall know it—when the King s

Will trust me !—who trusts all beside at once,

"While I have not spoke Vane and Savile fair.

And am not trusted : have but saved the throne :

Have not picked up the Queen's glove prettily,

And am not trusted. But he '11 see me now. 9
Weston is dead : the Queen 's half English now— •

More English : one decisive word will brush
These insects from . . . the step I know so well

!

The King ! But now, to tell him . . . no—to ask
What 's in me he distrusts :—or, best begin ic

By proving that this frightful Scots affair

Is just what I foretold. So much to say.

And the flesh fails, now, and the time is come.
And one false step no way to be repaired !

Ton were avenged, Pym, could you look on me. ic

Ptm enters.

Went. I little thought of you just then.

Fym. No? I

Think always of you, Wentworth.
Went. The old voice !

I wait the King, sir.

Pym. True—yon look so pale !

A Council sits within ; when that breaks up
He '11 see you.

Went. Sir, I thank you.

Pym. Oh, thank Laud ! ii

Tou know when Laud once gets. on Church affairs

The case is desperate : he '11 not be long
To-day : he only means to prove, to-day.

We English all are mad to have a hand
In butchering the Scots for serving God ii

After their fathers' fashion : only that

!

Went. Sir, keep your jests for those who relish them !

(Does he enjoy their confidence ?) 'Tis kind
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To tell me what the Council does.

Pym. Tou grudge
That I should kaow it had resolved on war 120

Before you came ? No need : you shall have all

The credit, trust me !

Went. Have the Council dared

—

They have not dared . . . that is—I know you not.

Farewell, sir : times are changed.

Pym. —Since we two met
At Greenwich ? Yes : poor patriots though we be, '25

Tou cut a figure, makes some slight return

For your exploits in Ireland ! Changed indeed.

Could our friend Eliot look from out his grave !

Ah, Wentworth, one thing for acquaintance' sake.

Just to decide a question; have you, now, 13'

Felt your old self since you forsook us ?

W&nt. Sir

!

Pym. Spare me the gesture ! you misapprehend !

Think not I mean the advantage is with me.

I was about to say that, for my part,

I never quite held up my head since then

—

1 3 S

Was quite myself since then : for first, you see,

I lost all credit after that event

With those who recollect how sure I was
Wentworth would outdo Eliot on our side.

Forgive me : Savile, old Vane, Holland here,

Eschew plain speaking : 'tis a trick I keep. '4°

Went. How, when, where, Savile,Vane and Holland speak.

Plainly or otherwise, would have my scorn.

All of miy scorn, sir. . . .

Pym. • . . Did not my poor thoughts.

Claim somewhat ?

Went. Keep your thoughts! believe the King 145

Mistrusts me for their prattle, all these Vanes

And Saviles ! make your mind up, o' God's love.

That I am discontented with the King !

Pym. Why, you may be : I should be, that I know,

Were I Hke you.

Went. Like me ?

Pym. I care not much 15c
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For titles : our friend- Eliot died no lord,

Hampden 's no lord, and Savile is a lord
;

But you care, since yon sold your soul for one.

I can't think, therefore, your soul's purchaser
Did well to laugh you to such utter scorn 155

When you twice prayed so humbly for its price.

The thirty silver pieces . . . I should say,

The Earldom you expected, still expect.

And may. Tour letters were the movingest

!

Console yourself : I 've borne him prayers jast now 160

From Scotland not to be oppressed by Land,
Words moving in their way : he '11 pay, be sure,

As much attention as to those you sent.

Went. False, sir ! Who showed them you ? Suppose it so,

The King did very well . . . nay, I was glad 165

When it was shown me : I refused, the first

!

John Pym, you were my friend—forbear me once !

Pym. Oh, Wentworth, ancient brother of my soul.

That all should come to this !

Went. Leave me !

Pym. My friend.

Why should I leave you ?

Went. To tell Rudyard this, 170

And Hampden this

!

Pym. Whose faces once were bright
At my approach, now sad with doubt and fear.

Because I hope in you—yes, Wentworth, you
Who never mean to ruin England—you
Who shake ofB, with God's help, an obscene dream 175
In this Ezekiel chamber, where it crept
Upon you first, and wake, yourself, your true
And proper self, our Leader, England's chief.

And Hampden's friend

!

This is the proudest day !

Come, Wentworth ! Do not even see the King ! 180

The rough old room will seem itself again !

We '11 both go in together : you've not seen
Hampden so long : come : and there's Fiennes : you '11 have
•To know young Vane. This is the proudest day

!
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[The King enters. Wkntwoeth letsfall Ptm's hand.

Oha. Arrived, my lord ?—This gentleman, we know, i8;

Was your old friend.

The Scots shall be informed
What we determine for their happiness.

[Ptm goes out.

Yon have made haste, my lord.

Went. Sir, I am come . . .

Cha. To see an old familiar—nay, 'tis well

;

Aid us with his experience; this Scots' League 19c

And Covenant spreads too far, and we have proofs

Their chiefs intrigue with France : the Paction, too,

Whereof your friend there is the head and front,

Abets them,—as he boasted, very like.

Went. Sir, trust me ! but for this once, trust me, sir ! 195

Gha. What can you mean ?

We^it. That you should trust me, sir 1

Oh—not for my sake ! but 't is sad, so sad

That for distrusting me, you suffer—you.

Whom I would die to serve : sii', do you think

That I would die to serve you ?

Gha. But rise, Wentworth ! 20a

Went. What shall convince you ? What does Savile do
To prove bim. . . Ah, one can't tear out one's heart

And show it, how sincere a thing it is !

Gha. Have I not trusted you ?

Went. Say aught but that

!

There is my comfort, mark you : all will be 205

So different when you trust me—as you shall

!

It has not been your fault,—I was away,

Mistook, maligned, how was the King to know ?

I am here, now—he means to trust me, now

—

All will go on so well

!

Gha. Be sure I do

—

zio

I 've heard that I should trust you : as you came,

Your friend, the Countess, told me . . .

Went. JNo,—hear nothing

—

Be told nothing about me !—you 're not told

Your right hand serves you, or your children love you !
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Oha. You love me, Wentworth : rise !

Went. I can speak now. 215

I have no right to hide the truth. 'T is I

Can save yon : only I. Sir, what mnst be ?

Gha. Since Land 's assured (the minutes are within)

—Loath as I am to spill my subjects' blood . . .

Went. That is, he '11 have a war : what 's done is done !
220.

Gha. TheyhaveintriguedwithErance; that's clear to Laud.

Went. Has Laud suggested any way to meet

The war's expense ?

Gha. He 'd not decide so far

Until you joined us.

W&nt. Most considerate

!

He 's certain they intrigue with France, thepe Scots ? 225

The People would be with us.

Gha. Pym should know.
Went. The People for us—were the People for us !

Sir, a great thought comes to reward your trust

;

Summon a Parliament ! in Ireland first,

Then here.

Gha. In truth ?

Went. That saves us ! that puts ofi 23c

The war, gives time to right their grievances

—

To talk with Pym. I know the Faction, as

Laud styles it, tutors Scotlatid : all their plans

Suppose no Parliament : in calling one
Ton take them by surprise. Produce the proofs 235

Of Scotland's treason ; then bid England help :

Even Pym would not refuse.

Gha. Tou would begin
With Ireland ?

Went. Take no care for that : that 's sure
To prosper.

Gha. Tou shall rule me. Tou were best
Return at once : but take this ere you go ! 24

Now, do I trust you ? Tou 're an Earl : my friend
Of friends : yes, while . . . Tou hear me not

!

Went. Say it all o'er again—but once again :

The first was for the music—once again !

Gha. Strafford, my friend, theremayhavebeenreports, 24
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!

Yain rumours. Henceforth touching Strafford is

To touch the apple of my sight : why gaze
So earnestly ?

Went. I am grown young again,

And foolish. What was it we spoke of ?

Gha. Ireland,

The Parliament,

—

Went. I may go when I will ? 2$'

—Now?
Oha. Are you tired so soon of us ?

Went. My King

!

But you will not so utterly abhor
A Parliament ? I'd serve you any way.

Olia. Tou said just now this was the only way.
Went. Sir, I will serve you !

Cha. Strafford, spare yourself— 25

Tou are so sick, they tell me.
Went. 'T is my soul

That's well and prospers now.
This Parliament

—

We'll summon it, the English one—I'll care

For everything. Tou shall not need them much.
Glia. If they prove restive . . .

Went. I shall be with 3-0U. 26(

Gha. Ere they assemble ?

Went. I will come, or else

Deposit this infirm humanity
I' the dust. My whole heart stays with you, my King !

[As Wentwoeth goes otot the Queen enters

Gha. That man must love me.

Qtieen. Is it over then ?

Why, he looks yellower than ever ! Well, 26

At least we shall not hear eternally

Of service—services : he 's paid at least.

Gha. Not done with : he engages to surpass

All yet performed in Ireland.

Queen. I had thought

Nothing beyond was ever to be done. 27'

The war, Charles—will he raise supplies enough ?

Gha. We've hit on an expedient ; he . . . that is
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I have advised ... we have decided on
The calling—in Ireland—of a Parliament.

Queen. O truly ! Tou agree to that ? Is that 275

The first fruit of his counsel ? But I guessed

As much.
Oha. This is too idle, Henriette !

I should know test. He will strain every nerve,

And once a precedent established . . .

Queen. Notice

How sure he is of a long term of favour

!

28c

He'll see the next, and the next after that

;

No end to Parliaments !

Oha. Well, it is done.

He talks 4t smoothly, doubtless. If, indeed,

The Commons here . . .

Queen, Here ! Tou will summon them
Here ? "Wonld I were in France again to see 285

A King

!

Cha. Bnt, Henriette . . .

Queen. Oh, the Scots see clear

!

Why should they bear your rule ?

Oha. But listen, sweet

!

Queen. Let Wentworth listen—you confide in him !

Oha. I do not, love,—I do not so confide !

The Parliament shall never trouble us 29c

. . Nay, hear me ! I have schemes, such schemes : we'll buy
The leaders off : without that, Wentworth's counsel

Had ne'er prevailed on me. Perhaps I call it

To have excuse for breaking it for ever,

And whose will then the blame be ? See you not ? 29;

Come, dearest !—look, the little fairy now,
That cannot reach my shoulder ! Dearest, come !
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ACT II.

Scene I.—(As in Act I., Scene I.)

The same party enters.

Bud. Twelve subsidies

!

Vane. Rudyard, do not laugh
At least

!

-BmcZ. True : Strafiord called the Parliament

—

'Tis he should laugh !

A Puritan. Out of the serpent's root
Comes forth a cockatrice.

Fien. —A stinging one,

If that's the Parliament : twelve subsidies ! jA stinging one ! but, brother, where's your word
For Strafford's other nest-egg, the Scots' war ?

The Puritan. His fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent.

Fien. Shall be ? It chips thes hell, man,—peeps abroad.
Twelve subsidies !—Why, how now, Yane ?

Pud. Peace, Fiennes ! lo

Fien. Ah ?—But he was not more a dupe than I,

Or you, or any here, the day that Pym
Returned with the good news. Look up, friend Vane !

We all believed that Strafford meant us well

In summoning the Parliament.

Hampden enters.

Vane. ' Now, Hampden, 15

Clear me ! I would have leave to sleep again :

I'd look the People in the face again :

Clear me from having, from the first, hoped, dreamed
Better of Strafford

!

Hamp. Tou may grow one day

A steadfast light to England, Henry Yane ! 20

Bud. Meantime, by flashes, I make shift to see.

Strafford revived our Parliaments ; before.
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War was but talked of ; there's an army, now •

Still, we've a Parliament ! Poor Ireland bears

Another wrench (she dies the hardest death !)

—

Why, speak of it in Parliament ! and lo,

'T is spoken, so console yourselves !

Fien. The jest

!

We clamoured, I suppose, thus long, to win
The privilege of laying on our backs
A sorer burden than the King dares lay !

Bud. Mark now : we meet at length, complaints pour in

Prom every county, all the land cries out

On loans and levies, curses ship-money,
Calls vengeance on the Star Chamber ; we lend
An ear. " Ay, lend them all the ears you have !"

Puts in the King ;
" my subjects, as you find,

"Are fretful, and conceive great things of you.
" Just listen to them, friends; you 'II sanction me
" The measures they most wince at, make them yours,
" Instead of mine, I know : and, to begin,
" They say my levies pinch them,—raise me straight
" Twelve subsidies !

"

Fien. All England cannot furnish
Twelve subsidies

!

Hoi. But Strafford, just returned
From Ireland—what has he to do with that ?

How could he speak his mind ? He left before
The Parliament assembled. Pym, who knows
Strafford . . .

Brnd. Would I were sure we know ourselves !

What is for good, what bad,—who friend, who foe !

Sol. Do you count Parliaments no gain ?

Bud. A gain ?

While the King's creatures overbalance us ?—There's going on, beside, among ourselves

A quiet, slow, but most effectual course
Of buying over, sapping, leavening
The lump till all is leaven. Glanville's gone.
I'll put a case ; had not the Court declared
That no sum short of just twelve subsidies

Will be accepted by the King—our House,
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1 say, would have consented to that ofier

To let us buy off ship-money !

Sol. Most like,

If, say, six subsidies will buy it ofP, 6q
The House . . .

Bud. Will grant them ! Hampden, do you hear ?

Congratulate with me ! the King's the king,

And gains his point at last—our own assent
To that detested tax ! All's over, then !

There's no more taking refuge in this room, 65

Protesting, " Let the King do what he will,

" We, England, are no party to our shame :

" Our day will come !
" Congratulate with nie !

Ptm enters.

Vane. Pym, Strafford called this Parliament, you say,

But we'll not have our Parliaments like those 70

In Ireland, Pym

!

Bud. Let him stand forth, your friend !

One doubtful act hides far too many sins

;

It can be stretched no more, and, to my mind.
Begins to drop from those it covered.

Other Voices. Good

!

Let him avow himself ! TSo fitter time ! 75
We wait thus long for you.

Bud. Perhaps, too long !

Since nothing but the madness of the Court,

In thus unmasking its designs at once.

Has saved us from betraying England. Stay

—

This Parliament is Strafford's : let us vote 8q

Our list of grievances too black by far

To suffer talk of subsidies : or best.

That ship-money's disposed of long ago

By England : any vote that's broad enough :

And then let Strafford, for the love of it, 85

Support his Parliament

!

Vane. And vote as well

]S"o war to be with Scotland ! Hear you, Pym ?

We'll vote, no war ! No part nor lot in it

For England !
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Many Voices. Vote, no war ! Stop the new levies !

No Bishops' war ! At once ! When next we meet

!

90

Pym. Much more when next we meet ! Friends, which of

you
Since first the course of StrafBord was in doubt,

Has fallen the most away in soul from me ?

Vane. I sat apart, even now, uiider-€rod's eye,

Pondering the words that should denounce you, Pym, 95

In presence of us all, as one at league

With England's enemy.
Pym. Ton are a good

And gallant spirit, Henry. Take my hand
And say you pardon me for all the pain

Till now ! Strafford is wholly ours.

Many Voices. Sure ? sure ? 100

Pym. Most sure : for Charles dissolves the Parliament
While I speak here.

—And I must speak, friends, now !

Strafford is ours. The King detects the change.

Casts Strafford off for ever, and resumes
His ancient path : no Parliament for us, 105

No Strafford for the King !

Come, all of you.

To bid the King farewell, predict success

To his Scot's expedition, and receive

Strafford, our comrade now. The next will be
Indeed a Parliament

!

Vane. Forgive me, Pym

!

no
Voices. This looks like truth : Strafford can have, indeed.

No choice.

Pym. Friends, follow me ! He's with the King.
Come, Hampden, and come, Rudyard, and come, Vane !

This is no sullen day for England, sirs

!

Strafford shall tell you !

Voices. To Whitehall then ! Come! 115
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Scene II.— )VhiiehaU.

Chaeles and Sxeaffoed.

Oha. Strafiord !

Straf. Is it a dream ? my papers, here

—

Thus, as I left them, all the plans you found
So happy—(look ! the track you pressed my hand
For pointing out)—and in this very room.
Over these very plans, you tell me, sir,

j

With the same face, too—tell me just one thing
That ruins them ! How's this ? What may this mean ?

Sir, who has done this ?

Cha. StrafEord, who but I ?

You bade me put the rest away : indeed
Ton are alone.

Straf. Alone, and like to be

!

lo

No fear, when some unworthy scheme grows ripe.

Of those who hatched it, leaving me to loose

The mischief on the world ! Laud hatches war,
Falls to his prayers, and leaves the rest to me.
And I'm alone.

Gha. At least, you knew as much i j

When first you undertook the war.

Straf. My liege.

Was this the way? I said, since Laud would lap

A little blood, 't were best to hurry over

The loathsome business, not to be whole months
At slaughter—one blow, only one, then, peace, za

Save for the dreams. I said, to please you both

I'd lead an Irish army to the West,
While in the South an English . . . but you look

As though you had not told me fifty times

'T was a brave plan ! My army is all raised, 25

I am prepared to join it . . .

Oha. Hear me, Strafford !

Straf. . . . When, for some little thing, my whole design

Is set aside—(where is the wretched paper ?)

I am to lead—(ay, here it is)—to lead
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The English army : why ? Northumberland 30

That I appointed, chooses to he sick

—

Is frightened : and, meanwhile, who answers for

The Irish Parliament ? or army, either ?

Is this my plan ?

Gha. So disrespectful, sir ?

8traf. My liege, do not believe it ! I am yours, 35

Tours ever : 'tis too late to think about

:

To the death, yours. Elsewhere, this untoward step

Shall pass for mine ; the world shall think it mine.

But here ! But here ! I am so seldom here,

Seldom with you, my King ! I, soon to rush 40

Alone upon a giant in the dark

!

'
Gha. My Strafford !

Straf. [examines papers awhile.'] " Seize the passes of the

Tyne !

"

But, sir, you see—see all I say is true ?

My plan was sure to prosper, so, no cause

To ask the Parliament for help ; whereas 45

We need them frightfully.

Gha. Need the Parliament ?

Straf. Now, for God's sake, sir, not one error more !

We can afford no error ; we draw, now,

Upon our last resource : the Parliament

Must help us

!

Gha. I've undone you, Strafford !

Straf. Nay

—

50

Nay—why despond, sir, 'tis not come to that

!

I have not hurt you ? Sir, what have I said

To hurt you ? I unsay it ! Don't despond !

Sir, do you turn from me ?

Gha. My friend of friends !

Straf- We'll make a shift. Leave me the Parliament ! 5^
Help they us ne'er so little and I'll make
Sufficient out of it. We'll speak them fair.

They're sitting, that's one great thing ; that half gives

Their sanction to us ; that's much : don't despond !

Why, let them keep their money, at the worst

!

6c

The reputation of the People's help

Is all we want : we'll make shift yet

!
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' Oha. Good StrafEovd !

Straf. But meantime, let the sum be ne'er so small
They offer, we'll accept it : any sum

—

For the look of it : the least grant tells the Scots 6 s
The Parliament is ours—their staunch ally

Turned ours : that told, there's half the blow to strike !

What will the grant be ? What does Glanville think ?

Gha. Alas

!

Straf. My liege ?

Gha. Strafford

!

Straf. But answer me !

Have they ... surely not refused us half ? 70

Half the twelve subsidies? We never looked
For all of them. How many do they give ?

Cha. Ton have not heard . . .

Straf. (What has he done ?)—Heard what ?

But speak at once, sir, this grows terrible !

[27ie King continuing silent.

Tou have dissolved them !—I'll not leave this man. 75

Gha. 'T was old Vane's ill-judged vehemence.

Straf. Old Vane ?

Gha. He told them, just about to vote the half.

That nothing short of all twelve subsidies

Would serve our turn, or be accepted.

Straf Vane

!

Vane ! Who, sir, promised me that very Vane ... 80

God, to have it gone, quite gone from me.
The one last hope—I that despair, my hope

—

That I should reach his heart one day, and cure

All bitterness one day, be proud again

And young again, care for the sunshine, too. S5

And never think of Eliot any more,

—

God, and to toil for this, go far for this.

Get nearer, and still nearer, reach this heart

And find Vane there !

\_Suddenly tailing up apapei; and continuing irith

a forced calmness.

Northumberland is sick

;

Well, then, I take the army Wilmot leads 90

The horse, and he, with Conway, must secure
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The passes of the Tyne ; Ormond supplies

My place in Ireland. Here, we'll try the City :

If they refuse a loan—debase the coin

And seize the bullion ! we've no other choice. 95

Herbert . . .

And this while I am here ! with you !

And there are hosts such, hosts like Vane ! I go,

And, I once gone, they '11 close around you, sir.

When the least pique, pettiest mistrust, is sure

To ruin me—and you along with me !

Do you see that ? And you along with me ! 100

—Sir, you '11 not ever listen to these men.
And I away, fighting your battle ? Sir,

If they—if She—charge me, no matter how

—

Say you, " At any time when he returns
" His head is mine !

" Don't stop me there ! Tou know 105

My head is yours, but never stop me there !

Gha. Too shameful, Strafford ! Tou advised the war.
And . . .

Straf. I ! I ! that was never spoken with
Till it was entered on ! That loathe the war !

That say it is the maddest, wickedest ... no
Do you know, sir, I think within my heart,

That you would say I did advise the war

;

And if through your own weakness, or what's worse.
These Scots, with God to help them, drive me back,
Tou will not step between the raging People 115

And me, to say . . .

I knew it ! from the first

I knew it ! Never was so cold a heart

!

Remember that I said it—that I never
Believed you for a moment

!

—And, you loved me ?

Tou thought your perfidy profoundly hid 120

Because I could not share the whisperings
With Vane, with Savile ? What, the face was masked ?

I had the heart to see, sir ! Face of flesh.

But heart of stone—of smooth cold frightful stone !

Ay, call them ! Shall I call for you ? The Scots 125

Goaded to madness ? Or the English—Eym

—
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Shall I call Pym, your subject ? Oh, you think
I'll leave them in the dark about it all ?

They shall not know you ? Hampden, Pym shall not ?

Ptm, Hampden, Vane, etc., enter.

[Dropping on Ms Icnee.] Thus favoured with your gracious
countenance 130

What shall a rebel League avail against
Tour servant, utterly and ever yours ?

So, gentlemen, the King's not even left

The privilege of bidding me farewell
Who haste to save the People—that you style 135
Tour People—from the mercies of the Scots
And Prance their friend ?

[To Chaeles.] Pym's grave grey eyes are fixed
Upon you, sir !

Tour pleasure, gentlemen ?

Samp. The King dissolved us
—

't is the King we seek.

And not Lord Strafford.

Straf. —Strafford, guilty too 140

Of counselling the measure. [To Charles.] (Hush . . .

you know

—

Tou have forgotten—sir, I counselled it)

A heinous matter, truly ! But the King
Will yet see cause to thank me for a course
Which now, perchance . . . (Sir, tellthem so!)—he blames. 145

Well, choose some fitter tim^e to make your charge :

I shall be with the Scots, you understand ?

Then yelp at me !

Meanwhile, your Majesty
Binds me, by this fresh token of your trust . . .

[ Underthepretence ofan earnestfarewell, Steaffoed co«(fMcis

Chaeles to the door, in such a manner as to hide his

agitation from, the rest ; as the King disappears, ilieij turn

as by one impulse to Ptm, who has not changed his original

posture of surprise.

Samp. Leave we this arrogant strong wicked man ! 150

Vane and others. Hence, Pym ! Come out of this unworthy
place

!
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To our old. room again ! He's gone.

[STEiFFOBD, JMsf dbout tofollow the King, looks hack,

Pym. Not gone

!

[To Steaffoed.J Keep tryst ! tlie old appointment's made
anew

Forget not we shall meet again !

Straf. So be it

!

And if an army follows me ?

Vane. His friends 155

Will entertain your army !

Pym. I'll not say

Ton have misreckoned, Strafford : time shows.
Perish

Body and spirit ! Fool to feign a doubt,

Pretend the scrupulous and nice reserve

Of one whose prowess shall achieve the feat

!

160

What share have I in it ? Do I afiect

To see no dismal sign above your head

When God suspends his ruinous thunder there ?

Strafford is doomed. Touch him no one of you

!

[Pym, Hajipden, etc., go out.

Straf. Pym, we shall meet again.

Lady Carlisle enters.

Ton here, child ?

Lady Oar. Hush— 165

I know it all : hush, Strafford !

Straf. Ah ? you know ?

Well. I shall make a sorry soldier, Lucy

!

All knights begin their enterprise, we read.

Under the best of auspices : 't is morn.
The Lady girds his sword upon the Youth 17c

(He 's always very young)—the trumpets sound.

Cups pledge him, and, why, the King blesses him

—

Ton need not turn a page of the romance
To learn the Dreadful Giant's fate. Indeed,

We 've the fair Lady here ; but she apart,

—

175

A poor man, rarely having handled lance.

And rather old, weary, and far from sure

His Squires are not the Giant's friends. All' s one :
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Let Tis go forth !

Ladij Oar. Gro forth ?

Straf. What matters it ?

"We shall die gloriously—as the hook says. i8o

Lady Gar. To Scotland ? not to Scotland ?

Straf. Am I sick

Like yonr good brother, brave Northumberland ?

Beside, these walls seem falling on me.
Lady Gar. Strafford,

The wind that saps these walls can undermine
Tour camp in Scotland, too. Whence creeps the wind ? 185

Have you no eyes except for Pym ? Look here !

A breed of silken creatures lurk and thrive

In your contempt. You '11 vanquish Pym ? Old Vane
Can vanquish you. And Yane you think to fly ?

Rush on the Scots ! Do nobly ! Vane's slight sneer 19a

Shall test success, adjust the praise, suggest

The faint result : Vane's sneer shall reach you there.

•—You do not listen !

Straf. Oh,—I give that up !

There 's fate in it : I give all here quite up.

Care not what old Vane does or Holland does 195

Against me ! 'T is so idle to withstand

!

In no case tell me what they do !

Lady Gar. But, Strafford . . .

Straf. I want& little strife, beside ; real strife.

This petty, palace-warfare does me harm :

I shall feel better, fairly out of it. 200

Lady Gar. Why do you smile ?

Straf. I got to fear them, child !

I could have torn his throat at first, old Vane's,

As he leered at me on his stealthy way
To the Queen's closet. Lord, one loses heart

!

205

I often found it in my heart to say,

" Do not traduce me to her !

"

Lady Gar. But the King . . .

Straf. The King stood there, 't is not so long ago,

—There ; and the whisper, Lucy, " Be my friend

" Of friends !
"—my King ! I would have . . .

Lady Car. • • Died for him ?
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Straf. Sworn him true, Lucy : I can die for him. 210

Lady Gar. Biit go not, Strafford ! But you must renounce

This project on the Scots ! Die, wherefore die ?

Charles never loved you.

Straf. And he never will,

He 's not of those who care the more for men
That they 're unfortunate.

Lady Gar. Then wherefore die 215

For such a master ?

Straf. You that told me first

How good he was—when I must leave true friends

To find a truer friend !—that drew me here

Prom Ireland,—" I had but to show myself
" And Charles would spurn Vane, Savile and the rest "—220

Tou, child, to ask me this ?

Lady Oar. (If he have set

His heart abidingly on Charles !)

Then, friend,

I shall not see you any more.

Straf. Yes, Lucy.

There's one man here I have to meet.

Lady Oa/r. (The King !

What way to save him from the King ?

My soul— . 225

That lent from its own store the charmed disguise

That clothes the King—he shall behold my soul !)

Strafford,—I shall speak best if you '11 not gaze
Upon me : I had never thought, indeed.

To speak, but you would perish too, so sure ! 230

Could you but know what 't is to bear, my friend,

One image stamped within you, turning blank
The else imperial brilliance of your mind,

—

A weakness, but most precious,—^like a flaw

I' the diamond, which should shape forth some sweet face 235
Yet to create, and meanwhile treasured there

Lest nature lose her gracious thought for ever !

Straf. When could it be ? no ! Yet . . . was it the day
We waited in the anteroom, till Holland
Should leave the presence-chamber ?

Lady Gan What ?
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Straf. —That I 240

Described to you my love for Chailes ?

Lady Car. (Ah, no

—

One must not lure him from a love like that

!

Oh, let him love the King and die ! 'T is past.

I shall not serve him worse for that one brief

And passionate hope, silent for ever now !) 245

And you are really bound for Scotland, then ?

I wish you well : you must be very sure

Of the King's faith, for Pym and all his crew
Will not be idle—setting Vane aside !

Straf. If Pym is busy,—you may write of Pym. 250

Lady Oar. What need, since there's your King to take your
part ?

He may endure Yane's counsel ; but for Pym

—

Think you he '11 suffer Pym to . . .

Straf. Child, your hair

Is glossier than the Queen's !

Lady Gar. Is that to ask
A curl of me ?

Straf. Scotland—the weary way

!

255

Lady Car. Stay, let me fasten it.

—A rival's, Strafford ?

Straf. [_shoiomg the George.] Hehungit there : twine yours
around it, child

!

Lady Car. No—no—another time—I trifle so !

And there's a masque on foot. Farewell. The Court
Is dull ; do something to enliven us 260

In Scotland : we expect it at your hands
Straf. I shall not fail in Scotland.

Lady Car. Prosper—if

You'll think of me sometimes !

Straf. How think of him
And not of you ? of you, the lingering streak

(A golden one) in my good fortune's eve. 265

Lady Car. Strafford . . . Well, when the eve has its last

streak

The night has its first star.

[She goes out.

Straf. That voice of hers

—
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ToTi'd think she had a heart sometimes ! His voice

Is soft too.

Only God can save him now.
Be Thou ahout his bed, about his"path ! 270

His path ! Where's England's path ? Diverging wide,

And not to join again the track my foot

Must follow—whither ? All that forlorn away
Among the tombs ! Far—far—till . . . What, they do
Then join again, these paths ? For, huge in the dusk, 275

There's—Pym to face !

Why then, I have a foe
To close with, and a fight to fight at last

Worthy my soul ! What, do they beard the King,
And shall the King want Strafford at his need ?

Am I not here !

Not in the market-place, 280

Pressed on by the rough artisans, so proud
To catch a glance from Wentworth ! They lie down
Hungry yet smile " Why, it must end some day :

" Is he not watching for our sake ? " Not there !

But in Whitehall, the whited sepulchre, 285
The . . .

Curse nothing to-night ! Only one name
They'll curse in all those streets to-night. Whose fault ?

Did I make kings ? set up the first, a man
To represent the multitude, receive

All love in right of them—supplant them so, 290
Until you love the man and not the king
The man with the mild voice and mournful eyes
Which send me forth.

—To breast the bloody sea
That sweeps before me : with one star for guide.
Night has its first, supreme, forsaken star. 295
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ACT III.

Scene I.

—

Opposite Westminster Hall.

Sir Henry Vane, Lord Savile, Lord Holland and others of the Comt

Sir H. Vane. The Commons thrust you out ?

SaviJe. And what kept you
From sharing their civility ?

Sir M. Vane. Kept me ?

Fresh news from Scotland, sir ! worse than the last.

If that may be. All 's up with Strafford there

:

Ifothing to bar the mad Scots marching hither i

Next Lord's-day morning. That detained me, sir

!

Well now, before they thrust you out,—go on,

—

Their Speaker—did the fellow Lenthal say

All we set down for him ?

Hoi. Not a word missed.

Ere he began,, we entered, Savile, I, ic

And Bristol and some more, with hope to breed
A wholesome awe in the new Parliament.

But such a gang of graceless ruffians, Yane,
As glared at us !

Vane. So many ?

Savile. Not a bench
Without its complement of burly knaves

;

1

5

Tour hopeful son among them : Hampden leant

Upon his shoulder—think of that

!

Vane. I 'd think

On Lenthal's speech, if I could get at it.

Urged he, I ask, how grateful they should prove

For this unlooked-for summons from the King ? 20

Hoi. Just as we drilled him.

Vane. That the Scots will march
On London ?

Hoi. All; and made so much of it,

A dozen subsidies at least seemed sure
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To follow, when . . .

Vame. Well ?

Sol. 'T is a strange thing, now !

I've a vague memory of a sort of sound, 25

A voice, a kind of vast unnatural voice

—

Pym, sir, was speaking ! Savile, help me out

:

What was it all ?

Sav. Something about " a matter "

—

No,—" work for England."
ilol. " England's great revenge

"

He talked of.

Sav. How should I get used to Pym 30

More than yourselves ?

Hoi. However that be,

'T was something with which we had nought to do,

For we were " strangers " and 't was " England's work "

—

(All this while looking us straight in the face)

In other words, our presence might be spared. 35

So, in the twinkling of an eye, before

I settled to my mind what ugly brute

Was likest to Pym just then, they yelled us out,

Locked the doors after us, and here are we.

Vane. Eliot's old method . . .

8av. Prithee, Vane, a truce 40

To Eliot and his times, and the great Duke,
And how to manage Parliaments ! 'T was you
Advised the Queen to summon this : why, Strafford

(To do him justice) would not hear of it.

Vane. Say rather, you have done the best of turns 45

To Strafford : he 's at York, we all know why.
I would you had not set the Scots on Strafford

Till Strafford put down Pym for us, my lord !

Sav. Was it I altered Strafford's plans ? did I . . .

A Messenger enters.

Mes. The Queen, my lords—she sends me : follow me 50

At once ; 't is very urgent ! She requires

Tour counsel : something perilous and strange

Occasions her command.
Sav. We follow, friend !
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Now, Vane ;—your Parliament will plague us all

!

Vane. No Strafford here beside !

Sav. If you dare hint

I had a hand in his betrayal, sir . . .

Uol. Nay, find a fitter time for quarrels—Pym
"Will overmatch the best of you : and, think,
The Queen !

Vane. Come on, then : understand, I loathe

Strafford as much as any—-but his use !

To keep off Pym, to screen a friend or two,

I would we had reserved him yet awhile.

Scene II.

—

Whitehall.

The Qdben and Lady Carlisle.

Qioeen. It cannot be.

Ladij Gar. It is so.

Queen. Why, the House
Have hardly met.

Lady Gar. They met for that.

Queen. No, no !

Meet to impeach Lord Strafford ! 'T is a jest.

Lady Gar. A bitter one.

Queen. Consider ! 'T is the House
We summoned so reluctantly, which nothing

But the disastrous issue of the war
Persuaded us to summon. They '11 wreak all

Their spite on us, no doubt ; but the old way
Is to begin by talk of grievances :

They have their grievances to busy them. i^

Lady Gar. Pym has begun his speech.

Queen. Where 's Vane ?—That is

Pym will impeach Lord Strafford if he leaves

His Presidency ; he 's at York, we know,

Since the Scots beat him : why should he leave York ?

Lady Gar. Because the King sent for him.

Queen. Ah—but if i

The King did send for him, he let him know
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We had been forced to call a Parliament

—

A step which Strafford, now I come to think,

Was vehement against.

Lady Gar. The policy

Escaped him, of first striking Parliaments
To earth, then setting them upon their feet

And giving them a sword : but this is idle.

Did the King send for Strafford ? He will come.
Queen. And what am I to do ?

Lady Gar. What do ? Fail, madam !

Be mined for his sake ! what matters how,
So it but stand on record that you made
An effort, only one ?

Queen. The King away
At Theobald's

!

Lady Gar. Send for him at once : he must
Dissolve the House.

Queen. Wait till Yane finds the truth
Of the report : then ...
Lady Oar. —It will matter little

What the King does. Strafford that lends his arm
And breaks his heart for you !

Sir H. Yane enters.

Yane. The Commons, madam,
Are sitting with closed doors. A huge debate.
No lack of noise ; but nothing, I should guess,
Concerning Strafford : Pym has certainly
Not spoken yet.

Queen [To Lady Carlisle]. You hear ?

Lady Oar. I do not hear
That the King 's sent for !

8irII. Vane. Savile will be able
To tell you more.

Holland enters.

Queen. The last news, Holland ?

Bol.

Is raging like a fire. The whole House means
To follow him together to Whitehall

Pym
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And force the King to give up Strafford.

Queen-. Strafford ?

Hoi. If they content themselves with Strafford ! Laud
Is talked of, Cottington and Windebank too.

Pym has not left out one of them—I would
Tou heard Pym raging.

Qtieen. Vane, go find the King ! 4.5

Tell the King, Vane, the People follow Pym
To brave us at Whitehall

!

SiViLB enters.

Savile. Not to Whitehall—
'T is to the Lords they go : they seek redress

On Strafford from his peers—the legal way.
They call it.

Queen. (Wait, Vane !
)

8av. But the adage gives 50

Long life to threatened men. Strafford can save

Himself so readily : at York, remember,
In his own county : what has he to fear ?

The Oommons only mean to frighten him
Prom, leaving York. Surely, he will not come. 55

Queem,. Lucy, he will not come !

Lady Gar. Once more, the King
Has sent for Strafford. He will come.

Ya^ie. Oh doubtless !

And bring distruction with him : that 's his way.

What but his coming spoilt all Conway's plan ?

The King must take his counsel, choose his friends, 60

Be wholly ruled by him ! What 's the result ?

The North that was to rise, Ireland to help,

—

What came of it ? In my poor mind, a fright

Is no prodigious punishment.

Lady Gar. A fright P

Pym will fail worse than Strafford, if he thinks 65

To frighten him. [To the Queex]. You will not save him
then ?

8av. When something like a charge is made, the King
Will best know how to save him : and 't is clear,

While Strafford suffers nothing by the matter,
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The King may reap advantage : this in question, 70

No dinning you with ship-money complaints !

Queen [To Lady Carlisle]. If we dissolve them, who
will pay the army ?

Protect us from the insolent Scots ?

Lady Gar. In truth,

I know not, madam. Strafford's fate concerns me
But little : you desired to learn what course 75

Would save him : I obey you.

Vane. Notice, too,

There can't be fairer ground for taking full

Revenge—(Strafford's revengeful)—than he '11 have
Against his old friend Pym.

Queen. Why, he shall claim

Vengeance on Pym !

Yane. And Strafford, who is he 80

To 'scape unscathed amid the accidents

That harass all beside ? I, for my part,

Should look for something of discomfiture

Had the King trusted me so thoroughly
And been so paid for i\.

Hoi. He '11 keep at York

:

85

All will blow over : he '11 return no worse,

Humbled a little, thankful for a place

Under as good a man. Oh, we '11 dispense

With seeing Strafford for a month or two !

STEAFroED enters.

Queen. You here !

Straf. The King sends for me, madam.
Queen. Sir, 90

The King . . .

Straf. An urgent matter that imports the King !

[To Lady Caelisle]. Why, Lucy, what 's in agitation now,
That all this muttering and shrugging, see

Begins at me ? They do not speak !

Lady Gar. 'T is welcome !

For we are proud of you—happy and proud 95
To have you with us, Strafford ! You were staunch
At Durham: you did well there ! Had you not
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Been stayed, you might have ... we said, even now,
Our hope 's in you !

Sir H. Vane [_To Lady Caelisle]. The Queen would
speak with you.

Straf. Will one of you, his servants here, vouchsafe loo

To signify my presence to the King ?

Sav. An urgent matter ?

Straf. None that touches you.
Lord Savile ! Say, it were some treacherous
Sly pitiful intriguing with the Scots

—

You would go free, at least ! (They half divine 105

My purpose !) Madam, shall I see the King ?

The service I would render much concerns
His welfare.

Qjteem. But his Majesty, my lord,

May not be here, may . . .

Straf. Its importance, then,

Must plead excuse for this withdrawal, madam, no
And for the grief it gives Lord Savile here.

Queen. [Who has been conversing withYathe and Holland. J
The King will see you, sir !

[To Lady Caelislb.] Mark me : Pym's worst
Is done by now : he has impeached the Earl,

Or found the Earl too strong for him, by now.
Let us not seem instructed ! We should work 115

No good to StrafEord, but deform ourselves

With shame in the world's eye. [ToStraffobd.] His Majesty
Has much to say with you.

Straf. Time fleeting, too !

[To Lady Carlisle.] No means of getting them away ?

And She—
What does she whisper ? Does she know my purpose ? 120

What does she think of it ? Get them away !

Queen [To Lady Caklisle]. He comes to baffle Pym—he

thinks the danger
Far off : tell him no word of it ! a time

For help will come ; we '11 not be wanting then.

Keep him in play, Lucy—you, self-possessed 125

And calm ! [To Stbaffoed.] To spare your lordship some
delay
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I will myself acquaint the King. [To Lady Caelisle.]

Beware

!

[The Queen, Yane, Holland and Satile go out.

Straf. She knows it ?

Lady Gar. Tell me, Strafford !

Straf. Afterwards

!

This moment's the great moment of all time.

She knows my purpose ?

Lady Gar. Thoroughly: just now 130

She hade me hide it from you.

Straf. Quick, dear child,

The whole o' the scheme ?

Lady Gar. (Ah, he would learn if they
Connive at Pym's procedure ! Could they but
Have once apprised the King ! But there 's no time
For falsehood, now.) Strafford, the whole is known. 135

Straf. Known and approved ?

Lady Gar. Hardly discountenanced.

Straf. And the King—say, the King consents as well ?

Lady Gar. The King's not yet informed, but will not dare
To interpose.

Straf, What need to wait him, then ?

He '11 sanction it ! I stayed, child, tell him, long ; 140

It vexed me to the soul—^this waiting here.

Tou know him, there 's no counting on the King.
Tell him I waited long

!

Lady Gar. (What can he mean ?

Rejoice at the King's hoUowness ?)

Straf. I knew
They would be glad of it,—all over once, 145

I knew they would be glad : but he 'd contrive,

The Queen and he, to mar, by helping it,

An angel's making.
Lady Gar. (Is he mad ?) Dear Strafford,

Tou were not wont to look so happy.
Straf. Sweet,

I tried obedience thoroughly. I took 150
The King's wild plan : of course, ere I could reach
My army, Conway ruined it. I drew
The wrecks together, raised all heaven and earth.
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And would have fought the Scots : the King at once

Made truce with them. Then, Lucy, then, dear child, 155

God put it in my mind to love, serve, die

For Charles, but never to obey him more !

While he endured their insolence at Eipon
I fell on them at Durham. But you '11 tell

The King I waited ? All the ante-room 160

Is filled with my adherents.

Lady Car. Strafford—Strafford,

What daring act is this you hint ?

Straf. No, no !

'T is here, not daring if you knew ! all here !

[^Draicing papers frovi his bi-east.

Full proof, see, ample proof—does the Queen know
I have such damning proof ? Bedford and Essex, 165

Brooke, Warwick, Savile (did you notice Savile ?

The simper that I spoilt ?) Saye, Mandeville

—

Sold to the Scots, body and soul, by Pym !

Lady Car. Great heaven !

Straf. From Savile and his lords, to Pym
And his losels, crushed !—Pym shall not ward the blow 170

Nor Savile creep aside from it ! The Crew
And the Cabal—I crush them !

Lady Car. And you go

—

Strafford,—and now you go ?

—

Straf. —About no work
In the background, I promise you ! I go

Straight to the House of Lords to claim these knaves. 175

Mainwaring !

Lady Gar. Stay—stay, Strafford !

Straf. She '11 return,

The Queen—some little project of her own !

No time to lose : the King takes fright perhaps.

Lady Gar. Pym's strong, remember !

Straf. Very strong, as fits

The Faction's head—with no offence to Hampden, i8a

Vane, Rudyard and my loving Hollis : one

And all they lodge within the Tower to-night

In just equality. Bryan ! Mainwaring !

[Afajn/ of his adherents enter.
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The Peers debate just now (a lucky chance)

On the Scots' war ; my visit 's opportune. 185

When all is over, Bryan, you proceed

To Ireland : these dispatches, mark me, Bryan,
Are for the Deputy, and these for Ormond :

We want the arm.y here—my army, raised

At such a cost, that should have done such good, 190

And was inactive all the time ! no matter.

We '11 find a use for it. Willis ... or, no—you !

You, friend, make haste to Tork : bear this, at once . . ,

Or,—better stay for form's sake, see yourself

The news you carry. Ton remain with me 195

To execute the Parliament's command,
Mainwaring ! Help to seize these lesser knaves.

Take care there 's no escaping at backdoors :

I '11 not have one escape, mind me—not one !

I seem revengeful, Lucy ? Did you know 200

What these men dare !

Lady Gar. It is so much they dare !

Straf. I proved that long ago ; my turn is now.
Keep sharp watch, Goring, on the citizens !

Observe who harbours any of the brood
That scramble off : be sure they smart for it

!

205

Our coffers are but lean.

And you, child, too.

Shall have your task ; deliver this to Laud.
Laud will not be the slowest in my praise :

" Thorough " he '11 cry !—Foolish, to be so glad !

This life is gay and glowing, after all : 210

'T is worth while, Lucy, having foes like mine
Just for the bliss of crushing them. To-day
Is worth the living for.

Lady Gar. That reddening brow ?

Tou seem . . .

Straf. Well—do I not ? I would be well—
I could not but be well on such a day ! 215

And, this day ended, 't is of slight import
How long the ravaged frame subjects the soul
In Strafford.

Lady Gar. Noble Strafford !
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Sfraf. No farewell

!

I'll see you anon, to-morrow—the first thing.

—If She should come to stay me !

Lady Car. Go—'tis nothing— 22c

Only my heart that swells ; it has been thus
Ere now : go, Strafford !

Sfraf. To-night, then, let it be.

I must see Him : you, the next after Him.
I '11 tell you how Pym looked. Follow me, friends !

You, gentlemen, shall see a sight this hour 225

To talk of all your lives. Close after me !

"My friend of friends!"
[Steaffoed and the rest go out.

Lady Gar. The King—ever the King !

No thought of one beside, whose little word
Unveils the King to him—one word from me,
Which yet I do not breathe !

Ah, have I spared 23c

Strafford a pang, and shall I seek reward
Beyond that memory ? Surely too, some way
He is the better for my love. No, no

—

He would not look so joyous'—I '11 believe

His very eye wonld never sparkle thus, 235
Had I not prayed for him this long, long while.

Scene III.

—

The Antechamber of the Souse of Lords.

Many of the Presbyterian Party. The adherents of Straitokd, etc.

A Group of Presbyterians—1. I tell you he struck

Maxwell : Maxwell sought

To stay the Earl : he struck him and passed on.

2. Fear as you may, keep a good countenance

Before these rufflers.

3. Strafford here the first,

With the great army at his back !

4. No doubt. 5

I would Pym had made haste. That 's Bryan, hush

—

The gallant pointing.
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Strafford's followers.—1. Mark these worthies, now !

2. A goodly gathering ! " Where the carcass is

" There shall the eagles "—what's the rest ?

3. For eagles

Say crows.

A Presiyterian. Stand back, sirs !

One of Strafford's Followers. Are we in Geneva ? lo

A Presbyterian. No, nor in Ireland ; we have leave to

breathe.

One of Strafford's Followers. Truly? Behold how privileged

we be
That serve " King Pym !

" There's Some-one at Whitehall

Who skulks obscure ; but Pym stmts . . .

The Presbyterian. Nearer.

A Follower of Strafford. Higher,

We look to see him. [To his companions.] I'm to have

St. John 15

In charge ; was he among the knaves just now
That followed Pym within there ?

Another. The gaunt man
Talking with Rudyard. Did the Earl expect

Pym at his heels so fast ? I like it not.

Maxwell enters.

Another. Why, man, they rush into the net ! Here's

Maxwell— 20

Ha, Maxwell ? How the brethren flock around
The fellow ! Do you feel the Earl's hand yet

Upon your shoulder. Maxwell ?

Max. Gentlemen,

Stand back ! a great thing passes here.

A Follower of Strafford. [To Another.] The Earl

Is at his work ! [_To M.] Say, Maxwell, what great thing ! 25

Speak out ! \_To a Presbyterian.] Friend, I've a kindness
for you ! Friend,

I've seen you with St. John : O stockishness !

Wear such a ruff, and never call to mind
St. John's head in a charger ? How, the plague.

Not laugh ?

Another. Say, Maxwell, what great thing !
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Another. Nay, wait : 30

The jest will be to wait.

First. And who's to bear

These demure hypocrites ? You'd swear they came . . .

Came . . . just as we come !

\_A Puritan enters hastilij and without ohserving

Strafioed's Followers.

The Puritan. How goes on the work ?

Has Pym . . .

A follower of Strafford. The secret's out at last. Aha,
The carrion's scented ! Welcome, crow the first

!

35

Gorge merrily, you with the blinking eye !

" King Pym has fallen !

"

The Puritan. Pym ?

A Strafford. Pym !

A Presbyterian. Only Pym ?

Many of Strafford's Folloivers. No, brother, not Pym only;

Vane as well,

Rudyard as well, Hampden, St. John as well

!

A Presiyterian. My mind misgives : can it be true ?

Another. Lost ! Lost ! 40.

A Strafford. Say we true, Maxwell ?

The Puritan, Pride before destruction,

A haughty spirit goeth before a fall.

Many of Strafford's Followers. Ah now ! The very thing L

A word in season !

A golden apple in a silver picture,

To greet Pym as he passes !

[The doors at the hack begin to open, noise and light

issuing.

Max. Stand back, all

!

45

Many of the Preslytenrians. I hold with Pym ! And I

!

Strafford's followers Now for the text

!

He comes ! Quick

!

The Puritan. How hath the oppressor ceased !

The Lord hath broken the staff of the wicked

!

The sceptre of the rulers, he who smote

The people in wrath with a continual stroke, 5°

That ruled the nations in his anger—he
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Is persecuted and none hindereth !

[The doors open, and Stbaffqbd issues in the greatest dis-

order, and amid cries from within of "Void the House."
Straf. Impeach, me ! Pym ! I never struck, I think,

The felon on that calm insulting mouth
When it proclaimed—Pym'smouth proclaimed me . . . God! 55

Was it a word, only a word that held

The outrageous blood back on my heart—which beats !

Which beats ! Some one word—" Traitor," did he say.

Bending that eye, brimful of bitter fire,

Upon me ?

Max. In the Commons' name, their servant 60

Demand's Lord Strafford's sword.

Straf What did you say ?

Maoi. The Commons bid me ask your lordship's sword.

8traf. Let us go forth : follow me, gentlemen !

Draw your swords too : cut any down that bar us.

On the King's service ^ Maxwell, clear the way ! 65

\_The Presbtteeians prepare to dispute his passage.

Straf. I stay : the King himself shall see me here.

Tour tablets, fellow

!

[To Mainwaring.] Give that to the King !

Tes, Maxwell, for the next half-hour, let be !

l^ay, you shall take my sword !

[Maxwell advances to take it.

Or, no—Not that

!

Their blood, perhaps, may wipe out all thus far, 70

All up to that—not that ! Why, friend, yon see

When the King lays your head beneath my foot

It will not pay for that. Go, all of you !

Max. I dare, my lord, to disobey ; none stir !

Straf. This gentle Maxwell !—Do not touch him, Bryan 175

[To the Presbyterians.^ Whichever cur of you will carry this

Escapes his fellow's fate. None saves his life ?

None ? [Cries from, within of " Strafpoed."
Slingsby, I've loved you at least : make haste !

Stab me ! I have not time to tell you why.
Xou then, my Bryan ! Mainwaring, you then ! 80

Is it because I spoke so hastily

At Allerton ? The King had vexed me.
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[To the Presbyterians.] Yon !

—Not even you ? If I live over this,

The King is sure to have your heads, you know ?

But what if I can't live this minute through ? 85

Pym, who is there with his pursuing smile !

l_Louder cHes of " Steaffoed."
The King ! I troubled him, stood in the way
Of his negociations, was the one
Great obstacle to peace, the Enemy
Of Scotland : and he sent for me from York, 90

My safety guaranteed—^having prepared

A Parliament—I see ! And at Whitehall
The Queen was whispering with Vane—I see

The trap ! [Tearii^g off the George.

I tread a gewgaw underfoot.

And cast a memory from me. One stroke, now ! 95

[His own adherenisdisarmhivi. Renewed cries of "Stb,A.¥¥OUD."

England ! I see thy arm in this and yield.

Pray you now—Pym awaits me—pray you now !

[Steaffoed reaches the doors : they open wide. Hampden
and a crowd discovered, and, at the bar, Pym standing

apart. As Steaffoed Tcneels, the scene shuts.

ACT IV.

Scene I.

—

Whitehall.

The KiKO, tJie Queen, Holms, Ladt Caklisle. (Vane, Holland,
Sath-e, in the backgrouiid.)

Lady Car. Answer them, Hollis, for his sake ! One word !

CTia. [roHoLLis.] You stand, silent and cold, as though

I were
Deceiving you—my friend, my playfellow

Of other times. What wonder after all ?

Just so, I dreamed my People loved me.

Mol. Sir, 5

It is yourself that you deceive, not me.
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You'll quit me comforted, your mind made up
That, since you've talked thus mnch and grieved thus much,
All you can do for Strafford has been done.

Queen. If you kill StrafEord—(come, we grant you leave, lo

Suppose)

—

Hoi. I may withdraw, sir ?

Lady Gar. Hear them out

!

'T is the last chance for Strafford ! Hear them out

!

Hoi. "If we kill Strafford"—on the eighteenth day
Of Strafford's trial—" We !

"

Cha. Pym, my good Hollis

—

Pym, I should say !

Hoi. Ah, true—sir, pardon me ! 15

Tou witness our proceedings every day

;

But the screened gallery, I might have guessed.
Admits of such a partial glimpse at us,

Pym takes up all the room, shuts out the view.

Still, on my honour, sir, the rest of the place 20

Is not unoccupied. The Commons sit

—That's England ; Ireland sends, and Scotland too.

Their representatives ; the Peers that judge
Are easily distinguished : one remarks
The People here and there : but the close curtain 25
Must hide so much !

Queen. Acquaint your insolent crew.
This day the curtain shall be dashed aside

!

It served a purpose.

Hoi. Think ! This very day ?

Ere Strafford rises to defend himself ?

Cha. I will defend him, sir ! sanction the past 30
This day : it ever was my purpose. Rage
At me, not Strafford !

Lady Gar. Nobly !—will he not
Do nobly ?

Eol. Sir, you will do honestly
;

And, for that deed, I too would be a king.

Gha. Only, to do this now !^" deaf" (in your style) 35
" To subjects' prayers."—I must oppose them now.
It seems their will the trial should proceed,

—

So palpably their will

!
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Hol. Tou peril much,
But it were no bright moment save for that.

Strafford, your prime support, the sole roof-tree 40

That props this quaking House of Privilege,

(Floods come, winds beat, and see—the treacherous sand !)

Doubtless, if the mere putting forth an arm
Could save him, you 'd save Strafford.

Gha. And they dare

Consummate calmly this great wrong ! No hope ? 45

This ineffaceable wrong ! No pity then ?

Hol. No plague in store for perfidy ?—Farewell

!

Tou called me, sir

—

[To Lady Carlisle.] you, lady, bade me
come

To save the Earl : I came, thank God for it,

To learn how far such perfidy can go ! 50

Ton, sir, concert with me on saving him
Who have just ruined Strafford !

Oha. I ?—and how ?

Hol. Eighteen days long he throws, one after one,

Pym's charges back : a blind moth-eaten law !

—He '11 break from it at last : and whom to thank ? 55

The mouse that gnawed the lion's net for him
Got a good friend,—but he, the other mouse.

That looked on while the lion freed himself

Fared he so well, does any fable say ?

Gha. What can you mean ?

B.0I. Pym never could have proved 60

Strafford's design of bringing up the troops

To force this kingdom to obedience : Vane—
Tour servant, not our friend—has proved it.

Gha. Vane ?

Hol. This day. Did Vane deliver up or no

Those notes which, furnished by his son to Pym,
Seal Strafford's fate ? 6;

Gha. Sir, as I live, I know
Nothing that Vane tas done ! What treason next ?

I wash my hands of it. Vane, speak the truth

!

Ask Vane himself

!

fl'oZ. I will not speak to Vane

Who speak to Pym and Hampden every day. /<
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Queen. Speak to Vane's master then! What gain to him
Were Strafford's death ?

Hoi. ' Ha ? Strafiord cannot turn

As yon, sir, sit there—bid yon forth, demand
If every hateful act were not set down
In his commission ?—whether you contrived 75

Or no, that all the violence should seem
His work, the gentle ways—your own,—his part.

To counteract the King's kind impulses

—

While . . . but you know what he could say ! And then

He might produce,—mark, sir !—a certain charge 80

To set the King's express command aside,

If need were, and be blameless. He might add . . .

Gha. Enough !

HbL —Who bade him break the Parliament,

Find some pretext for setting up sword-law !

Que&n. Retire

!

Oha. Once more, whatever Vane dared do, 85

I know not : he is rash, a fool—I know
Nothing of Vane

!

Kol. Well—I believe you. Sir,

Believe me, in return, that . . .

{Turning to Lady Caelislb]. Gentle lady.

The few words I would say, the stones might hear

Sooner than these,—I rather speak to you., 90

Ton, with the heart ! The question, trust me, takes'

Another shape to-day : not, if the King
Or England shall succumb,—but, who shall pay
The forfeit, Strafford or his master. Sir,

Ton loved me once : think on my Warning now ! 95

SJjoes out.

Oha. On you and on your warning both !—Carlisle !

That paper

!

Queen. Bat consider !

Oha. Give it me !

There, signed—will that content you ? Do not speak !

You have betrayed me, Vane ! See ! any day,

According to the tenor of that paper, 100

He bids your brother bring the army up,

Strafiord shall head it and take full revenge.
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Seek Strafford ! Let him have the same, before

He rises to defend himself !

Queen. In truth ?

That your shrewd HoUis should have worked a change 105

Like this ! You, late reluctant . . .

Oha. Say, Carlisle,

Your brother Percy brings the army up,

Tails on the Parliament (I '11 think of you.

My HoUis !) say, we plotted long—'t is mine.

The scheme is mine, remember ! Say, I cursed no
Vane's folly in your hearing ! If the Earl
Does rise to do us shame, the fault shall lie

"With you, Carlisle

!

Lady Car. Nay, fear not me ! but still

That 's a bright moment, sir, you throw away.
Tear down the veil and save him !

Queen. Go, Carlisle ! 115

Ladtj Car. (I shall see Strafford—speak to him : my heart

Must never beat so, then ! And if I tell

The truth ? What 's gained by falsehood ? There they stand

"Whose trade it is, whose life it is ! How vain

To gild such rottenness ! Strafford shall know, 120

Thoroughly know them !)

Queen. Trust to me ! [To Carlisle], Carlisle,

You seem inclined, alone of all the Court,

To serve poor Strafford : this bold plan of yours

Merits much praise, and yet . . .

Ladtj Gar. Time presses, madam.
Queen. Yet—may it not be something premature ? 125

Strafford defends himself to- day—reserves

Some wondrous effort, one may well suppose !

Lady Car. Aj, HoUis hints as much.

Cha. "Why linger then ?

Haste with the scheme—my scheme : I shall be there

To watch his look. Tell him I watch his look ! 130

Queen. Stay, we '11 precede you !

Lady Car. At your pleasure.

Cha. Say

—

Say, Yane is hardly ever at "Whitehall

!

I shall be there, remember

!
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Lady Car. Doubt me not.

Cha. On our return, Carlisle, we wait you here !

Lady Gar. I '11 bring his answer. Sir, I follow you. 135

(Prove the King faithless, and I take away
All Strafford cares to live for : let it be

"T is the King's scheme !

My Straiffiord, I can save,

Nay, I have saved you, yet am scarce content.

Because my poor name will not cross your mind. 140

Strafford, how much I am unworthy you !)

Scene II,

—

A passage adjoining Westminster Hall.

Many groups of Spectators of the Trial. Officers of the Court, etc.

1st Spec. More crowd than ever ! Not know Hampden,
man ?

That 's he, by Pym, Pym that is speaking now.

No, truly, if you look so high you '11 see

Little enough of either !

2nd Spec. Stay : Pym's arm
Points like a prophet's rod.

3rd Spec. Ay, ay, we 've heard s

Some pretty speaking : yet the Earl escapes.

4'th Spec. I fear it : just a foolish word or two
About his children—and we see, forsooth,

Not England's foe in Strafford, but the man
Who, sick, half-blind . . .

2nd. Spec. "What 's that Pym's saying now 10

Which makes the curtains flutter ? look ! A hand
Clutches them. Ah ! The King's hand !

bth Spec. I had thought
Pym was not near so tall. What said he, friend ?

2nd Spec. " Nor is this way a novel way of blood,"

And the Earl turns as if to . . . look ! look ! 15

Many Spectators. There !

What aUs him ? no—he rallies, see—goes on
And Strafford smiles. Strange !

An Officer. Haselrig

!
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Many Spectators. Friend ? Friend ?

The Officer. Lost, utterly lost : just when we looked for

Pym
To make a, stand against the ill effects

Of the Earl's speech ! Is Haselrig without ? 20

Pym's message is to him.
3rd Spec. Now, said I true ?

Will the Earl leave them yet at fault or no ?

1st Spec. Never believe it, man ! These notes of Vane's
Kuin the Earl.

5th Spec. A brave end : not a whit
Less firm, less Pym all over. Then, the trial 25

Is closed. No—Strafford means to speak again ?

An Officer. Stand back, there !

5th Spec. Why, the Earl is coming hither !

Before the court breaks up ! His brother, look,

—

You 'd say he 'd deprecated some fierce act

In Strafford's mind just now.
An Officer. Stand back, I say

;

30

2)((^ Spec. Who 's the veiled woman that he talks with ?

Many Spectators. Hush

—

The Earl ! the Earl

!

\_Evter Steaffoed, Slingsbt and other Secretaries, Hollis,
Lady Caelisle, Maxwell, Balioue, etc. Strafford con-

verses with Lady Carlisle.

Hoi. So near the end ! Be patient

—

Return !

Straf. l_To his Secretaries]. Here—anywhere—or, 'tis

freshest here

!

To spend one's April here, the blossom-month ! 3 5

Set it down here ! {Thm arrange a table, papers, etc.

So, Pym can quail, can cower
Because I glance at him, yet more 's to do ?

What 's to be answered, Slingsby ? Let us end !

[To Lady Caelisle.] Child, I refuse his offer; whatsoe'er

It be ! Too late ! Tell me no word of him ! 40

'T is something, Hollis, I assure you that

—

To stand, sick as you are, some eighteen days
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Fighting for life and fame against a pack
Of very curs, that lie through thick and thin,

Eat flesh and bread by wholesale, and can't say 45
" Strafiord " if it would take my life !

Lady Gar. Be moved !

Glance at the paper !

- Straf. Already at my heels !

Pym's faulting bloodhounds scent the track again.

Peace, child ! Now, Slingsby !

[Messengers/rojji Lane and other of Stillffohd's Counsel

within the Hall are coming and going during the Scene.

Straf. [settinghimselfto write and dictate.'] I shall beat you,

Hollis

:

50

Do you know that ? In spite of St. John's tricks,

In spite of Pym—your Pym who shrank from me !

Eliot would have contrived it otherwise.

[To a Messenger.] In truth ? This slip, tell Lane, contains as

much 55
As I can call to mind about the matter,

Eliot would have disdained . . .

[Galling after the Messenger.] And RadclLffie, say.

The only person who could answer Pym,
Is safe in prison, just for that.

Well, well !

It had not been recorded in that case,

I baffled you.

[To Lady Caelisle.] Nay, child, why look so grieved ? 60

All 's gained without the King ! Tou saw Pym quail ?

What shall I do when they acquit me, think you,
But tranquilly resume my task as though
Nothing had intervened since I proposed
To call that traitor to account ! Such tricks, 65
Trust me, shall not be played a second time.

Not even against Laud, with his grey hair

—

Tour good work, Hollis ! Peace ! "To make amends,
Tou, Lucy, shall be here when I impeach
Pym and his fellows.

Sol. Wherefore not protest 70.

Against our whole proceeding, long ago ?
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Why feel indignant now ? Why stand this while

Enduring patiently ?

Straf. Child, I '11 tell you—
Ton, and not Pym—you, the slight graceful girl,

Tall for a flowering lily, and not Hollis

—

7

Why I stood patient ! I was fool enough
To see the will of England in Pym's will

;

To fear myself had wronged her, and to wait

Her judgment : when, hehold in place of it . . .

[To a Messenger who whispers.^ Tell Lane to answer no
such question ! Law,

—

*
I grapple with their law ! I'm here to try

My actions by their standard, not my own

!

Their law allowed that levy : what 's the rest

To Pym, or Lane, any hut God and me ?

Lady Car. The King 's so weak ! Secure this chance T

'T was Vane, 8

Never forget who furnished Pym the notes . . .

Straf. Fit—very fit, those precious notes of Vane,

To close the Trial worthily ! I feared

Some spice of nobleness might linger yet

And spoil the character of all the past. t

Vane eased me . . and I will go back and say

As much—to Pym, to England ! Follow me !

I have a word to say ! There, my defence

Is done

!

Stay ! why be proud r Why care, to own
My gladness, my surprise ?—Nay, not surprise ! >

Wherefore insist upon the little pride

Of doing all myself, and sparing him
The pain ? Child, say the triumph is my King's !

When Pym grew pale, and trembled, and sank down,

One image was before me : could I fail ? n

Child, care not for the past, so indistinct,

Obscure—there's nothing to forgive in it

'T is so forgotten ! From this day begins

A new life, founded on a new belief

In Charles.

Hoi. In Charles ? Eather believe in Pym ? i

And here he comes in proof ! Appeal to Pym !
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Say how unfair . . .

Straf. To Pym ? I would say nothing !

I would not look upon Pym's face again.

Lady Ga/r. Stay, let"me have to think I pressed your hand

!

[Steaffokd and his friends go out.

Enter Hampden and Yane.

Yame. O Hampden, save the great misguided man ! no
Plead Strafford's cause with Pym ! I have remarked
He moved ho muscle when we all declaimed

Against him : you had hut to hreathe—he turned
Those cold calm eyes upon you.

[Enter Ptm, ihe Solicitor-General St. John, the Managers
of the Trial, Piennes, Rtjdtaed, etc.

Biud. Horrible

!

Till now all hearts were with you : I withdraw 1 1 s

Por one. Too horible ! But we mistake
Tour purpose, Pym : you cannot snatch away
The last spar from the drowning man.

Fien. He talks

With St. John of it—see, how quietly

!

[To other Pbbsbtterians.] Tou '11 join us ? StrafEord may
deserve the worst

:

120

But this new course is monstrous. Yane, take heart

!

This Bill of his Attainder shall not have
One true man's hand to it.

Vane. Consider, Pym !

Confront your Bill, your own Bill : what is it ?

Tou cannot catch the Earl on any charge,

—

125

No man will say the law has hold of him
On any charge ; and therefore you resolve

To take the general sense on his desert,

As though no law existed, and^we met
To found one. Tou refer to Parliament 130

To speak its thought upon the abortive mass
Of half-bome-out assertions, dubious hints

Hereafter to be cleared, distortions—ay.
And wild inventions. Every man is saved
The task of fixing any single charge iji
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On Strafford : he has but to see in him
The enemy of England.
Fym. A right scruple.

I have heard some called England's enemy
With less consideration.

Vane. Pity me

!

Indeed you made me think I was your friend ! 140
I who have murdered Strafford, how remove
That memory from me ?

Pyin. I absolve you, Vane.
Take you no care for aught that you have done !

Yane. John Hampden, not this Bill ! Reject this Bill

!

He staggers through the ordeal : let him go, 145

Strew no fresh fire before him ! Plead for us !

When Strafford spoke, your eyes were thick with tears

!

namp. England speaks louder : who are we, to play
The generous pardoner at her expense.

Magnanimously waive advantages, 150

And, if he conquer us, applaud his skill ?

Vane. He was your friend.

Pijm. I have heard that before.

Fieii. And England trusts you.

Eamp. Shame be his, who turns

The opportunity of serving her

She trusts him with, to his own mean account

—

155

Who would look nobly frank at her expense !

Fien. I never thought it could have come to this.

Pym. But I have made myself familiar, Fiennes,

With this one thought—have walked, and sat, and slept,

This thought before me. I have done such things, 160

Being the chosen man that should destroy

The traitor. Tou have taken up this thought

To play with, for a gentle stimulant.

To give a dignity to idler life

By the dim prospect of emprise to come, 165

But ever with the softening, sure belief.

That all would end some strange way right at last.

Men. Had we made out some weightier charge

!

Pym. You say

That these are petty charges : can we come
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To the real charge at all ? There he is safe 170

In tyranny's stronghold. Apostasy
Is not a crime, treachery not a crime :

The cheek hnms, the blood tingles, when you speak

The words, but where 's the power to take revenge
Upon them ? We must make occasion serve,

—

175

The Oversight shall pay for the main sin

That mocks us.

Itrnd. But this unexampled course,

This Bill

!

Pym. By this, we roll the clouds away
Of precedent and custom, and at once
Bid the great beacon-light God sets in all, 180

The conscience of each bosom, shine upon
The guilt of Strafiord : each man lay his hand
Upon his breast, and judge !

Vane. I only see

Strafford, nor pass his corpse for all beyond !

BmcL. and others. Forgive him ! He would join us, now
he finds 185

What the King counts reward ! The pardon, too,

Should be your own. Yourself should bear to Strafford

The pardon of the Commons.
Pym. Meet him ? StrafEord ?

Have we to meet once more, then ? Be it so !

And yet the prophecy seemed half fulfilled 190.

When, at the Trial, as he gazed, my youth,

Our friendship, divers thoughts came back at once
And left me, for a time ... 'T is very sad !

To-morrow we discuss the points of law
With Lane—to-morrow ?

Vane. Not before to-morrow

—

195

So, time enough ! I knew you would relent

!

Pym. The next day, Haselrig, you introduce

The Bill of his Attainder. Pray for me

!
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Scene DI Whitehall.

The King.

GTia. My loyal servant ! To defend himself
Thus irresistibly,—withholding aught
That seemed to implicate us !

"We have done
Less gallantly by Strafford. Well, the future
Must recompense the past.

She tarries long.

I understand you, Strafford, now !

The scheme

—

Carlisle's mad scheme—he '11 sanction it, I fear.

For love of me. 'T was too precipitate :

Before the army 's fairly on its march,
He '11 be at large : no matter.

Well, Carlisle ?

Unter Ptm.

Pym. Fear me not, sir :—my mission is to save.

This time.

Gha. To break thus on me ! Unannounced.
Fym. It is of Strafford I would speak.

Gha. No more
Of Strafford ! I have heard too much from you.

Pym. I spoke, sir, for the People ; will you hear

A word upon my own account ?

Gha. Of Strafford ?

(So turns the tide already ? Have we tamed
The insolent brawler ?—Strafford's eloquence

Is swift in its effect.) Lord Strafford, sir,

Has spoken for himself.

Pym. Sufficiently.

I would apprise you of the novel course

The People take : the Trial fails.

Gha. Yes, yes

:

We are aware, sir : for your part in it

Means shall be found to thank you.

Pym. Pray you, read
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This schedule ! I would learn from your own mouth 25

-—(It is a matter much concerning me)

—

Whether, if two Estates of us concede
The death of Strafford, on the grounds set forth

Within that parchment, you, sir, can resolve

To grant your own consent to it. This Bill 30

Is framed by me. If you determine, sir,

That England's manifested will may guide

Tour judgment, ere another week such will

Shall manifest itself. If not,—I cast

Aside the measure.

Gha. Tou can hinder, then, 35

The introduction of this Bill ?

Pym. I can.

Gha. He is my friend, sir : I have wronged him : mark
you,

Had I not wronged him, this might be. Tou think.

Because you hate the Earl . . . (turn not away,
We know you hate him)—^no one else could love 40

Strafford : but he has saved me, some affirm.

Think of his pride ! And do you know one strange,

One frightful thing ? We all have used the man
As though a drudge of ours, with not a source

Of happy thoughts except in us ; and yet 45

Strafford has wife and children, household cares,

Just as if we had never been. Ah, sir,

Tou are moved, even you, a solitary man
Wed to your cause—to England, if you will

!

49

Pym. Tes—think,my soul—to England ! Draw not back P

Gha. Prevent this Bill, sir ! All your course seems fair

Till now. Why, in the end 't is I should sign

The warrant for his death ! Tou have said much
I ponder on ; I never meant, indeed,

Strafford should serve me any more. I take 5;

The Commons' counsel ; but this Bill is yours

—

Not worthy of its leader ; care not, sir,

For that, however ! I will quite forget

Tou named it to me. Tou are satisfied ?

Tym. Listen to me, sir ! Eliot laid his hand, 6c

Wasted and white, upon my forehead once
;
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Wentworth

—

he 's gone now !—has talked on, whole nightsp
And I beside him ; Hampden loves me : sir,

How can I breathe and not wish England well,
And her King well ? 6

Cha. I thank you, sir, who leave
That King his servant. Thanks, sir !

Pyn^- Let me speak !—Who may not speak again ; whose spirit yearns
For a cool night after this weary day :—Who would not have my soul turn sicker yet
In a new task, more fatal, more august, ;
More full of England's utter weal or woe.
I thought, sir, could I find myself with you.
After this Trial, alone, as man to man

—

I might say something, warn you, pray you, save

—

Mark me, King Charles, save you ! 7
But God must do it. Yet I warn you, sir

—

(With Strafford's faded eyes yet full on me)
As you would have no deeper question moved—" How long the Many must endure the One—

"

Assure me, sir, if England give assent 8

To Strafford's death, you will not interfere

!

Or
CJia. God forsakes me. I am in a net

And cannot move. Let all be as you say !

Unter Lady Caelislb.

Lady Gar. He loves you—looking beautiful with joy
Because yon sent me ! he would spare you all 8

The pain ! he never dreamed you would forsake

Tour servant in the evil day—nay, see

Xoiir scheme returned ! That generous heart of his !

He needs it not—or, needing it, disdains

A course that might endanger you—^you, sir, 9

Whom Strafford from his inmost soul . . .

[_Seemg Ptm.] Well met

!

No feaur for Strafford ! All that 's true and brave
On your own side shall help us : we are now
Stronger than ever.

Ha—what, sir, is this ?
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All is not well ! What parchment have yoa there ? 95

Pym. Sir, much is saved us both.

Lady Oar. This Bill ! Your lip

Whitens—you could not read one line to me
Tour voice would falter so !

Pym. No recreant yet

!

The great word went from England to my soul,

And I arose. The end is very near. 100

Lady Gar. I am to save him ! All have shrunk besides

;

'T is only I am left. Heaven will make strong

The hand now as the heart. Then let both die !

ACT V.

Scene I.

—

Whitehall,

HoLLis, Lady Caklisle.

Sol. Tell the King, then ! Come in with me !

Lady Gar. Not so !

He must not hear till it succeeds.

Hoi. Succeed ?

No dream was half so vain—you 'd rescue Strafford

And outwit Pym ! I cannot tell you . . . lady,

The block pursues me, and the hideous show. 5

To-day ... is it to-day ? And all the while

He 's sure of the King's pardon. Think, I have
To tell this man he is to die. The King
May rend his hair, for me ! I '11 not see Strafford !

Lady Gar. Only, if I succeed, remember Charles lo

Has saved him. He would hardly value life

Unless his gift. My staunch friends wait. Go in

—

Ton must go in to Charles !

Sol. And all beside
Left Strafford long ago. The King has signed
The warrant for his death ! The Queenwas sick 15

Of the eternal subject. For the Court,

—

The Trial was amusing in its way.
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Only, too much of it : the Earl withdrew
In time. But you, fragile, alone, so young,
Amid rude mercenaries—you devise zc

A plan to save him ! Even though it fails.

What shall reward you ?

Lady Gar. I may go, you think,

To Prance with him ? And you reward me, friend,

Who lived with Strafford even from his youth 25

Before he set his heart on state-affairs

And they bent down that noble brow of his.

I have learned somewhat of his latter life.

And all the future I shall know : but, Hollis,

I ought to make his youth my own as well.

Tell me, when he is saved !

Hoi. My gentle friend, 30

He should know all and love you, but 't is vain !

Lady Oa,r. Love ? no—too late now ! Let him love the
King!

'T is the King's scheme ! I have your word, remember

!

We'll keep the old delusion up. But quick !

Quick ! Each of us has work to do, beside. 3 5

<jo to the King ! I hope—Hollis—I hope !

Say nothing of my scheme ! Hush, while we speak
Think where he is ! Now for my gallant friends !

Hoi. Where is he ? Calling wildly upon Charles,

•Gruessing his fate, pacing the prison-floor. 40

Let the King tell him ! I '11 not look on StrafBord.

Scene II.—The Tower.

Stratfokd sitting with his children. They sing.

hell' andare

Per iarca in mare,

Verso la sera

Li Primavera !

William. The boat's in the broad moonlight all this

while

—

S
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Yerso la sera

Di Primavera !

And the boat shoots from underneath the moon
Into the shadowy distance ; only, still

Ton hear the dipping oar

—

Yerso la sera, lo

And faint, and fainter, and then all 's quite gone,

Music and light and all, like a lost star.

Anne. But you should sleep, father : you were to sleep.

Straf. I do sleep, Anne ; or if not—you must know.
There 's such a thing as . . .

Wil. You 're too tired to sleep? 15

Straf. It will come by-and-by and all day long,

In that old quiet house I told you of :

We sleep safe there.

Anne. Why not in Ireland ?

Straf. No

!

Too many dreams !—That song 's for Yenice, William.
You know how Venice looks upon the map

—

20^

Isles that the mainland hardly can let go ?

Wil. You 've been to Venice, father ?

Straf. I was young, then..

Wil. A city with no King ; that 's why I like

Even a song that comes from Venice.

Straf William

!

Wil. Oh, I know why ! Anne, do you love the King ?

But I '11 see Venice for myself one day. 25

Straf. See many lands, boy—England last of all,

—

That way you '11 love her best.

Wil. Why do men say
You sought to ruin her, then ?

Straf. Ah,—they say that.

Wil. Why?
Straf. I suppose they must have words to say, 30

As you to sing.

Anne. But they make songs beside

!

Last night I heard one, in the street beneath.

That called you . . . Oh, the names !

Wil. Don't mind her, father'.
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They soon left off when I cried out to them.

Straf. We shall so soon be out of it, my boy ! 35

'T is not worth while : who heeds a foolish song ?

Wa. Why, not the King.

Straf. Well : it has been the fate

Of better ; and yet,—wherefore not feel sure

That time, which in the twilight comes to mend
All the fantastic day's caprice, consign 40

To the low ground once more the ignoble Term,
And raise the Genius on his orb again,

—

That time will do me right ?

Anne. (Shall we sing, William ?

He does not look thus when we sing.)

Straf. For Ireland,

Something is done : too little, but enough 45

To show what might have been.

Wil. (I have no heart

To sing now ! Anne, how very sad he looks !

Oh, I so hate the King, for all he says !)

Straf. Forsook them ! What, the common songs will run

That I forsook the People? Nothing more

?

50

Ay, Fame, the busy scribe, will pause, no doubt.

Turning a deaf ear to her thousand slaves

Noisy to be enrolled,—will register

The curious glosses, subtle notices,

Ingenious clearings-up one fain would see
. 55

Beside that plain inscription of The Name

—

The Patriot Pym, or the Apostate Strafford !

[The children resume their song timidly, hut hreak off,

Enter Hollis and am. Attendant.

Siraf. No,—Hollis ? in good time!—Who is he ?

B.0I. Ono
That must be present.

Straf. Ah—I understand.

They will not let me see poor Laud aJone. 6c

How politic ! They 'd use me by degrees

To solitude : and, just as you came in,

I was solicitous what life to lead

When Strafford 's " not so much as Constable
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" In the King's service." Is there any means 6;

To keep one's self awake ? What would you do
After this bustle, HoUis, in my place ?

Hoi. Strafford!

Straf. Observe, not but that Pym and you
Will find me news enough—news I shall hear
Under a quince-tree by a fish-pond side 7<

At Wentworth. Grarrard must be re-engaged
My newsman. Or, a better project now !

What if, when all 's consummated, and the Saints

Reign, and the Senate's work goes swimmingly,

—

What if I venture up, some day, unseen, 7;

To saunter through the Town, notice how Pym,
Tour Tribune, likes Whitehall, drop quietly

Into a tavern, hear a point discussed,

As, whether Strafford's name were John or James

—

And be myself appealed to—I, who shall S(

Myself have near forgotten !

S.0I. I would speak . . .

Straf. Then you shall speak,—^not now. I want, just now
To hear the sound of my own tongue. This place

Is full of ghosts.

Mol. Nay, you must hear me, Strafford !

Straf. Oh, readily ! Only, one rare thing more,— 8

The minister ! Who will advise the King,
Turn his Sejanus, Richelieu and what not.

And yet have health—children, for aught I know

!

My patient pair of traitors ! Ah,—but, William

—

Does not his cheek grow thin ?

Wil. 'T is you look thin, 9
Father

!

Straf. A scamper o'er the breezy wolds
Sets all to-rights.

Hoi, Tou cannot sure forget
A prison-roof is o'er you, Strafford ?

Straf. No,
Why, no. I would not touch on that, the first.

I left you that. Well, Hollis ! Say at once, g,

The King can find no time to set me free ?

A masque at Theobald's ?
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Hol. Hold : no such afEair

Detains Mm.
Straf. True : what needs so great a matter ?

The Queen's lip may be sore. Well : when he pleases,

—

Only, I want the air : it vexes flesh i oo

To be pent up so long.

Hol. The King—I bear

His message, Strafford : pray you, let me speak !

Straf. Gro, William ! Anne, try o'er your song again !

[TAe Ghildren retire.

They shall be loyal, friend, at all events.

I know your message : you have nothing new 105

To tell me : from the first I guessed as much.
I know, instead of coming here himself.

Leading me forth in public by the hand.

The King prefers to leave the door ajar

As though I were escaping—bids me trudge 1 10

While the mob gapes upon some show prepared

On the other side of the river ! Give at once

His order of release ! I 've heard, as well.

Of certain poor manoeuvres to avoid

The granting pardon at his proper risk
;

115

First, he must prattle somewhat to the Lords,

Must talk a trifle with the Commons first.

Be grieved I should abuse his confidence.

And far from blaming them, and . . . Where's the order ?

Hol. Spare me

!

Straf. Why, he 'd not have me steal away ? 120

With an old doublet and a steeple hat

Like Prynne's ? Be smuggled into France, perhaps?

HoUis, 't is for my children ! 'T was for them

I first consented to stand day by day

And give your Puritans the best of words, i»S

Be patient, speak when called upon, observe

Their rules, and not return them prompt their lie !

What 's in that boy of mine that he should prove

Son to a prison-breaker ? I shall stay.

And he '11 stay with me. Charles should know as much : 13c

He too has children !

ITurning to Hollis' companioii] . Sir, you feel for me !
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No need to hide that face ! Though it have looked

Upon me from the judgment-seat ... I know
Strangely, that somewhere it has looked on me ... 135

Tour coming has my pardon, nay, my thanks :

For there is one who comes not.

Hoi. Whom forgive,

As one to die

!

Straf. True, all die, and all need
Forgiveness : I forgive him from my soul.

Sol. 'T is a world's wonder : Strafford, you must die !

Straf. Sir, if your errand is to set m.e free 140

This heartless jest mars much. Ha ! Tears in truth ?

We '11 end this ! See this paper, warm—feel—^warm

With lying next my heart ! Whose hand is plain ?

Whose promise ? Read, and loud for God to hear

!

" Strafiord shall take no hurt "—read it, I say ! 145

" In person, honour, nor estate."

Hoi. The King . . .

Straf. I could unking him by a breath ! Ton sit

Where Loudon sat, who came to prophesy
The certain end, and offer me Pym's grace

If I'd renounce the King : and I stood firm 150

On the King's faith. The King who lives . . .

Hoi. To sign

The warrant for your death.

Straf. " Put not your trust
" In princes, neither in the sons of men,
" In whom is no salvation !

"

Hoi. Trust in God !

The scaffold is prepared : they wait for you ; 155

He has consented. Cast the earth behind !

Charles. Tou would not see me, Strafford, at your foot

!

It was wrung from me ! Only curse me not

!

Hoi. \_To Steaffoed.] As you hope grace and pardon in

your need.

Be merciful to this most wretched man

!

160

[Voicesfrom within.

Verso la sera

Di Prvmavera.

Straf. Tou '11 be good to those children, sir ? I know
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Tou '11 not believe her, even should the Queen
Think thej take after one they rarely saw. i6;

1 had intended that my son should live

A stranger to these matters : but yon stand
So utterly deprived of friends ! He too

Must serve you—will you not be good to him ?

Or, stay, sir, do not promise—do not swear ! 17c

You, Hollis, do the best you can for me !

I 've not a soul to trust to : Wandesford 's dead,

And you 've got Radcliffe safe, Laud's turn comes next.

I 've found small time of late for my affairs,

But I trust any of yon, Pym himself

—

175

No one could hurt them : there 's an infant, too.

These tedious cares ! Tour Majesty could spare them !

Nay—pardon me, my King ! I had forgotten

Tour education, trials, much temptation,

Some weakness : there escaped a peevish word : i8c

'T is gone : I bless you at the last. You know.
All 's between you and me : what has the world
To do with it ? Farewell

!

Gha. [ai the door.'] Balfour ! Balfour !

Enter Balfoue.

The Parliament !—go to them : I grant all

Demands. Their sittings shall be permanent

:

185

Tell them to keep their money if they will

;

I '11 come to them for every coat I wear
And every crust I eat : only, I choose

To pardon Strafford :—as the Queen shall choose !

—She never heard the People howl for blood, 19c

Beside

!

Bal. Your Majesty may hear them now :

The walls can hardly keep their murmurs out

:

Please you retire !

Gha. Take all the troops, Balfour !

Bal. There are some hundred thousand of the crowd.

Gha. Come with me, Strafford ! You '11 not fear, at least

!

Straf. Balfour, say nothing to the world of this ! 196

I charge you, as a dying man, forget

You gazed upon this agony of one . . .
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Of one . . or if . . why, you may say, Balfour.

The King was sorry : 't is no shame in him

;

a

Yes, you may say he even wept, Balfour,

And that I walked the lighter to the block

Because of it. I shall walk lightly, sir

!

Earth fades, heaven breaks on me :—I shall stand next

Before God's throne. The moment 's close at hand 2

When man,—the first, last time,—has leave to lay

His whole heart bare before its maker, leave

To clear up the long error of a life

And choose one happiness for evermore.

With all mortality about me, Charles, 2

The sudden wreck, the dregs of violent death

—

What if, despite the opening angel-song.

There penetrate one prayer for you ? Be saved

Through me ! Bear witness, no one could prevent

My death ! Lead on ! ere he awake—best, now ! 2

All must be ready ; did you say, Balfour,

The crowd began to mnrmur ? They '11 be kept
Too late for sermon at St. Antholin's !

Now ! But tread softly—children are at play

In the next room. Precede ! I follow

—

2

Enter Lady Carltslb, with many Attendants.

Lady Car. Me

!

Follow me, Strafford, and be saved ! The King ?

[To the King.] Well—as you ordered, they are ranged
without.

The convoy . . [seeing the King's state.^

[To Steaffoed.] Tou know all, then ! Why, I thought
It looked best that the King should save you,—Charles
Alone ; 't is a shame that you should owe me aught. 2

Or no, not shame ! Strafford, yon '11 not feel shame
At being saved by me ?

mi. All true ! Oh Strafford,

She saves you ! all her deed—this lady's deed !

And is the boat in readiness ? Tou, friend.

Are Billingsley, no doubt ! Speak to her, Strafford ! 2

See how she trembles, waiting for your voice !

The world 's to learn its bravest story yet

!
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Lady Gar. Talk afterward ! Long nights in France
enongh,

To sit beneath the vines and talk of home.
Straf. Ton love me, child ? Ah, Strafford can be loved 235

As well as Yane ! I could escape, then ?

Ladij Car. Haste

!

Advance the torches, Bryan

!

Straf. I will die.

They call me proud : but England had no right,

When she encountered me—her strength to mine

—

To find the chosen foe a craven. Girl, 240

I fought her to the utterance, I fell,

I am hers now, and I will die. Beside,

The lookers on ! Eliot is all about

This place, with his most uncomplaining brow.

Lady Gar. Strafford

!

Straf. I think if yon could know how much 245

I love you, you would be repaid, my friend

!

Lady Car. Then, for my sake !

Straf. Even for your sweet sake,

I stay.

Hoi. For their sake

!

Straf. To bequeath a stain ?

Leave me ! Girl, humour me and let me die

!

250

Lady Gar. Bid him escape—wake, King ! Bid him escape

!

Straf. True, I will go ! Die, and forsake the King ?

I '11 not draw back from the last service.

Lady Car. Strafford

!

Straf. And, after all, what is disgrace to me?
Let us come, child ! That it should end this way ! 255

Lead, then ! but I feel strangely : it was not

To end this way.
Lady Gar. Lean—lean on me

!

Straf My King

!

Oh, had he trusted me—his " friend of friends !"

Lady Gar. I can support him, HoUis

!

Straf Not this way

!

This gate—I dreamed of it—this very gate. 26c

Lady Car. It opens on the river : our good boat

Is moored below, our friends are there.
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Straf. - The same

:

Only witli sometliiiig ominous and dark,

TataJ, inevitable.

liaBnj Oa/r. Strafford ! Strafford

!

Stfraf. Not by this gate ! I feel what will be there ! 265

I dreamed of it, I tell you : touch it not

!

Lady Gar, To save the King,—Strafford, to save the

King!

[As Steaffoed opens the door, Ptm is discovered with
Hampden, Vane, etc. Steappoed falls hacJc: Ptm
follows slowly and confronts him.

Pym. Have I done weU ? Speak, England ! Whose sole

sake
I still have laboured for, with disregard
To my own heart,—^for whom my youth was made 270
Barren, my manhood waste, to offer up
Her sacrifice—this friend, this Wentworth here

—

Who walked in youth with me, loved me, it may be.

And whom, for his forsaking England's cause,
I hunted by all means (trusting that she 275
Would sanctify all means) even to the block
Which waits for him. And, saying this, I feel

No bitterer pang than first I felt, the hour
I swore that Wentworth might leave us, but I
Would never leave him : I do leave him now. 280

I render up my charge (be witness, God !)

To England who imposed it. I have done
Her bidding—poorly, wrongly,—it may be,

With ill effects—for I am weak, a man :

Still, I have done my best, my human best, 285
Not faltering for a moment. It is done.
And this said, if I say . . . yes, I will say
I never loved but one man—David not
More Jonathan ! Even thus I love him now :

And look for my chief portion in that world 290
Where great hearts led astray are turned again,

—

(Soon it may be, and, cartes, will be soon

:

My mission over, I shall not live long,)

—

Ay, here I know I talk—I dare and must.
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Of England, and her great reward, as all 2

I look for there : but in my inmost heart,

Believe, I think of stealing quite away
To walk once more with Wentworth—my youth's friend
Purged from all error, gloriously renewed.
And Eliot shall not blame us. Then indeed ... 3

This is no meeting, Wentworth ! Tears increase

Too hot. A thin mist—is it blood ?—enwraps
The face I loved once. Then, the meeting be

!

Straf. I have loved England too ; we '11 meet then, Pyi
As well die now. Youth is the only time 3

To think and to decide on a great course :

Manhood with action follows; but 'tis dreary,

To have to alter our whole life in age

—

The time past, the strength gone ! As well die now.
When we meet, Pym, I'd be set right—not now ! 3

Best die. Then if there's any fault, fault too

Dies, smothered up. Poor grey old little Laud
May dream his dream out, of a perfect Church,
In some blind corner. And there 's no one left.

I trust the King now wholly to you, Pym

!

3

And yet, I know not : I shall not be there :

Friends fail—if lie have any. And he 's weak.
And loves the Queen, and . . . Oh, my fate is nothing-
Nothing ! But not that awful head—not that

!

Pi/m. If England shall declare such will to me ... 3:

Straf. Pym, you help England ! I, that am to die.

What I must see ! 't is here—all here ! My God,
Let me but gasp out, in one word of fire.

How thou wilt plague him, satiating hell

!

What ? England that you help, become through you 3:

A green and putrefying charnel, left

Our children . . . some of us have children, Pym

—

Some who, without that, still must ever wear

A darkened brow, an over-serious look.

And never properly be young ! No word ? 3

What if I curse you ? Send a strong curse forth

Clothed from my heart, lapped round with horror till

She 's fit with her white face to walk the world

Scaring kind natures from your cause and you

—
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Then to sit down with you at the hoard-head, 335
The gathering for prayer . . . O speak, hnt speak !

. . . Creep up, and quietly follow each one home.
Yon, yon, you, be a nestling care for each
To sleep with,—hardly moaning in his dreams,
She gnaws so quietly,—till, lo he starts, 340
Gets off with half a heart eaten away !

Oh, shall you 'scape with less if she's my child ?

You will not say a word—to me—to Him ?

Fym. If England shall declare such will to me . . .

Straf. No, not for England now, not for Heaven now,—345
See, Pym, for my sake, mine who kneel to you !

There, I will thank you for the death, my friend !

This is the meeting : let me love you well

!

Pym. England,—I am thine own ! Dost thou exact
That service ? I obey thee to the end. 350

Straf. God, I shall die first ! I shall die first

!
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The action of the play occupies a year and a half, from November,

1639, to May, 1641. Browning followed the authorities that were used

for Forster's Life of Strafford; hence the date of November instead of

September,

Act I.

—

Scene 1.

Presbyterian Parti/. The party to which Pym and others belonged

was not, at this time, a Presbyterian party. It was opposed to Charles

politically, and to Laud ecclesiastically. It had strongly resented re-

cent ceremonials in which Laud had taken a most prominent part. If

any member of it could at this time have been called a Presbyterian, it

would have been Piennes, second son of Lord Saye and Sele.

1-4. Vane. See Milton's sonnet " To Sir Henry Vane the Ypunger."

He is the " Young Harry " of Browning's Cavalier Tunes, I. See that

lyric also for mention of Hampden, Pym, &c.

12. For you are his brother, Hollis. Wentworth had mai'ried Lady

Arabella, sister to Hollis.

16. Is that so strange a thing ? Is it so nnusual to hate England's

foe?

18. See 1 Sam. xvi.

23. Why, when the last sat, Wentworth sat with us. For the account

of Wentworth's real part in 1628, see Gardiner's History of England,

vol. vi. p. 235.

34. Exalting Dagon, ^-c. See 1 Sam. v. (Expand this metaphor.)

39, &c. To ply the scourge, £,-0. A statement that would come home

painfully to those who lived at this time. (How are the words tyranny

and agony used here ?)

51. The bringing. (Explain the construction here.)
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57. An obscure small room. Historically in Pym's house.

62. Hamilton. James, Marquis of Hamilton, was appointed, after

the renewal of the Covenant (1638), High Commissioner in Scotland.

He proclaimed the dissolution of the General Assembly when it pro-

ceeded to inquire into the condu'ct of the bishops. He was beheaded in

1649.

63. The muckworm Cottington. Francis, Lord Cottington, was Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer and Master of the Court of Wards in the reign

of Charles I. He " was swayed neither by zeal for the public good nor

by scrupulous regard for justice. He would be content if only, whatever

happened, the bark of his fortunes remained floating on the time . . .

he was never known to do a kind action,which entailed loss upon him-

self."—Gardiner's History of England, vol. viii. p. 69. (What is the

force of " muckworm " here ? Express what is meant, by using an

adjective sentence instead of an epithet. Why is the epithet maniac

applied to Laud ?) Eead Lycidas, 11. 193-131.

73. One whom England loved,for serving her. Cf. II. 201, 202.

80. Bwnnymead. (Explain this reference.

)

85. On other service. In Ireland. (What was Wentworth's "service"

there ?)

89. Renegade. One who has denied his faith. Sp. renegado ; Low
Latin, renegatus. Nego, I deny. Often confounded with runagate =
runaway. Shakespere has a verb renege. (Lear II. 2, 84 ; Ant. and

Cleo. I. 8.) And reneging occurs in a poem which has been attributed to

Shakespere, Passionate Pilgrim, 251.

90. Haman. See the Book of Esther, chapters iii. to end.

AMtophel. See 2 Samuel, xv. 31 ; xvi. 20, &c. (How might Went-
worth have been compared to Hamanl how to AUtophel? What other

statesman has been compared to Ahitophel ? by whom ? and why ?

Was Haman a "renegade"?)

101. He brings war with him, i.e. war against the Scots.

103, 104. The first hint of the end.

108. Sir John Eliot, the great Parliamentarian. He died in the

Tower in 1632, of consumption, the result of the colds he had suffered

from during a most harsh imprisonment,

113. Specious, looking well. That is, he used arguments that looked

fair.

131. Seven yeairs long, ^o. See Book of Judges, chapters vi.-viii.

135. The ravaged body. " He had arranged everything for his de-

parture (from Ireland), when one of his paroxysms of illness seized him.
He wrestled with it desperately, and set sail. On landing at Chester, he
wrote to Lady Wentworth a sad description of the effects of the journey
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upon his gout and the ' flux ' which afflicted him."—Forster's Straford,
366.

147, 148. Ay, the Court gives out. His awn concerns have brought him
hack. Charles had written to Wentworth in these tei-ms : " I have . . .

too much to desire your counsel and attendance for some time, which I

think not fit to express by letter, more than this—the Scots' Covenant
begins to spread too far. Yet, for all this, I will not have you take

notice that I have sent for you, but pretend some other occasion of

business."

158. LaiuCs laying his religion on the Scots. (In what sense is the

word religion here used ?)

175. And mie name. Pym's.

179. We havejust said it, &c. See 11. 103, 104.

184. No Feltons. No private assassins like Felton, who stabbed the

Duke of Buckingham.

190. Apostate. For a complete vindication of Strafford from the

charge of apostasy, from which indeed he was vigorously cleared in

Mr. Forster's Life, see Gardiner's History of England, vol. vi. p. 338.

200. Gracchus' death. Both the Gracchi, Tiberius and Caius (the

"jewels " of Cornelia) were prominent as " people's men," and both died

the death of martyrs for the people's cause. Tiberius the elder, who
seems to be the one alluded to here, was tribitne of the people (see not©

to V. 277) in the year B.C. 133. Before he had offered himself for this

office he had been deeply impressed with the sufferings of the poorer

Boman citizens, which he traced to the unfair possession of public land

by rich men. He brought in a bill to revive, with some modifications,

a law that had been passed more than two hundred years previously,

limiting the amount of public land to be held by any one citizen.

The senators, who oppossd Tiberius' election to the tribuneship for the

second time, made an attack upon the people while the tribes were

voting, and Tiberius was killed. Caius became tribune in 123, B.C., and

carried out his brother's reforms with others still more sweeping. He fell

in the year 121 B.C. See Beesly's Gfracchi, Mariits and Sulla.

213. Aceldama. See Acts i. 19.

225-234. Paraphrase. Chose, brought, led, kept, are subjunctives.

232. The travail of our souls, by metonymy for the fruit of the

travail. See Isa. liii. II.

Something. (What part of speech here ?)

234. Regard. Look, appearance.

242. Remains alone. Ellipsis of secondary subject (it or there). See

note to I. 2, 126.
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254. Skip-money. See Hist. Eng. under years 1634, &c.

256. Where Wentworth's influence. Wentwortb's family were closely

connected with the north of England. He first entered Parliament as

a knight of the shire for Yorkshire. In 1628 he was made Lord Pre-

sident of the Korth.

(What do we learn from this scene of the public situation ? of the

character of the man introduced ? Trace the line of thought by which

Pym arriyes at the conviction that Wentworth will once more take the

people's side.) Notice the prominence of Pym in the thoughts and

hopes of the people's men. Notice, too, how he does not seek to be

prominent : he cares more that England should be saved than that he

should be her saviour. See how Eliot " being dead yet speaketh !

"

(What is the gist of this scene ?)

Scene 2.

14. S^s mrely not disposed, ^o. Cf. IV,, 75-8.

41. Nibble at what you do. Laud had said, "I have of late heard

some muttering about it in Court, but can meet with nothing to fasten

on ; only it makes me doubt someone hath been nibbling about it."

80. Thewarl T)iey cannot have agreed to thail Cf. II. 2, 108-110.

Wentworth had written from Ireland to Charles, " If the war were with

a^breign enemy, I should like well to have the first blow ; but being

with your Majesty's own natural, howbeit rebellious subjects, it seems

to me a tender point to draw blood first; for till it come to that, all

hope is not lost of reconciliation ; and I would not have them with the

least colour impute it to your Majesty to have put all to extremity, till

their own more than words enforce you to it,"

88. Go now. Like the French oKe^do^^c.' an ironical encouragement
addressed by Strafibrd to himself.

89. Forsake the people! Cf. V. 2, 49, &c.

We mustkeep before us the different standpoints ofPym and Strafiurd.

Men having the same desires and hopes may go widely different ways to

realize them. Strafford had used the expression, " Saliis popuU suprema
lea," when urging the prerogative of the Crown to levy forces. This
"sahispopuli" was to be, " in cases of extremity," the "suprema lex,"

even above Acts of Parliament.

92, Spoke. Cf, Byron's—

" The idols are broke in the temple of Baal."

In come the -n of the strong passive participle has finally disappeared.
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94, Henrietta Maria bad disliked Wentworth most cordially. " It

ought to be stated, to Wentworth's honour, that though he much desired

to have stood well with her Majesty, he declined to purchase her favour

by acts inconsistent with his own public schemes. See curious evidences

of this in Strafford Papers, vol. ii. pp. 221, 222, 257, 329, 425, 426, &c.

.... The King himself appeal's to have made it a persunal request of

Wentworth, that he should carry himself with all duty and respect to

her Majesty."—Forster's Strafford, noie top. 358. Browning was of

coiu"se unawai'e of the evidence contained in the letters of Bossetti, of

which no copies were in England when the play was written, but which

show that about the time of the meeting of the Short Parliament she

began to look to him as the saviour of her husband's cause.

96. Weston. Sir Kichard Weston, treasurer, died 1635.

104. One falsest^. The Scots' war.

106. (Why does Wentworth say this ?)

114. We English all are mad to have a hand. (What does this mean ?

What might it mean, as far as the construction goes ?)

124-5. Sitice we two met at Greenwich. Cf. I. 1, 112.

126. You cut a figure, maJces some slight return, ^0. In prose English

the relative when in the nominative case is never omitted. In poetry the

aversion to lengthiness is manifested in avoiding the use of conjunctive

words. See Abbott and Seeley's English Lessonsfor English Headers, 43.

Browning's poetry is fuller of these ellipses than that of any other

English poet.

147. o'God^s love, o' here = of. Cf. Twelfth Night., V. 27.3—

" Of charity, what kin are you to me ?
"

See also "Of all loves," Midsummer Night's Dream. II. 1, 154, and

Othello, III. 1 , 13, where, as Wright notes, the Folios read " for love's

sake," and the Quartos "of all loves." The phrase is equivalent to our

modern Far God's sake.

159. Your letters were the movingest. Notice the declension of

moving.

1 64-3, &c. The first time Wentworth had asked for an earldom he had

asked that, in case of a refusal, Charles would keep the request a secret.

164-5, &c. Suppose it so, the King did very well . . . Compare with

this II. 2, 130, &c.

175-6. An obscene dream Bi this EseMel chamber. See EzeJciel. viii.

208. Mistook. Past tense for passive participle. Frequent in Shak-

sperean English. See Clarendon Press note to Macbeth, III. 4, 109.

239. You were best. Originally the construction was (to) you (it)

were best. Afterwards the nominative replaced the dative, as clearly
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seen in "thou wert best" (^s YouIAkelt,!. 1.) This latter usage

cannot be preferred on logical grounds.

247. The a^le ofmy sight. See ZecA. ii. 8.

261. / will come, ^c. In a letter dated Good Friday, 1640, written at

Dublin just before Strafford crossed to England for the last time, he

says, " I shall cheerfully venture this crazed vessel of mine, and either,

by God's help, wait upon your Majesty before the Parliament begin, or

else deposit this in6rm humanity of mine in the dust."

283. He talks it smoothly. Notice how the " it " points the half sneer

which shows that the value of Strafford's advice is already diminishing

in the King's eyes.

Notice how, while to Lucy, Pym and his fellows are the Faction, to

Wentworth they are Pym and the People.

(What appears to be Strafford's ruling motive ? What part does Lady
Carlisle play here ? What do we see of the character of Charles ? of

the Queen ?)

Act II.

—

Scene 1.

For the proceedings of the Short Parliament see Gardiner's History of
England, vol. ix.

1. Twelve subsidies. A subsidy was originally a grant made by Par-

liament to the King "upon need and necessity." In the time of Charles I.

the usage of the word is ordinarily limited to a tax levied on lands and

goods, The rate was is. in the pound on lands and 2s. id. on goods,

though in consequence of the insufficient value put upon estates by the

Commissioners appointed for the purpose, it did not in reality amount

to anything like that sum. Each subsidy at this time produced about

£70,000. In its modern use the word means supplies granted by one

nation to another, to assist it in the prosecution of a war.

3. Out of the serpenfs root, ^c. Isa. xiv. 29. (What is the force of

root here ?) Cf. Lat. stirps.

4. Cockatrice. A corruption of the Greek kroMdeilos, lizard, through

Latin and French. The fableofthe creature's being produced from acoc^s

egg may possibly be one of the stories invented to account for an apparent

etymology. See Max Miiller's Lectures on the Science ofLanguage, Series

ii. The cockatrice and basilisk were the same. See Clarendon Press note

to Bich. TIL 2, 150. And see, especially. Dr. Murray's Dictionary.

34. The Star Chancer. (What was this Court ? What was the dif-

ference between it and the Court of High Commission ?)

35. Lend them all the ears you have. For this use of lertd, cf. Julius

Casar, III. :

—

" Friends, Bomans, countrymen, lend me your ears.
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In the earliest stages of English, lSnan=to give. Then, to give /or a

time,

62. Congratulate with me. Eejoice along with me, or as in older

English it might have been, Eejoice together with me.

70. But we'll not have our Parliaments like those In Ireland. By Sir

Edward Poyning's bill, a Parliament could not be summoned more than

once a year in Ireland, nor could it be summoned even then unless the

Bills to be proposed to it had been approved by the English Privy

Council.

72. (Expand this metaphor.)

90, No Bishops' war. (Why was the war with the Scots called the

Bishops' war ?)

(Describe exactly the part taken by Budyard in this scene. What is

his feeling as to the staunchness of the Parliament ? What makes Pym
certain that Strafford will rejoin the Parliamentarians ?)

Scene 2.

17. I said, i'c. Cf. I. 2, 220, &c.

25. He had, in a fortnight, levied an army of 8,000 men.

37, Untoward, unlucky, unfortunate : not ("owara! one's wishes, hopes,

i-c.

40-41. To rush Alone upon a giant in the dark. Cf. ;

" For I seem, dying, as one going in the dark

To fight a giant."

Pauline.

LI. 173, &c., and 275, 276, of this scene.

Notice in 1. 99, And you along with me. And compare with Pym's

words in IV. iii. 69-81. Contrast the motives of the two speeches.

In 1. 115, we have Strafford's first open expression of his thought of

Charles. Notice " So cold a heart."

130. See Strafford's extraordinary self-command. (Why does he

exercise it ?)

137. Pym's grave grey eyes. Cf. " You know Pym's eye," I. 1, 118.

At this moment Pym has given up hope.

153. Keep tryst. See how the meeting between Pym and Strafford is

dwelt on. Cf. 1. 165, 1. 276, lU. 3, 97 ; V. 2, 301-304.

We have Pym and Strafford as the two antagonists : before, Pym
bel.eved that Strafford might be England's saviour ; now, silently, he

accepts the dread ofiSce of being the destroyer of England's foe.

G
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158. Fool to feign a doubt, &,c. Pym means that it is but fully for

him to doubt what the end must be ; mere folly to affect the scrupulous

and nice reserve which might belong to the man who knew himself

ordained to achieve the feat of destroying England's enemy ; and this

because it is not he, Pym, but God himself, who dooms Strafford.

(Trace the meaning of nice from the derivation.)

167. Lady Carlisle has heard all. Notice Strafford's change of mood.

It is perfectly true to nature : the fierce strain removed, the powers

fail which had been braced up to the utmost state, and Strafford is poor

and old and weary.

167. In "those debonair romances" all, indeed, goes well. Notice

" why, the King blesses him." Think how Strafford must have felt

when he said this. "Far from sure His squires are not the giant's

friends." He is not sure whether those who seem to support him may

not really be against him. But he will go on. It is all one, now.

167. Sorry. Poor.

184. The wind that saps, ^-c. (Expand into a simile.)

187. A breed of silken creatures. Cf. Coriolanus, I. 9, 45

—

" Where steel grows soft as the parasite's silk.''

188. Thrive In yotir contempt. While you despise them. For all

that they thrive, and are powerful to do jou harm

.

190. Vane's slight sneer. Cf. II. 2, 57, &c.

193. Igive that up. I give up cai-ing about that.

210. Strafford's faith in the King has perished ; but his purpose is

unaltered, and he will go on to the death.

225. My soul That lent from its own store, ^c. What Lady Carlisle

means is something like this : " I expressed to Strafford the love 1 bore

him myself as borne to him by Charles ; when he loved the King, he

was loving a being such as I had represented Charles to be, not such as

he really was."

Observe how it had been through Lady Carlisle's representation of

Charles that Strafford had so thoroughly believed in him. She knows

now what Charles really is, and for the moment thinks of revealing him to

Strafford. When she says, " he shall behold my soul," the unexpressed

hope is, " if he sees the truth he may love me."

232. One image, 4'c. The flaw in the diamond may take the shape of

some sweet face, which nature means to create some day. But how-
ever beautiful this may be in itself, it is a flaw in the diamond, which

ought to be absolutely clear. This image which j'ou think to be Charles,

this " sweet face " which is not his—for you have never seen the King as

he is, and this portrait in your soul is of some one who has never lived ;

—
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this image is but a flaw in the diamond, your mind, turning blank its

else imperial brilliance.

Lady Carlisle does not yet understand ; she thinks that if only
Stratford could recognize that he had been mistaken in Charles, he
would shake off the bond that bound him to the King. She does not
see that Strafford knows the King, and loves him still.

243. Now she understands. He loves the King, not her; but she
will serve him all the same, and none the worse for that brief hope that

he might love her.

246. Observe her complete change of tone. She is now apparently

the woman of the world. She will not let him know that she is

suffering.

257. The George. The badge of the Order of the Garter, St. George
mounted and piercing the dragon.

259. A masqne. The Masque was a dramatic entertainment introduced

into England from Italy, early in the sixteenth centui-y. It was in cha-

racter something between the pageant and the play, but the pageant

predominated, and for dramatic talent there was little need, the chief re-

quu'ements in the actors being distinguished presence, dignified move-

ments, and splendid apparel. The mechanical arrangements for the

Masque, as well as the dresses, were elaborate and costly ; it was naturally

therefore a favourite amusement with wealthy people. Men and women
of the highest rank played in the Masque, and professional actors took the

comic parts, while professional musicians sang the lyrics which were

introduced. It was in England that the words of the Masque attained

to the dignity of literature, in the hands of writers such as Ben Jonson,

Beaumont, Fletcher, and others. Ben Jonson wrote many Court

Masques, Inigo Jones planning the mechanism and stage scenery, and

Ferrabosco, an Italian composer, writing the music, while Thomas
Giles arranged the dances and fixed on the costumes. I would refer

those desirous of further information on this subject to the most

interesting account of the Masque in Mr. J. A, Symonds's Shakespeare's

Predecessors in tlie Eiiglish Drama. Shakespere has introduced a

Masque into the Tempest. As Mr. Symonds well shows, Milton's Comiis,

tlie loveliest and noblest of all masques, stands alone in beauty and
dignity alike of matter and manner.

On foot. Being arranged.

276. jrhif, then, I have afoe, ^-c. CI. Ladt/ of the Lake, canto iv.—
" And that stern joy which warriors feel

In foemen worthy of theu" steel."

279. Want = lack. Cf. Tempest, III. 179.
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" that dare not offer

What I desire to give, and much less take

What I shall die to want."

And As You Like It, III. 2, 20 : " He that wants money, means and

content, is without three good friends."

I'&O. Am'I'nothere'! Not in the market-place, ^c, I am now working-

for the King, not for the people.

286. Only one name, i.e., Charles's.

291. Until you love, ^c. Until one loves the man and not the rcpre-

sentative of the people, the recipient of love in their right. I do not love

Charles as the King, but as the man whose mild voice and mournful eyes

send me forth. For this allusion to Charles's personal appearance, cf.

the impression produced by Vandyke's portrait,

294. One starfor guide. This love for Charles. The words are an

echo of Lady Carlisle's, 1. 256; but the thought seems to be widely

different.

(What does Lady Carlisle seem to mean ?)

Act III.

—

Scene 1.

6. Next Lord's-day morning. Observe the sneer in Lord's-day.

12. The new Parliament. The Long Parliament, which met on the

3rd November, 1 640.

40. Eliots old method. When Charles ordered the adjournment of
the House in 1629, it was under Eliot's leading that it asserted its right

of self-adjournment. The Speaker, on moving to leave the chair, was
forcibly held in it. Eliot plainly told him the order of the House would
be sufficient to excuse him with the King. On some members then

rising to leave the house, the doors were locked.

41. The Great Duke. Buckingham,

Note that we are to understand, that these Lords have planned the
" betrayal " of Strafford. The Queen sides with the Lords. The com-
mon danger is Pym.

Scene 2.

5. We summoned so reluctantly, ^c. Charles had avoided summoning
a Parliament until it was impossible to help it. He had tried the expe-
dient of summoning a Council of Peers at York, but the voice of the
people made itself heard, and writs were at last issued. The issue of
the war with Scotland had, as it has been phrased, " di-agged Charles to

the people's feet."
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28. Theobalds. The manor of Theobalds in Hertfordshire belonged
to Sir William Cecil, bettor known as Lord Bm-ghley. The house which
he built there was originally small, but Elizabeth paying him a visit in
1564, he enlarged the house and made fine gai-dens. After this, the
Queen paidfrequentvisits toTheobalds. Burghley's son, Robert Cecil, ex-
changed Theobalds with James 1. for Hatfield. James died at Theobalds,
and it was at the court-gate that Chai-les was proclaimed " rightful and
dubitable heir," and it was from Theobalds that he set out for the
North, in Mai-ch, 1642, and raised the standard at Nottingham. During
the Commonwealth the palace was demolished, and the money arising
from the sale of materials divided among the ai-my. At the Restoration,
the site, park, and manor were granted to the duke of Albemarle
(now well known as General Monk). For further information see a lec-

ture by John Charles Earle, B.A. Oxon. on " The Palace of Theobalds
in the Olden Time." (Hotten, 1869.)

28, 29. He must Dissolve the House. Charles had dissolved the House
that had impeached Buckingham. Compare his conduct then with his
conduct now, and the position of Strafford with that of Buckingham.
Waller says, in the poem entitled " Of his Majesty's receiving the News
of the Duke of Buckingham's Death :

"

—

" The Sacred Wrestler, till a Blessing given,

Quits not bis hold, but halting conquers Heav'n.
Nor was the Stream of thy Devotions stop'd

When from the Body such a Limb was lop'd

As to thy present State was no less Maim
;

Tho' thy wise Choice has since repair'd the same."

43. Windebajik. One of the Secretaries of State.

45. Go find. A very common construction in older English. In our
older literature editors have frequently inserted a comma between the

imperative and the gerundial infinitive, thus making the construction

apparently = two imperatives. In parts of England, and in Ireland, the

expressions, " Go find," " Go see," &o., may still be heard. The English

verb originally took -an, or -ian, as its infinitive suffix. The preposition

to was never used except when the infinitive, used actively or passively,

marked purpose, fitness, &c., and was in the dative case. Thus, " I

desire to see " = " ic wilnige ge-sc6n ; " but, " I am here to see (or to be'

seen) " = " ic com h4r to ge-seonne." ^Vhen the endings -an and -anne

had become weakened into -e, the to commonly preceded the ordinary

infinitive as well as the other. We sometimes find the two preposi-

t\oTiS,for and to, preceding the gerundial, and even the simple infinitive :

this is found as early as the twelfth century. See Oliphant's Old and
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Middle English, p. 149. Before (lie ordinary infinitive, to is now merely

an arbitrary sign, with no prepositional force. (What English verbs

omit it ?)

48. "Tis to the Lords they go, ^c. Pym went up to the Lords at the

head of upwards of 300 representatives of the English people to impeach

Strafford.

50. Adage. Saying, saw. Lat. adagium, from ad, to, and a word

connected with aio, I say.

55. Surely he mil not come. Strafford had asked for the King's per-

mission to go to Ireland, knowing how dangerous it would be to come

to London.

70. This in question. This being under consideration.

103. Say it were, Ifc. See note to 164, &c.

130, &c. She knows my purpose, ^c. Lady Carlisle thinks Strafford's

'• purpose " is " to bafHe Pym " (1. 122, &e.). When he says, " The whole

of the scheme," he means, " What is my scheme ? Do you really know

it ? " Lady Carlisle thinks he means, " What is the scheme against

me ? Do they connive at Pym's procedure ? " When she says, " The
whole is known," she means that the Queen and the Lords are ac-

quainted with Pym's doings. Strafford and Lady Carlisle are at cross-

purposes, until Strafford (1. 160) begins to speak of the ante-room being

filled with his adherents, and goes on (1. 164) to explain.

152. Cmway. See II. 2, 9.

159. Ifell mi them at Durham. " Thwarted and exasperated on all

sides, he resolved to furnish one more proof (it was destined to be the

last !) of the possibility of recovering the Royal Authority, by a great and

vigorous exertion. During the negotiations no actual cessation of arms

had been agreed to by the Scots, and he therefore secretly despatched a,

party of horse under a favourite officer, to attack them in their quar-

ters. A large body of the enemy were defeated by this manoeuvre, all

their officers taken prisoners, the army inspirited, and the spirit of

Strafford himself restored."—Forster's Strafford, 378.

164. Full proof, ^-c. Clarendon says : " It was believed by some
(upon what ground was never clear enough) that he made haste then

to accuse the liord Say, and some others, of having induced the Scots to

invade the kingdom." There is no doubt about the matter on far better

evidence than Clarendon's.

166. Did you notice Savile? Cf. 11. 103-105.

170. Losels, rascals. Lorel is another form, Cocke Lorel being for-

merly a generic term for a very great rascal. The root is in lose.

171-172. The Crew and the Cabal. (Who are the Crewl who the

Cabal ? Discuss the appropriateness of these epithets.)
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203. Goring. This Colonel Goring would have taken the lead in a

plan, formed when Strafford was in the Tower, to bring the army up

to London, but the other officers refused to submit to his command.
See IV. 1, 100, &o.

220. If She, i.e., the Queen.

(Why does Lady Carlisle " not breathe " the " little word " to " unveil

the King to Strafford "
?)

Scene 3.

4. Btiffiers. Swaggerers, bullies.

10. Are we ill Geneva ? Calvin's code of ecclesiastical and moral dis-

cipline had been established at Geneva in 1541. The sharpest vigilance

was exercised over the words and actions of young and old by a tribunal

composed of clergy and laity, and extremely severe penalties were

enforced for divergence of opinion as well as for offences against

morals.

13. Kifig Pym. A nickname given to Pym by the royalists a little

later on.

15. St. John. Oliver St. John, the Solicitor-General.

27. SlocA'ishiiess. (Trace the meaning of the word from stock.)

29. St. John's head in a charger. See Matt. xiv.

41. Fride before dcstniciion. Frov. xvi. 18.

43. A word in season, Sfc. Frov. xv. 23.

47. How hath the oppressor ceased. Isa. xiv. 4.

The doors, &c. " With speed he comes to the House ; he calls

rudely at the door ; James Maxwell, keeper of the black rod, opens ; his

lordship, with a proud glooming countenance, makes towards his place

at the board-head ; but at once many bid him void the House ; so he is

forced, in confusion, to go to the door till he was called ... He offered

to speak, but was commanded to bo gone without a word. In the outer

room, James Maxwell required him, as prisoner, to deliver his sword."

—Baillie.

82. AUerton. Northallerton, in Yorkshire.

90. He sentfor mefrom York; My safety guaranteed. Charles is re-

ported to have said that while there was a ling in England, not a hair

of Strafford^s head skmdd be touched by the Parliament.

94. Gewgaw. Bauble. Connected with give.
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Act IV.

—

Scene 1.

The trial began on the 22nd of March, 1641.

1. Hollis. " The Earl of Strafford had married his sister ; so,

though in the Parliament he was one of the hottest men of the parly,

yet when that matter was before them, he always withdrew."

—

Burnet.

16. You witness our proceedings, ^-c. The King, Queen, and Court

occupied one of two cabinets, made with trellis-work, and placed on

either side of the seats arranged for the King and the Prince. Baillie

says the King " brake down the screens with his own hands, so they sat

in the eyes of all, but little more regarded than if theyirad been absent,

for the lords sat all covered."

40. Soof-tree. Beam. Tree is here used in its old sense of wood. We
read of vessels made of ire. (Expand the metaphor.)

54. '^ A blind moth-eaten law.'' Sti-afford said in his defence, " It is

now two hundred and forty years since any man was touched for this

alleged crime, to this height before myself. Let us not awaken these

sleeping lions to our destructions, by taking up a few musty records

that have lain by the walls ofso many ages, forgotten or neglected." Cf.

" Another putteth the kynge in remembraunce of certeine olde and

moughteaten lawes that of longe tyme have not bene put in execution,

whych because no man can remembre that they were made, everie man
hath transgi'essed."

—

Moke's Utopia, Book I.

64. These notes. There were notes made by Sir Harry Vane, the

elder, and headed, "A Copy of Notes taken at a Junto of the Privy

Council for the Scots Affairs, about the 5th of May last." They were

read by Pym in Westminster Hall on the 13th of April. " No defensive

war ; loss of honour and reputation. The quiet of England will hold

out long. Xou will languish as between Saul and David. Go on with

a vigorous war, as you first designed, loose and absolved from all

rules of government ; being reduced to extreme necessity, everything is

to be done that power might admit, and that you are to do. They
refusing, you are acquitted towards God and man. You have an army
in Ireland you may employ here to reduce this kingdom. Confident as

anything under Heaven, Scotland shall not hold out five months. One
summer well employed will do it. Venture all I had, I would carry it

or lose it. Whether a defensive war as impossible as an offensive, or
whether to let them alone."

For a discussion of the relative value of the two copies of Vane's
notes, see Gardiner's History of England.

1 01. He bids your brother bring the army up. The Earl of Northum-
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berland. There was a plot formed, originally by Sir John Suckling, to

bring the army up to London, overawe the Parliament, and render the

King absolute. This was to be combined with the escape of Strafford

from the Tower, for which see note to V. 2, 228, &c.

128. Ay, Hollis hints as mticJi. See 1. 48.

(What at last determines Charles to attempt to save Strafford ? What
does he mean by, " I'ou have betrayed me, VaneV L. 99.

What seems to have been the jjart he really played according to the

drama ?)

Scene 2.

5. A Prophet's rod. Cf. Ex. iv. 20.

7-8. Just a foolish word or two About his children. " ' Were it not for

the interest of those pledges that a saint in heaven left me, I would be

loth, my lords ' For the moment he could say no more. The
strong, iron-hearted man burst into tears. After a little while, he

recovered himseW'-^Gardiner.

14. " Kor is this way a novel way of blood." Pym's own words almost

literally.

15. And the Earl itiriis, ^c. Pym, suddenly turning, met Strafford's

gaze fixed on him. For a moment he could not recover himself. Baillie

says, " His papers he looked on, but they could not help tiim to a point

or two, so he behoved to pass them."

77. Haselrig. Sir Arthur Hazlerigg's name is prominently connected

with the proposal to bring in a Bill of Attainder against Strafford.

Hazlerigg was one of the five members whom Charles tried to impeach

in 1642.

22. Atfault. Cf. 1. 48. A dog " at fault " had lost the scent of his

game.

28. His brother. Hollis.

35. To spend one's April here, the blossom-month. Bead Browning's

Home-Thoughtsfrom Abroad, beginning

—

" Oh, to be in England, now that April's there.''

57. Badcliffe. Sir Georgp Eadcliffe had been charged by Pym with

treason.

67. yot even against Laud. Laud had been impeached by Henry

Vane the younger, and was now in the Tower.

77. To see the will ofEngland in Pym's will. Cf. III. 3, 96, 97.

85. 'Twos Vane, §-c. See note to IV. 1, 65.

122. This Sill of his Attainder. A Bill of Attainder differs from an
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Impeacliment by being a legislative act, to which the consent of Crown,

Lords, and Commons, is necessary, whereas, in an Impeachment the

House of Commons prosecutes, and the House of Lords judges. The
consequences of the passing of a Bill of Attainder are to the attainted

person (Lat. attinctus, stained, blackened), (1) forfeiture, (2) corruption of

blood, which implies that the " corrupted " person can neither inherit

nor transmit lands, and (3) death.

138. Ihave heard some called Englaiid's enemy. See II. 1, 95-97.

161, 162. Being the chasen man, ^c. Cf. II. 2, 158-160.

165. Emprise. Etymologically, a form of «rai«»yrise.

176,177. The oversight shall pay for the main sin. We cannot punish

the main sin, apostasy or treachery, but we must avail ourselves of

any occasion to punish what is in reality, or by comparison, a mere

oversight.

180. "My lords," Pym said, when pleading against Strafford, "we
charge him with nothing but what the 'law' in every man's breast

condemns, the light of nature, the light of reason, the rules of common
society."

188. Meet him. Cf II. 2, 168, 224.

Scene 3.

25. Schedule. A list or inventory. (Through Old Fr., Lat. schedula,

schede, strip of papyrus ; Gr. schizo, something formed by cleaving,

hence, a leaf.)

34, &c. (Is it inconsistent with Browning's conception of Pym's cha-

racter, as we have followed it hitherto, that he should be represented as

making this offer ?)

But cf. 69-82. He sets before Charles the full danger that his refusal

to give assent to the bill must bring.

37, &c. Cf. John Inglesant, vol. i. pp. 236-237.

54, 55. / never meant Strafford should serve me any more. Cf. V.

2, 64, and note.

75. This line is what is called " truncated."

Act v.—Scene 2.

There are many mentions of Strafford's children in letters written and
received by him. See the letter to Lady Clare, written just before he
left Irelandin 1630. Writing from Ireland in 1634, he tells Cottlngton
that since he came into that kingdom he grows exceeding old and full
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of grey hairs, and should wax exceeding melancholy were it not for two

little girls that come now and then to play by him. The two little girls

were this Ann and the younger Arabella. There is a delightful account

in a letter, written to Strafford when his house in Yorkshire was being

enlarged, of Mistress Ann's complaining very much of two rainy days,

which, she snid, hindered her from coming down, and the building from

going up, because she was expected to keep her chamber, and could not

oTerlook the workmen. This " careful steward," as the writer of the

letter calls her, was then aged three

!

See also the letter written to Will after Strafford's sentence had been

20. Venice. Cf. Browning's A Toccata of GaluppPs.

40. Consign To the low ground once more the ignoble Term, And raise

the Genius mi his orb again. The Term was a statue, representing the

Roman Term, the god who presided over boundaries : the figure was
an ignoble one, with ignoble attributes. The Genius was the image

that represented the guardian spirit who was supposed to accompany

every created being from the cradle to the grave. The Boman Genius

corresponded to the Greek daimon genethlios. This spirit, as the in-

stigator of a man's actions, was a representative of his main endeavour.

The Genius of a male person was represented as a beautiful boy, with a

chlamys on his shoulders, and with the wings of a bird. The Juno, or

Genius of a female, was represented as a maiden, draped, and with the

wings of a bat or moth. In i\Ir. Browning's own words, " Suppose the

enemies of a man to have thrown down the image and replaced it by a

mere Term, and you have what I put into Strafford's head." " Putting

the Genius on the pedestal usurped by the Term means—or tries to mean

—substituting eventually, the true notion of Strafford's endeavour and

performance in the world, for what he conceives to be the ignoble and

distorted conception of these by his contemporary judges." There ai"e

many allusions in Shakespeare to the Genitts, e.g., Ant. ^ Cleo. II. 3, 19 :

" Thy demon, that's thy spirit, which keeps thee.''

See also Twelfth Night, III. 4, 142 ; Julitis Casar, II. I, 166 ; Macbeth,

III. 1, 56.

54. Glosses. Commentaries, or explanations.

61. Not so much as Constable. In petitioning the Parliament on

Strafford's behalf, Charles said, " I must confess, for matter of misde-

meanours, I am so clear in that, that though I will not chalk out the

way, yet let me tell you, that I do think my Lord Strafford is not fit

hereafter to serve me or the Commonwealth in any place of trust, no,

not so much as that of a constable.''
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71. Garrard must be re-engaged My newsman. Garrard was a clergy-

man who, when Wentworth went to Ireland as Lord-Depnty in 1633,

was instructed '
' to furnish him, in monthly packets of news, with all the

private scandal, and rumours, and secret affairs, of the Court and of

London generally."

73. Consummated. Scan this line thus

:

WbSt if
I
when all's

|
consum

|
mated and

|
the Saints.

77. Tribune. The Roman tribunes were officers elected from among
the people to defend their rights against the Patricians. See Coriolanus.

87. Sejanus. The unscrupulous minister of the Emperor Tiberius.

His story furnished Ben Jonson with material for the tragedy that goes

by bis name.

lb. Bicheliev: The prime-minister of Louis XIII. It has been said

of him that he " raised the power of the sovereign in France to its

highest pitch."

122. Like Pri/nne's. William Prynne, whose name is chiefly known
as that of the writer of Histrio-Masiix, or the Players' Scourge, in which

there were some reflections on women actors which were construed into

an attack on the Queen; in consequence of which, Prynne suffered

horrible punishment,

131. He too has children. Cf. Macbeth, IV. 3, 217: "He has no
children."

145. Strafford shall take no hurt. Charles's words were, " Upon the

word of a King, you shall not suflfer in life, honour, or fortune."

151-152. Cf. John Inglesant, vol. i. 123.

132. Put not your trust, ^c. Strafford's words when he was told that

the King had assented to the bill. They are taken from Psalm
cxlvi. 3.

172. Wandesford's dead. Sir Christopher Wandesford, Master of the

Kolls and Privy Councillor in Ireland, had been appointed Deputy there

during Strafford's absence. He was an intimate friend of Strafford's,

and is said to have died of grief on hearing of Strafford's arrest.

173. Sadclife. See IV. 2, 56. Eadcliffe was appointed by Strafford

guardian of his children.

183. Sal/our. The Lieutenant of the Tower.

191. YovT majesty may hear them now. " A furious mob of upwards
of 6,000 people, variously armed, thronged round Westminster Hall,

clamoured for Strafford's blood, and placarded the names of those mem-
bers of the Commons who . . . had voted against the attainder, as
Straffordians, and betrayers of their country."—Forster's Life of
Pym, 183.
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211. The dregs of violent death. The cup must be drunk down to tlie

very dregs.

213-214. Be saved Throitgh me. Cf. II. 2, 99, 100.

2lS. Too late for sermon at St. Antholin's. Government had appro-

priated the Church of St. Antholin's to the use of the Scotch Commission.

Alexander Henderson preached there to crowded audiences.

230. Billingslej/. Balfour was desired by the King to receive Captain

Billingsley and 100 men into the Tower, to effect Strafford's escape.

241. To the utterance, 'Fr. a ontrance. Cf.

:

" Come, Fate, into the list,

And champion me to the utterance."

—

Macbeth, III. 1, 72.

275. I hunted by all means. Cf. IV. 2, 175, &c.

280. Ido leave him now. i)o is here not emphatic ; the emphasis falls

on now.

288-289. David not More Jonathan. 1 Sam. -nviii. 1.

293. I shall not live long. Pym died Dec. 1643.

300. And Eliot shall not blame us. Notice the haunting presence of

Eliot all through the play.

332. Lapped. Another form of wrapped. In lap the w has been

lost.

351. I shall die first. Strafford feels that in the tragedy of his fate,

there is the prologue to another tragedy, more terrible still.





GENERAL QUESTIONS.

1. What is meant by the Action of a Play ? (The story, as told on the

stage.) Is the incident of Pym's meeting Strafford at Greenwich part of

the action ? Is Sti-afford's falling on the Scots at Dui'ham ? (The first is

not, because it is narrated as having occurred before the play begins

;

the second is, because it is part of the story, though not actually repre-

sented on the stage.)

2. It has been said of the drama that in it there should be a sudden

change from happiness to misery, or from misery to happiness. Can
you trace this suddenness in Strafford's fall ?

3. What makes the tragedy in " Strafford ? " Compare with what

makes it in " Macbeth," and " King Lear."

4. How far do you think it may be allowable to alter (1) historical

facts, (2) historical sequence, for dramatic purposes ? Mention any

instances you find of either in this play—in any play of Shakespeare's.

5. Can you think of any reason why the actions of people in a political

sphere should be judged by a different standard from that by which we
judge those of people in private life ? (Read Gervinus's " Shakespeare

Commentaries," pp. 256-257.) Apply this to Strafford.

6. Can you see anything identical, or similar, in the leading motives

of Strafford, Pym, and Lady Cai'lisle ?

7. Compare Browning's blank verse with Shakespeare's and with

Milton's.
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[Cami. Texts witA Notes.
— De Senectute. Edited by GEORGE long, M.a, Fcap, 8vo, \s. 6d.

[Cami, Text, witA Nctes,
— Epistolae Selectae, Edited by george long, m.a. Fen p. 8vo, is. td.

[Ca?nb. Texts witA Notes,
— The Letters to Atticus, Book I, With Notes, and an Essay on the

Character of the Writer, By A. pretor, m.a., late of Trinity College,
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Vol. II.—Ion—Helena—Andromache—Electra—Bacchae—Hecuba.

Vol. III.—Hercules Furens—Phoenissae—Orestes—Iphigeniain Tauris

—Iphigenia in Aulide—Cyclops.

HERODOTUS. Recensuit j. G. blakesley, s.t.b. 2 vols. Fcap. 8vo,

2s. bd. each. [Camb. Texts.

HOMERI ILIAS L-XII. Ex novissima recensione F. A. paley, a.m.,

LL.D. Fcap. 8vo, IS. 6d. [Camb. Texts.

HORATIUS. Ex recensione A. j. macleane, a.m. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

[Camb. Texts.

JUVENAL ET PERSIUS. Ei recensione A. j. macleane, a.m.

Fcap. 8vo, IS. dd. [Camb. Texts.

A. 1
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LUCRETIUS. Recognovit H. A. j. munro, a.m. Fcap. 8vo, zs.

[Cami. Texts.

PROPERTIUS. Sex. Propertii Elegiarum Libri IV. recensuit A.

PALMER, collegii sacrosanctae et individuae Trinitatis juxta Dublinum

Socius. Fcap. 8vo, 3^. 6d.

— Sexti Properti Carmina. Recognovit JOH. percivAL postgate,

Large post 4to, boards, y. 6d. net.

SALLUSTI CRISPI CATILINA ET JUGURTHA, Rec(^novit

G. LONG, A.M. Fcap. 8vo, IS. td. [Cami. Tacis.

SOPHOCLES. Ex recensione F. A. paley, a.m., ll.d. Fcap. 8vo, zj. 6a.

[Cami. Texts.

TERENTI COMOEDIAE. gul. wagner relegit et emendavit. Fcap.

8vo, zs. [Cami. Texts.

THUCYDIDES. Recensuit j. G. Donaldson, s.t.p. 2 vols. Fcap.

8vo, 2s. each. [Cami. Texts.

VERGILIUS. Ex recensione J. CONINGTON, A.M. Fcap. 8vo, 2j.

[Cami. Texts.

XENOPHONTIS EXPEDITIO CYRI. Recensuit j. F. macmichael.

A.B. Fcap. 8vo, IJ. 6i/. [Cami. Texts.

TRANSLATIONS.

AESCHYLUS, The Tragedies of. Translated into English verse by

ANNA swanwick. ^th edition revised. Small post 8vo, Sj.— The Tragedies of. Literally translated into Prose, by T. A. BUCKLEY, B. A.

Small post 8vo, 3^. 6rf.

— The Tragedies of. Translated by Walter headlam, m.a., Fellow of

King's College, Cambridge. [Preparing.

ANTONINUS (M. Aurelius), The Thoughts of. Translated by
GEORGE LONG, M.A. Revised edition. Small post 8vo, 31. 6rf.

Fine paper edition on handmade paper. Pott 8vo, ts,

APOLLONIUS RHODIUS. The Argonautica. Translated by E. P.

COLERIDGE. Small post 8vo, Sf.

AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS. History of Rome during the

Keighs of Constantius, Julian, Jovianus, Valentinian, and Valens. Trans-

late by PROF. c. D. YONGE, M.A, With a complete Index. Small post

8vo, Is. (td.

ARISTOPHANES, The Comedies of. Literally translated by w. j,

HICKIE. With Portrait. 2 vols. Small post 8vo, 5j. each.

Vol. I,—Achamians, Knights, Clouds, Wasps, Peace, and Birds.

Vol. 11.—Lysistrata, Thesmophoiiazusae, Frogs, Ecclesiazusae, and
Plutus.

— The Acharnians. Translated by w. H. Covington, b.a. With Memoir
and Introduction. Crown 8vo, sewed, \s.

ARISTOTLE on the Athenian Constitution. Translated, with Notes
and Introduction, by F. G. KENYON, M.A., Fellow of Magd^en College,

Oxford. Fott 8vo, printed on handmade paper. 2,nd edition, i^. td.

— History of Animals. Translated by richard cresswell, m.a. Small
post 8vo, ji.
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ARISTOTLE. Organon : or, Logical Treatises, and the Introduction of

Porphyry. With Notes, Analysis, Introduction, and Index, by the REV.

O. P. OWEN, M.A. 2 vols. Small post 8vo, y. 6d. each.

— Rhetoric and Poetics. Literally Translated, with Hobbes' Analysis,

&c., by T. BUCKLEY, B.A. Small post 8vo, ^s.

— Nicomacbean Ethics. Literally Translated, with Notes, an Analytical

Introduction, &c, by the Venerable archdeacon browne, late Classical

Professor of King's College. Small post 8vo, Ss.— Politics and Economics. Translated, with Notes, Analyses, and
Index, by E. walford, m.a., and an Introductory Essay and a Life by
DR. GILLIES. Small post 8vo, S^.— Metaphysics. Literally Translated, with Notes, Analysis, &c., by the

REV. JOHN H. m'mahon, M.A. Small post 8vo, $s.

ARRIAN. Anabasis of Alexander, together with the Indlca. Trans-

lated by E. J. CHINNOCK, M.A., LL.D. With Introduction, Notes, Maps,
and Plans. Small post 8vo, $5.

CAESAR. Commentaries on the Gallic and Civil Wars, with the Supple-

mentary Books attributed to Hirtius, including the complete Alexandrian,

African, and Spanish Wars. Translated by w, A. m'devitte, b.a.

Small post 8vo, Sj.— Gallic War. Translated by w. a. m'devitte, b.a. 2 vols.," with Memoir
and Map. Crown 8vo, sewed. Books I. to IV., Books V. to VII.,

CALPURNIUS SICULUS, The Eclogues of. The Latin Text, with

English Translation by E. J. L. SCOTT, M.A. Crown 8vo, 3^. 6rf.

CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, and the Vigil of Venus. Prose Translation.

Small post 8vo, 5^.

CICERO, The Orations of. Translated by prof. c. d. yonge, m.a.

With Index. 4 vols. Small post 8vo, S^. each.

— On Oratory and Orators. With Letters to Quintus and Brutus. Trans-

lated by the rev. j. s. watson, m.a. Small post 8vo, 5^.

— On the Nature of the Gods. Divination, Fate, Laws, a Republic,

Consulship. Translated by prof. c. d. yonge, m.a., and Francis
barham. Small post 8vo, Sj.— Academics, De Finibus, and Tusculan Questions. By prof. c. d.

yonge, m.a. Small post 8vo, ^s.

— Offices ; or, Moral Duties. Cato Major, an Essay on Old Age ; Laelius,

an Essay on Friendship ; Scipio's Dream ; Paradoxes ; Letter to Quintus

on Magistrates. Translated by C. R. EDMONDS. With Portrait, y. dd.

— Old Age and Friendship. Translated, with Memoir and Notes, by

G. H. WELLS, M.A. Crown 8vo, sewed, \s.

DEMOSTHENES, The Orationsof. Translated, withNotes, Arguments,

a Chronological Abstract, Appendices, and Index, by c. rann Kennedy.

5 vols. Small post 8vo.

Vol. I.—The Olynthiacs, Philippics. 3^. (>d.

Vol. II.—On the Crown and on the Embassy. $*•

Vol. III.—Against Leptines, Midias, Androtion, and Aristocrates. ^s.

Vols. IV. and V.—Private and Miscellaneous Orations, y. each.

On the Crown. Translated by c. rann Kennedy. Crown 8vo,

sewed, \s.

DIOGENES LAERTIUS. Translated by prof. c. d. yonge, m.a.

Small post 8vo, Jj.
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EPICTETUS, The Discourses of. With the Encheiridion and
Fragments. Translated by GEORGE LONG, m.a. Small post 8vo, 5^.

Fine Paper Edition, 2 vols. Pott 8vo, lor. (td.

EURIPIDES. A Prose Translation, from the Text of Paley. By
E. P. COLERIDGE, B.A. 2 vols., 5j. each.

Vol. I.—Rhesus, Medea, Hippolytus, Alcestis, Heraclidse, Supplices,

Troades, Ion, Helena.
Vol. II.—Andromache, Electra, Bacchae, Hecuba, Hercules Furens,

Phoenissae, Orestes, Iphigenia in Tauris, Iphigenia in Aulls, Cyclops.

»*„ The plays separately (except Rhesus, Helena, Electra, Iphigenia in

Aulis, and Cyclops). Crown 8vo, sewed, \s. each.
— Translated from the Text ofDindorf. By T. A. BUCKLEY, B.A. 2 vols.

small post 8vo, 5J. each.

GREEK ANTHOLOGY. Translated by GEORGE surges, m.a. Small
post 8vo, 5r.

HERODOTUS. Translated by the REV. HENRY cary, M.A. Small post
8vo, 3^. td.

— Analysis and Summary of. By J. T. wheeler. Small post 8vo, 5J.

HESIOD, CALLIMACHUS, and THEOGNIS. Translated 1^ the
REV. J. BANKS, M.A. Small post 8vo, 5j.

HOMER. The Iliad. Translated by T. A. Buckley, b.a. Small post
8vo, 5j.— The Odyssey, Hymns, Epigrams, and Battle of the Frogs and
Mice. Translated by T. A. suckley, b.a. Small post 8vo, 5j.— The Iliad. Books I. -IV. Translated into English Hexameter Verse,
by henry smith WRIGHT, B.A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. Medium 8vo, 5J.

HORACE. Translated by Smart. Revised edition. By T. A. BUCKLEY,
B.A. Small post 8vo, 35-. td.

— The Odes and Carmen Saeculare. Translated into English Verse by
the late JOHN CONINGTON, M.A., Corpus Professor of Latin in the
University of Oxford. lUh edition, Fcap. 8vo. y. 6d,

— The Satires and Epistles. Translated into English Verse by prop.
JOHN CONINGTON, M.A. Sik edition. Fcap. 8vo, 3^. 6d.— Odes and Epodes. Translated by SIR STEPHEN E. DE VERE, BART.
^rd edition, enlarged. Imperial i6mo. 7.r. 6d. net.

ISOCRATES, The Orations of. Translated by j. H. freese, m.a., late

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, vidth Introductions and Notes.
Vol. I. Small post 8vo, 5^.

JUSTIN, CORNELIUS NEPOS, and EUTROPIUS. Translated
by the REV. J. s. watson, M.A. Small post 8vo, 5^.

JUVENAL, PERSIUS, SULPICIA, and LUCILIUS. Translated
by L. EVANS, M.A. Small post 8vo, 5^.

LIVY. The History of Rome. Translated by dr. spillan, c. bdmonds,
and others. 4 vols, small post 8vo, 5^. each.

— Books I., II., III., IV. A Revised Translation by j. h. frebse, m.a.,
late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. With Memoir, and Maps.
4 vols., crown 8vo, sewed, is. each.

— Book V. and Book VI. A Revised Translation by E. s. WEYMOUTH, M.A.,
Lond. With Memoir, and Maps. Crown 8vo, sewed, is. each.— Book IX. Translated by Francis storr, b.a. With Memoir. Crown
8vo, sewed, is.
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LUCAN. The Phaisalia. Translated into Prose by h. t. riley. Small
post 8vo, 5f.

— The Pharsalia. Book I. Translated by Frederick conway, m.a.
With Memoir and Introduction. Crown 8vo, sewed, u,

LUCIAN'S Dialogues of the Gods, of the Sea-Gods, and of the
Dead. Translated by ho ward Williams, m.a. Small post 8vo, t,s.

LUCRETIUS. TranslatedbytheREV. J. S.WATSON, M.A. Small post8vo,5j.— Literally translated by the late H. A. j. munro, m.a. tith edition. Demy
8vo, 6J.

MARTIAL'S Epigrams, complete. Literally translated into Prose, with
the addition of Verse Translations selected from the Works of English
Poets, and other sources. Small ,post 8vo, 7^. id.

OVID, The Works of. Translated. 3 vols. Small post 8vo, Is. each.

Vol. I.— Fasti, Tristia, Pontic Epistles, Ibis, and Ualieuticon.

Vol. II.—Metamorphoses, With Frontispiece.

Vol. III.—Ileroides, Amours, Art of Love, Remedy of Love, and
Minor Pieces, With Fronti.piece.

— Fasti, Translatedby H. T, RILEY, B.A. 3 vols. Crown 8vo, sewed, w. each.— Tristia, Translated by H. T. riley, b.a. Crown 8vo, sewed, ij.

PINDAR. Translated by dawson w. turner. Small post 8vo, Ji.

PLATO. Gorgias. Translated by the late B. M, cope, m.a., Fellow
of Trinity College. 2»rf edition. 8vo, "js.

— Philebus, Translated by F, A. paley, m.a., ll.d. Small 8vo, 4?.

— Theaetetus. Translated by F. A, paley, m.a,, ll.d. Small 8vo, 4J,

— The Works of. Translated, with Introduction and Notes. 6 vols. Small
post 8vo, 5j, each.

Vol, I,—The Apology of Socrates—Crito—Phaedo—Gorgias—Prota-

goras—Phaedrus—Theaetetus—Eutyphron—Lysis, Translated by the

REV. H. CARY.
Vol. II.—The Republic—Timaeus—Critias. Translated by henry

DAVIS.
Vol. III.—Meno—Euthydemus—The Sophist—Statesman—Cratylus

—Parmenides—The Banquet. Translated by G. surges.

Vol. IV.—Philebus—Charmides—Laches—Menexenus—Hippias—Ion
—The Two Alcibiades—Theages—Rivals—Hipparchus—Minos—Cli-

topho—Epistles. Translated by G. surges.

Vol, V,—The Laws, Translated by G. surges.

Vol. VI.—The Doubtful Works. Edited by G. surges. With General

Index to the six volumes.

Apology, Crito, Phaedo, and Protagoras. Translated by the rev. h.

CARY. Small post 8vo, sewed, \s., cloth, is, dd.

— Dialogues. A Summary and Analysis of. With Analytical Index, giving

references to the Greek text of modem editions and to the above transla-

tions. By A. DAY, LL.D. Small post 8vo, 5^,

PLAUTUS, The Comedies of. Translated by H, T. riley, b.a. 2 vols.

Small post 8vo, Jj. each.

Vol, I.—Trinummus—Miles Gloriosus—Bacchides—Stichus—Pseudolua

—Menaechmei—Aulularia—Captivi—Asinaria—Curculio,

Vol, II,—Amphitryon—Rudens—Mercator—Cistellaria—Truculentus

—Persa—Casina—Poenulus—Epidicus—Mostellaria^Fragments,

Trinummus, Menaechmei, Aulularia, and Captivi. Translated by

H. T. RILEY, s,A. Small post 8vo, sewed, \s., cloth, \s. (>d.
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PLINY. The Letters of Pliny the Younger. Melmoth's Translation,

revised, by the rev. f. c. t. bosanquet, m.a. Small post 8vo, 51.

PLUTARCH. Lives. Translated by A. Stewart, m.a., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, and George long, m.a. 4 vols, small post

8vo, 3J. 61/. each.

Moials. Theosophical Essays. Translated by c. w. king, m.a., late

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Small post 8vo, S^-

— Morals Ethical Essays. Translated by the rev. a. r. shilleto, m.a.

Small post 8vo, Sj.

PROPERTIUS. Translated by rev. p. j. f. gantilixsn, M.A., and

accompanied by Poetical Versions, from various sources. Small post 8vo,

3s. 6d.

PRUDENTIUS, Translations from. A Selection from his Works, with

a Translation into English Verse, and an Introduction and Notes, by

FRANCIS ST. JOHN THACKERAY, M.A., F.S.A., Vicar of Mapledurham,

formerly Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford, and Assistant-Master at

Eton. Wide post 8vo, Js. 6d.

QUINTILIAN : Institutes of Oratory, or. Education of an Orator.

Translated by the rev. j. s. watson, m.a. 2 vols, small post 8vo,

5;. each.

SALLUST, FLORUS, and VELLEIUS PATERCULUS. Tr^s-
lated by J. S. WATSON, M.A. Small post 8vo, ^s.

SENECA: On Benefits. Translated by A. stewart, m.a., late Fellow

of Trinity College, Cambridge. Small post 8vo, 31. 6d.

Minor Essays and On Clemency. Translated by A. Stewart, m.a.

Small post 8vo, JJ.

SOPHOCLES. Translated, with Memoir, Notes, etc., by E. p. Coleridge,

B.A. Small post 8vo, 5^.

Or the plays separately, crown 8vo, sewed, u. each.

The Tragedies of. The Oxford Translation, with Notes, Arguments,

and Introduction. Small post 8vo, Sj.

Xhe Dramas of. Rendered in English Verse, Dramatic and Lyric, by

SIR GEORGE YOUNG, BART., M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

The CEdipus Tyrannus. Translated into English Prose. By prof. b.

H. KENNEDY. Crown 8vo, in paper wrapper, is.

SUETONIUS. Lives of the Twelve Caesars and Lives of the

Grammarians. Thomson's revised Translation, by T. forester. Small

post 8vo, S^'

TACITUS, The Works of. Translated, with Notes and Index 2 vols..

Small post 8vo, S^- each.

Vol. L—The Annals.

Vol. II.—The History, Germania, Agricola, Oratory, and Index.

TERENCE and PHAEDRUS. Translated by H. T. RILEY, B.A. Small

post 8vo, S^-

THEOCRITUS, BION, MOSCHUS, and TYRTAEUS. Translated

by the REV. J. BANKS, M.A. Small post 8vo, p.

THEOCRITUS. Translated into English Verse by c. s. caivfrley,

M.A., late Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. New edition, revised.

Crown 8vo, Ts. 6d.
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THUCYDIDES. The Peloponnesian War. Translated by the rev. h.
DALE. With Portrait. 2 vols., 3^. 6d. each.— Analysis and Summary of. By j. T. wheeler. Small post 8vo, %s.

VIRGIL. Translated by A. Hamilton bryce, ll.d. With Memoir and
Introduction. Small post 8vo, y. 6d.

Also in 6 vols., crown 8vo, sewed, is. each.
Georgics.
Bucolics,
.ffineid I..III.

iEneidlV.-VI.
iEneid VII.-IX.
^neid X.-XII.

XENOPHON. The Works of. In 3 vols. Small post 8vo, Sj. each.
Vol. I.—The Anabasis, and Memorabilia. Translated by the rev. j. s.

WATSON, M.A. With a Geographical Commentary, by w. F. ainsworth,
F.S.A., F.R.G.S., etc

Vol. II.—Cjrropaedia and Hellenics. Translated by the rev. j. s.

WATSON, M.A., and the rev. h. dale.
Vol. III.—The Minor Works. Translated by the rev. j. s.

WATSON, M.A.
— Anabasis. Translated by the rev. j. s. watson, m.a. With Memoir

and Map. 3 vols.

— Hellenics. Books I. and II. Translated by the rev. h. dale, m.a.
With Memoir.

SABRINAE COROLLA In Hortulis Regiae Scholae Salopiensis con-

texuerunt tres viri floribus legendis. 4tA edition, revised and re-arranged.

By the late benjamin hall Kennedy, d.d., Regius Professor of Greek
at the University of Cambridge. Large post 8vo, loj. 6d.

SERTUM CARTHUSIANUM Floribus trium Seculorum Contesdum.
Cura GULIELMI haig brown, Scholae Carthusianae Archididascali.

Demy 8vo, $s.

TRANSLATIONS into English and Latin. By c. s. calverley, m.a.,

late Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. 3raf edition. Crown 8vo,

"js. 6d.

TRANSLATIONS from and into the Latin, Greek and English. By
R. c. JEBB, M.A., Regius Professor of Greek in the University of Cam-
bridge, H. JACKSON, M.A., LITT. D., Fellows of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and w. E. CURREY, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Crown 8vo. ind edition, revised. 8j.

GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION.

BADDELEY. Auxilia Latina. A Series of Progressive Latin Exercises.

By M. J. B. BADDELEY, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. Part I., Accidence, yh
edition. 2S. Part II. SM edition, zs. Key to Part II. 2s. 6d.

BAIRD. Greek Verbs. A Catalogue of Verbs, Irregular and Defective ;

their leading formations, tenses in use, and dialectic inflexions, with a

copious Appendix, containing Paradigms for conjugation. Rules for

formation of tenses, &c, &c By J. s. baird, t.c.d. New edition, re-

vised, zs. 6d.

Homeric Dialect. Its Leading Forms and Peculiarities. By j. s. baird,

T.C.D. /few edition, revised. By the rev. w. gunion Rutherford,
m.a., LL.D., Head Master at Westminster School, is.
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BAKER. Latin Prose for London Students. By akthur baker,
M.A., Classical Master, Independent College, Taunton. Fcap. 8to, 2j.

BARRY. Notes on Greek Accents. By the right rev. a. barry,
n.^.- Ntw edition, rt-ivriiten. \s.

CHURCH. Latin Prose Lessons. By A. j. church, m.a., Professor of

Latin at University College, London. <jth edition. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

CLAPIN.' Latin Primer. By the rev. a. c. clapin, m.a.. Assistant
Master at Sherborne School, ^h edition. Fcap. Svo, is.

COLLINS. Latin Exercises and Grammar Papers. By t. Collins,
M.A., Head Master of the Latin School, Newport, Salop, yth edition.

Fcap. Svo, 2s. dd.

— Unseen Papers in Latin Piose and Verse. With Examination Questions,
^th edition. Fcap. Svo, 2s. 6d.

— Unseen Papers in Greek Prose and Verse. With Examination Ques^
tions. 4^/4 edition. Fcap. Svo, y.— Easy Translations from Nepos, Caesar, Cicero, Livy, &c., for Retrans
lation into Latin. With Notes, is.

COMPTON. Rudiments of Attic Construction and Idiotn. An Intro
duction to Greek Syntax for Beginners who have acquired some knowledge
of Latin. By the REV. w. cookworthy compton, m.a., Head Master
of Dover College. Crown Svo, 3^.

FROST. Eclogae Latinae ; or, First Latin Reading Book. With Notes
and Vocabulary by the late rev. p. frost, m.a. Fcap. Svo, is. 6d.

— Analecta Graeca Minora. With Notes and Dictionary. JVew edition.

Fcap. Svo, 2J.

— Materials for Latin Prose Composition. By the late rev. p. frost,
M.A. New edition. Fcap. Svo. zr. Key. '

4?. net.
— A Latin Verse Book. New edition. Fcap. Svo, is. Key. 5j. net.— Materials for Greek Prose Composition. Neiv edition. Fcap. Svo,

2s. td. Key. 5?. net.

— Greek Accidence. New edition, u.
— Latin Accidence. is._

HARKNESS. A Latin Grammar. By albert harkness. Post Svo
ds.

KEY. A Latin Grammar. By the late T. h. key, m.a., f.r.s. tth thou-
sand. Post Svo, %s.

— A Short Latin Grammar for Schools. i6th edition. Post Svo, 3j-. 6d.
HOLDEN. Foliorura Silvula. Part I. Passages for Translation into

Latin Elegiac and Heroic Verse. By H. A. holden, ll.d. lltk edition.
Post Svo, "js. 6d.

— Foliorum Silvula. Part II. Select Passages for Translation into Latin
Lyric and Comic Iambic Verse, yd edition. Post Svo, 5^-.

— Foliorum Centuriae. Select Passages for Translation into Latin and
Greek Prose, loth edition. Post Svo, is.

JEBB, JACKSON, and CURREY. Extracts for Translation in
Greek, Latin, and English. By R. c. JEBB, litt.d., ll.d., Regius Pro-
fessor of Greek in the University of Cambridge ; h. Jackson, litt.d..
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; and w. E, cuj^rey, m.a,, late
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, ^s. 6./.

Latin Syntax, Principles of. ii.

Latin Versification, is.
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MASON. Analytical Latin Exercises By c. p. mason, b.a. 4M
edition. Part I., u. (>d. Part II., 2s. 6d.

— The Analysis of Sentences Applied to Latin. Post 8vo, is. 6d.

NETTLESHIP. Passages for Translation into Latin Prose. Pre-

ceded by Essays on :—I. Political and Social Ideas. II. Range of Meta-
phorical Expression. III. Historical Development of Latin Prose Style

in Anliquity. IV. Cautions as to Orthogi-aphy. By H, nettleship,
M.A., late Corpus Professor of Latin in the University of Oxford. Crown
8vo, 3^. A Key, 4J. dd. net.

Notabiiia Quaedam; or the Principal Tenses of most of the Irregular

Greek Verbs, and Elementary Greek, Latin, and French Constructions.

New edition, is.

PALEY. Greek Particles and their Combinations according to Attic

Usage. A Short Treatise. By F. A. paley, M.A., LL.D. 2s. 6d.

PENROSE. Latin Elegiac Verse, Easy Exercises in. By the rev. j.

PENROSE. Nea/ edition. 2s. (Key, 3^. 61?'. net.)

PRESTON. Greek Verse Composition. By G. preston, m.a. yA
edition. Crown 8vo, 4^. 6d.

PRUEN. Latin Examination Papers. Comprising Lower, Middle, and
Upper School Papers, and a number of the Woolwich and Sandhurst

Standards. By G. G. pruen, m.a.. Senior Classical Master in the Modern
Department, Cheltenham College. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

SEAGER. Faciliora. An Elementary Latin Book on a New Principle,

By the REV. J. L. seager, m.a. 2s. 6d.

STEDMAN (A. M. M.). First Latin Lessons. By A. M. M. stedman,
M.A., Wadham College, Oxford. 2nd edition, enlarged. Crown 8vo, 2s.

— Initia Latin a. Easy Lessons on Elementary Accidence. 2nd edition.

Fcap. 8vo, IX.

— First Latin Reader. With Notes adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer

and Vocabulary. Crown 8vo, is. dd.

— Easy Latin Passages for Unseen Translation. 2nd and enlarged

edition. Fcap. 8vo, is. dd.

— Exempla Latina. First Exercises in Latin Accidence. With Vocabu-

lary. Crown 8vo, is. dd.

The Latin Compound Sentence ; Rules and Exercises. Crown 8vo,

is. dd. With Vocabulary, 2s.

Easy Latin Exercises on the Syntax of the Shorter and Revised Latin

Primers. With Vocabulary, yd edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. dd.

Latin Examination Papers in Miscellaneous Grammar and Idioms,

yd edition. 2s. dd. Key (for Tutors only), ds. net.

Notanda Quaedam. Miscellaneous Latin Exercises. On Common
Rules and Idioms. 2nd edition. Fcap. 8vo is. dd. With Vocabulary, 2J-.

Latin Vocabularies for Repetition. Arranged according to Subjects.

yd edition. Fcap. 8vo, is- dd.

— Steps to Greek. i8mo, is. dd.

Easy Greek Passages for Unseen Translation. Fcap. 8vo, is. dd.

Easy Greek Exercises on Elementary Syntax. yin preparation.

Greek Vocabularies for Repetition. Fcap. 8vo, is. dd.

Greek Testament Selections for the Use of Schools. 2nd edition.

With Introduction, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fcap. 8vo, 2J. dd.

Greek Examination Papers in Miscellaneous Grammar and Idioms.

2nd edition. Zs. dd. Key (for Tutors only), ds. net.
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THACKERAY. Anthologia Graeca. A Selection of Greek Poetry,

with Notes. By F. ST. JOHN Thackeray. $th edition. i6mo, 4j. 6d.

— Anthologia Latina. A Selection of Latin Poetry, from Naevius tc

Boethius, with Notes. By REV. F. ST. JOHN Thackeray. 6th edition.

l6mo, 4J. 6d.

— Hints and Cautions on Attic Greek Prose Composition. Crown
8vo, y. 6d.

— Exercises on the Irregular and Defective Greek Verbs, is. 6d.

WELLS. Tales for Latin Prose Composition. With Notes and
Vocabulary. By G. H. wells, M.A., Assistant Master at Merchant
Taylor's School. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, AND REFERENCE BOOKS,
ETC.

TEUFFEL'S History of Roman Literature. t,th edition, revised by
DR. SCHWABE, translated by professor g. c. vv warr, m.a , King's
College, London Medium 8vo. 2.vols. 30(. Vol. I. (The Republican
Perfod), 15J. Vol. II. (The Imperial Period), 15^.

KEIGHTLEY'S Mythology of Ancient Greece and Italy. /\ih edition,

revised by the late leonhard sciimitz, ph.d., ll.d.. Classical Examiner
to the University of London "With 12 Plates. Small post 8vo, 5^.

DONALDSON'S Theatre of the Greeks. \oth edition. Small post 8vo,

DICTIONARY OF LATIN AND GREEK QUOTATIONS; in-

cluding Proverbs, Maxims, Mottoes, Law Terms and Phrases. With all

the Quantities marked, and English Translations. With Index Verborum
Small post 8vo, 5.r.

A GUIDE TO THE CHOICE OF CLASSICAL BOOKS. By j. B.

mayor, M.A., Professor of Moral Philosophy at King's College, late
Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge, yd edition, with
Supplementary List. Crown 8vo, 4J-. (id.

PAUSANIAS' Description of Greece. Newly translated, with Notes
and Index, by A. R. shilleto, m.a. 2 vols. Small post Svo, 5J. each.

STRABO'S Geography. Translated by w. falconer, m.a., and H. c.

HAMILTON. 3 vols. Small post Svo, 5^. each.

AN ATLAS OF CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By w. hughes and
G. LONG, M.A. Containing Ten selected Maps. Imp. 8vo, Xs.

AN ATLAS OF CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY. Twenty-four Maps,
by w. HUGHES and GEORGE LONG, M.A. With coloured outlines.
Imperial Svo, (>s.

ATLAS OF CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 22 large Coloured Maps.
With a complete Index. Imp. Svo, chiefly engraved by the Mess"^
Walker, fs. 6,4
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MATHEMATICS.
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.

BARRACLOUGH (T.). The Eclipse Mental Arithmetic. By thus
BARRACLOUGH, Board School, Halifax. Standards I., II., and III.,

sewed, dd. ; Standards II., III., and IV., sewed, dd. net ; Book III.,

Part A, sewed, 4rf. ; Book III., Part B, cloth, \s. 6d.

BEARD (W. S.). Graduated Exercises in Addition (Simple and Com-
pound). For Candidates for Commercial Certificates and Civil Service

appointments. By w. s. beard, f.r.g.s.. Head Master of the Modern
School, Fareham. yd edition. Fcap. 4to, \s.— See PENDLEBURY.

ELSEE (C). Arithmetic. By the rev. c. elsee, m.a., late Fellow of

St. John's College, Cambridge, Senior Mathematical Master at Rugby
School. 14/A edition. Fcap. 8vo, y. 6d.

[Camd. School and College Texts.

— Algebra. By the rev. c. elsee, m.a. ith edition. Fcap. 8vo, i\s.

[Camb. S. and C. Texts.

FILIPOWSKI (H. E.). Anti-Logarithms, A Table of. By H. E.

FiLiPOWSKi. yd edition. Svo, \^s.

GOUDIE (W. P.). See Watson.
HATHORNTHWAITE (J. T.). Elementary Algebra for Indian

Schools. By j. T. h.\thornth\vaite, m.a.. Principal and Professor

of Mathematics at Elphinstone College, Bombay. Crown Svo, is.

MACMICHAEL (W. F.) and PROWDE SMITH (R.). Algebra.

A Progressive Course of Examples. By the REV. w. F. macmichael,
and R. PROWDE smith, ji.a. efh edition. Fcap. Svo, 3^. dd. With
answers, 4r. dd. \Camb. S. and C. Texts.

MATHEWS (G. B.). Theory of Numbers. An account of the Theories

of Congruencies and of Arithmetical Forms. By G. B. MATHEWS, m.a.,

Professor of Mathematics in the University College of North Wales.

Part I. Demy Svo, 12s.

MOORE (B. T). Elementary Treatise on Mensuration. By B. T.

MOORE, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge. Neio edition,

y. dd.

PENDLEBURY (C). Arithmetic. With Examination Papers and

8,000 Examples. By charles pendlebury, m.a., f.r.a.s.. Senior

Mathematical Master of St. Paul's, Author of " Lenses and Systems of

Lenses, treated after the manner of Gauss." ?>th edition. Crown Svo.

Complete, with or without Answers, 4^-. dd. In Two Parts, with or

without Answers, 2.s. dd. each.

Key to Part II. 7^. dd. net. [Camb. Math. Ser.

— Examples in Arithmetic. Extracted from Pendlebuty's Arithmetic.

With or without Answers, dth edition. Crown Svo, 3^., or in Two Parts,

I J. dd. and 2s. [Camb. Math. Ser.

Examination Papers in Arithmetic. Consisting of 140 papers, each

containing 7 questions ; and a collection of 357 more difficult problems

yd edition. Crown Svo, 2s. dd. Key, for Tutors only, ^s. net.
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PENDLEBURY (C.) and TAIT (T. S.). Arithmetic for Indian
Schools. By c. pendlebury, m.a. and T. s. tait, m.a., b.sc.,

Principal of Baroda College. Crown 8vo, y. \_Camb. Math. Ser.

PENDLEBURY (C.) and BEARD (W. S.). Arithmetic for the

Standards. By c. pendlebury, m.a., f.k.a.s., and w. s. beard,
F.R.G.s. Standards I., II., III., sewed, id. each, cloth, yi. each ; IV.,

v., VI., sewed, 3^. each, cloth, t^d. each; VII., sewed, bd., cloth, %d.

Answers to I. and II., i^., III.-VII., 4</. each.

— Elementary Arithmetic, yd edition. Crown 8vo, \s. 6d.

POPE (L. J.). Lessons in Elementary Algebra. By L. j. pope, b.a.

(Lond. ), Assistant Master at the Oratory School, Birmingham. First

Series, up to and including Simple Equations and Problems. Crown 8vo,

IS 6d.

PROWDE SMITH (R.). 5?e Macmichael.
SHAW (S. J. D.). Arithmetic Papers. Set in the Cambridge Higher

Local Examination, from June, 1869, to June, 1887, inclusive, reprinted

by permission of the Syndicate. By s. J. D. shaw. Mathematical
Lecturer of Newnham College. Crown 8vo, 2s. td. ; Key, 4J. 6d. net.

TAIT (T. S.). See Pendlebury.

WATSON J.) and GOUDIE (W. P.). Arithmetic. A Progressive

Course of Examples. With Answers. By J. WATSorf, M.A., Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, formerly Senior Mathematical Master of the

Ordnance School, Carshalton. ^th edition, revised and enlarged. By w.
p. GOHDIE, B.A. Lond. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d. [Cami. S. mvLC. Texts.

WHITWORTH (W. A.). Algebra. Choice and Chance. An Ele-

mentary Treatise on Permutations, Combinations, and Probability, with

640 Exercises and Answers. By w. A. whitworth, m.a., Fellow ol

St. John's College, Cambridge. ^h edition, revised and enlarged.

Crown 8vo, ds.
'

\Camb. Math. Ser.

WRIGLEY (A.) Arithmetic. By a. wrigley, m.a , St. John's College.

Fcap. 8vo, 3.f. 6rf. \Ca7t1b. S. and C. Texts.

BOOK-KEEPING.

CRELLIN (P.). A New? Manual of Book;-keeping, combining the
Theory and Practice, with Specimens of a set of Books. By PHILLIP
CRELLIN, Chartered Accountant. Crown 8vo, 3^. (>d.— Book-keeping for Teachers and Pupils. Crown 8vo, \s. td. Key,
2,s. net.

FOSTER (B. W.). Double Entry Elucidated. By b. w. foster.
14/A edition, Fcap. 4to, y. 6d.

MEDHURST (J. T.). Examination Papers in Book-keeping. Com-
piled by JOHN T. MEDHURST, A.K.C., F.S.S., Fellow of the Society of
Accountants and Auditors, and Lecturer at the City of London College.
yd edition. Crown 8vo, 3^.

THOMSON (A. W.). A Text-Book of the Principles and Practice
of Book-keeping. By professor a. w. Thomson, b.sc. Royal
Agricultural College, Cirencester, znd edition, revised. Crown 8vo, 5^.
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GEOMETRY AND EUCLID.

BESANT (W. H.). Conic Sections treated Geometrically. By \v.

H. BESANT, SC.D., F.R.S., P'ellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
9<A edition. Crown 8vo, 4?. dd. net. Key, 5j. net. [ Camb. Math. Ser.

BRASSE (J.). The Enunciations and Figures of Euclid, prepared for

Students in Geometry. By the REV. J. brasse, d.d. New edition.

Fcap. 8vo, \s. Without the Figures, dd.

DEIGHTON (H.). Euclid. Books I.-VI., and part of Book XI., newly
translated from the Greek Text, with Supplementary Propositions,

Chapters on Modern Geometry, and numerous Exercises. By HORACE
DEIGHTON, M.A., Head Master of Harrison College, Barbados, yd
edition. 41-. 6(/., or Books I. -IV., 3^. Books V.-XL, 2J. 6rf. Key, Si', net.

\Camh. Math. Ser.

Also issued in parts :—Book I., \s. ; Books I. and II., \s. 6c/. ; Books
I. -III., 2s. 6d. ; Books III. and IV., Is. 6d.

DIXON (E. T.). The Foundations ot Geometry. By edward t.

DIXON, late Royal Artillery. Demy 8vo, 6s.

MASON (C. P.). Euclid. The First Two Books Explained to Beginners.

By C. P. MASON, B.A. 2nd edition. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

McDowell (J.) Exercises on Euclid and in Modern Geometry, con-

taining Applications of the Principles and Processes of Modern Pure
Geometry. By the late J. Mcdowell, m.a., f.r.a.s., Pembroke College,

Cambridge, and Trinity College, Dublin, ^h edition. 6s.

\Camb. Math. Ser.

TAYLOR (C). An Introduction to the Ancient and Modern Geo-
metry of Conies, with Historical Notes and Prolegomena. 15J.— The Elementary Geometry of Conies. By c. taylor, d.d., Master
of St. John's College. "Jth edition, revised. With a Chapter on the Line
Infinity, and a new treatment of the Hyperbola. Crown 8vo, 4J. 6d.

[Camb. Math. Ser.

WEBB (R.). The Definitions of Euclid. With Explanations and

Exercises, and an Appendix of Exercises on the First Book by R. WEBB,
M.A. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

WILLIS (H. G.). Geometrical Conic Sections. An Elementary
Treatise. By H. G. wh,lis, m.a., Clare College, Cambridge, Assistant

Master of Manchester Grammar School. Crown 8vo, ^s. [Camb. Math. Ser.

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY, ETC.

ALDIS (W. S.). Solid Geometry, An Elementary Treatise on. By w.

s. aldis, M.A., late Professor of Mathematics in the University College,

Auckland, New Zealand, ^h edition, revised. Crown 8vo, 6s.

[Camb. Math. Ser.

BESANT (W. H.). Notes on Roulettes and Glissettes. By w. H.

BESANT, SC.D., F.R.s. 2nd edition, enlarged. Crown 8vo, ^s.

[Camb. Math. Ser
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CAYLEY (A.). Elliptic Functions, An Elementary Treatise on. By
ARTHUR CAYLEY, Sadlerian Professor of Pure Mathematics in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge. 2nd edition. Demy 8vo. I y.
TURNBULL (W. P.). Analytical Plane Geometry, An Introduction

to. By w. P. TURNBULL, M.A., Sometime Fellow of Trinity College.

8vo, \2S.

VYVYAN (T. G.). Analytical Geometry for Schools. By rev. t.

VYVYAN, M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, and Mathematical
Master ofCharterhouse, dth edition. Svo,4s.6d. [Camd. S. and C. Texts.

— Analytical Geometry for Beginners. Parti. The Straight Line and
Circle. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. [Camb. Math. Set:

WHITWORTH (W. A.). Trilinear Co-ordinates, and other methods
of Modern Analytical Geometry of Two Dimensions. By w. A. whit-
worth, M.A., late Professor of Mathematics in Queen's College, Liver-

pool, and Scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo, l6s.

TRIGONOMETRY.
DYER (J. M.)andWHITCOMBE(R. H.). Elementary Trigono-

metry. By J. M. DYER, M.A. (Senior Mathematical Scholar at Oxford),
and REV. R. H. WHITCOMBE, Assistant Masters at Eton College, znd
edition. Crown 8vo, 4J. 6d. [Camb. Math. Ser.

PENDLEBURY (C). Elementary Trigonometry. By CHARLES
PENDLEBURY, M.A., F.R.A.S., Senior MatheKjatical Master at St. Paul's
School. Crown 8vo, 41. 6d. -— [Camb. Math. Ser.

VYVYAN (T. G.). IntrpductiSnto Plane Trigonometry. By the
REV. T. G. VYVYAN, M.A., formerly Fellow of Gonville and Caius College,
Senior Mathematical Master of Charterhouse, yd edition, revised and
augmented. Crown 8vo, 3^. dd. [Camb. Math. Ser.

WARD (G. H.). Examination Papers in Trigonometry. By G. H.
WARD, M.A., Assistant Master at St. Paul's School. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Key, 5i. net.

MECHANICS AND NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
ALDIS (W. S.). Geometrical Optics, An Elementary Treatise on: By

w. s. ALDIS, M.A. ^h edition. Crown 8vo, 4s. [Camb. Math. Ser.— An Introductory Treatise on Rigid Dynamics. Crown 8vo, 4J.

[Camb. Math. Ser.— Fresnel's Theory of Double Refraction, A Chapter on. znd edition,
revised. 8vo, 2s.

BASSET (A. B.). A Treatise on Hydrodynamics, vrith numerous
Examples. By A. B. basset, m.a., f.r.s., Trinity College, Cambridge.
Demy 8vo. Vol. I., price \os. 6d. ; Vol. II., 12s. 6d.— An Elementary Treatise on Hydrodynamics and Sound. Demy
8vo, Js. 6d.

— A Treatise on Physical Optics. Demy 8vo, i6s.

BESANT (W. H.). Elementary Hydrostatics. By w. H. besant,
SC.D., F.R.S. i6th edition. Crown 8vo, 45-. 6d. Solutions, $s. net.

[Camb. Math. Ser.— Hydromechanics, A Treatise on. Part I. Hydrostatics. t,th edition
revised, and enlarged. Crown 8vo, 5^. [Camb. Math. Ser.
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BESANT (W. H.). A Treatise on Dynamics, ztid edilion. Crown
8vo, lOJ. 6d. [Camb. Math. Ser.

CHALLIS (PROF.). Pure and Applied Calculation. By the late

REV. J. CHALLIS, M.A., F.R.S., &C. Demy 8vo, \^S.— Physics, The Mathematical Principle of. Demy Svo, y.— Lectures on Practical Astronomy. Demy Svo, \os.

EVANS (J. H.) and MAIN (P. T.). Newton's Principia, The First

Three Sections of, with an Appendix ; and the Ninth and Eleventh
Sections. By j. H. evans, m.a., St. John's College. The 5^A edition,

edited by p. T. MA1\, M.A., Lectmer and Fellow of St. John's College.

Fcap. 8vo,*4J'. [Camb. S. and C. Texts.

GALLATLY (W. ). Elementary Physics, Examples and Examination
Papers in. Sialics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics, Heat, Light, Chemistry,
Electricity, London Matriculation, Cambridge B.A., Edinburgh, Glasgow,
South Kensington, Cambridge Junior and Senior Papers, and Answers.

By w. GALLATLY, ^f.A., Pembroke College, Cambridge, Assistant

Examiner, London University. Crown Svo, 4f. [Canib. Math. Ser.

GARNETT (W.). Elementary Dynamics for the use of Colleges and
Schools. By WILLIAM garnett, M.A., I5.C.L., Fellow of St. John's

College, late Principal of the Durham College of Science, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, yh edition, revised. Crown Svo, 6s, [^Camb. Math. Ser.

— Heat, An Elementaiy Treatise on. 6th edition, revised. Crown Svo,

4.r. 6d. [Camb. Math. Ser.

GOODWIN (H.). Statics. By H. goodwin, d.d., late Bishop of

Carlisle. 2nd edition. Fcap. Svo, 3^. [Camb. S. and C. Texts.

HOROBIN (J. C). Elementary Mechanics. Stage L II. and III.,

IS. 6d. each, ijy J. c. HOROiii.\, M.A., Principal of Homerton New
College, Cambridge.

— Theoretical Mechanics. Division I. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

*,* This book covers the ground ofthe Elementaiy Stage of Division 1.

of Subject VI. of the " Science Directory," and is intended for the

examination of the Science and Art Department.

JESSOP (C. M.). The Elements of Applied Mathematics. In-

cluding Kinetics, Statics and Hydrostatics. By c. M. jessop, m.a., late

Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge, Lecturer in Mathematics in the

Durham College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Crown Svo, 6s.

[Camb. Math. Ser.

MAIN (P. T.). Plane Astronomy, An Introduction to. By P. T. main,
M.A., Lecturer and Fellow of St. John's College. 6ih edition, revised.

Fcap. Svo, 4^. [Camb. S. and C. Texts.

PARKINSON (R. M.). Structural Mechanics. By R. M. Parkinson,
ASSOC. M.i.c.E. Crown Svo, 4J. 6d.

PENDLEBURY (C). Lenses and Systems of Lenses, Treated after

the Manner of Gauss. By charles pendlebury, m.a., F.R.A.S., Senior

Mathematical Master of St. Paul's School, late Scholar of St. John's

College, Cambridge. Demy Svo, S^f.

STEELE (R. E.). Natural Science Examination Papers. By
R. E. STEELE, M.A., F.C.S., Chief Natural Science Master, Bradford

Grammar School. Crown Svo. Part I., Inorganic Chemistry, 2s. 6d.

Part II., Physics (Sound, Light, Heat, Magnetism, Electricity), 2s. 6d.

[St hoot Exam Series.
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WALTON (W.). Theoretical Mechanics, Problems in. By w. WAL-
TON, M.A , Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity Hall, Mathematical
Lecturer at Magdalene College, yd edition, revised. Demy 8vo, its.

— Elementary Mechanics, Problems in. 2nd edition. Crown 8vo, ds.

\Cami. Math. Ser.

DAVIS (J. F.). Army Mathematical Papers. Being Ten Years'

Woolwich and Sandhurst Preliminary Papers. Edited, with Answers, by

J. F. DAVIS, D.LIT., M.A. Lond. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

DYER (J. M.) and PROWDE SMITH (R.). Mathematical Ex-
amples. A Collection of Examples in Arithmetic, Algebra, Trigono-

metry, Mensuration, Theory of Equations, Analytical Geometry, Statics,

Dynamics, with Answers, &c. For Army and Indian Civil Service

Candidates. By J. M. dyer, m.a.. Assistant Master, Eton College

(Senior Mathematical Scholar at Oxford), and R. prowde smith, m.a.
Crown 8vo, 6s. [Camb. Math. Ser.

GOODWIN (H.). Problems and Examples, adapted to "Goodwin's
Elementary Course of Mathematics." By T. G. vyvyan, m.a. yd
edition. 8vo, 5-^. ; Solutions, yd eaition, 8vo, <^s.

SMALLEY (G. R.). A Compendium of Facts and Formulae in

Pure Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. By G. R. smalley,
F.R.A.S. Z^ew edition, revised and enlarged. By J. MCDOWELL, M.A.,

F.R.A.s. Fcap. 8vo, 2S.

WRIGLEY (A.). Collection of Examples and Problems in Arith-

metic, Algebra, Geometry, Logarithms, Trigonometry, Conic Sections,

Mechanics, &c., with Answers and Occasional Hints. By the rev. a.

WRIGLEY. loth edition, 20th thousand. Demy 8vo, y. 6d.

A Key. By J. c. platts, m.a. and the rev. a. wrigley. 2nd edition.

Demy 8v<f, $s. net.

MODERN LANGUAGES.
ENGLISH.

ADAMS (E.). The Elements of the English Language. By ernest
ADAMS, PH.D. 26th edition. Revised by J. F. DAVIS, d.lit., m.a.,
(lond.). Post 8vo, 4^. 6d.

— The Rudiments of English Grammar and Analysis. By ERNEST
ADAMS, PH.D. igth thousand. Fcap. 8vo, is.

ALFORD (DEAN). The Queen's English: A Manual of Idiom and
Usage. By the late henry alford, d.d., Dean of Canterbury, dth
edition. Small post 8vo. Sewed, l^., cloth, is. 6d.

ASCHAM'S Scholemaster. Edited by professor J. E. B. mayor. Small
post 8vo, sewed, is.

BELL'S ENGLISH CLASSICS. A New Series, Edited for use in

Schools, with Introduction and Notes. Crown 8vo.
BACON'S Essays Modernized. Edited by f. j. rowe, m.a., Professor of

English Literature at Presidency College, Calcutta. [Preparing^.
P.RO^VNING'S Strafford. Edited by K. h. hickhv. With Introduction by

1 R. GARDINRR, LL.D. 2J. 6d.
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BELL'S ENGLISH CLASSICS^ftf«ft«»«(/.
BURKE'S L*etters on a Regicide Peace, I. and II. Edited by h. g. keene,

M.A., c-i.E. 3J. ; sewed, 2*,

BYRON'S Childe Harold. Edited by h. g. keene, m.a., c.i.e., Author of "A
Manual of French Literature," etc, 3J. 6</, Also Cantos I. and II. separately ;

sewed, ij. 9rf.— Siege of Corinth. Edited by p. hordern, late Director of Public Instruction in

Burma, u. 6rf. ; sewed, ij.

CHAUCER, SELECTIONS FROM. Edited by j. b. bilderbeck, b.a,,

Profes.sor of English Literature, Presidency College, Madras. 2j, td, ; sewed,

DE QUINCEY'S Revolt of the Tartars and The English Mail-Coach.
Edited by CECIL M, HARROW, M. A., Principal of Victoria College, Palghat, and
MARK HUNTER, B,A., Principal of Coimbatore College, y. : sewed, i^.

DE QUINCEY'S Opium Eater. Edited by mark hunter, b.a. \In the press.
GOLDSMITH'S Good-Natured Man and She Stoops to Conquer. Edited

by K. DEiGHTON. Each, 2f. cloth ; if. 6a?. sewed. The two plays together, sewed,
2^. &/.

IRVING'S Sketch Book. Edited by r. g. oxenham, m.a. Sewed, ij. 6rf.

JOHNSON'S Life of Addison. Edited by p. ryland. Author of " The Students
Handbook of Psychology," etc. 2J. td.— Life of Swift. Edited by f. ryland, m.a. 2r.— Life of Pope. Edited by f. ryland, m.a. 21. 6<x.— Life of Milton. Edited by v. ryland, m.a. zs. 6d.

— Life of Dryden. Edited by f. ryland, m.a. 2j. 6ff.

LAMB'S Essays. Selected aftd Edited by K. deighton. 3^. ; sewed, 2^.

LONGFELLOW'S Evangeline. Edited by M. T. quinn, m.a. [In tlu press.

MACAULAY'S Lays of Ancient Rome. Edited by p. hordern. zs. 6d. ;

sewed, zs. gti.

— Essay on Clive. Edited by Cecil barrow, m.a. aj. ; sewed, u. 6rf.

MASSINGER'S A New Way to Pay Old Debts. Edited by K. deighton.
js. ; sewed, 2S.

MILTON'S Paradise Lost. Books III. andlV. Edited byR.G. oxenham, m.a..

Principal of Elphinstone College, Bombay. 2s. ; sewed, is. 6d.f or separately,

-sewed, lod. each.— Paradise Regained. Edited by K. deighton. ss. 6d.' ; sewed, is. gd.

POPE, SELECTIONS FROM. Containing Essay on Criticism, Rape of thci

Lock, Temple of Fame, Windsor Forest. Edited by K. deighton. ss. 6d. ;

sewed, is. gd.
SHAKESPEARE'SJulius Caesar. Edited byT.DuFFBARNETT,B.A.(Lond.). 2j.

— Merchant of Venice. Edited by t. duff barnett, b. a. (Lond.). 2s.

— Tempest. Edited by t. duff barnett, b.a. (Lond.). 2s.

OtJters tofollow.

BELL'S READING BOOKS. Post 8vo, cloth, illustrated.

Infants.

Infant's Primer, yl.

Tot and the Cat. 6rf.

The Old Boathouse. (>d.

The Cat and the Hen. td.

Standard I.

School Primer, td.

The Two Parrots. (>d.

The Three Monkeys. (>d.

The New-bom Lamb. (td.

T-he Blind Boy. (>d.

Standard II.

The Lost Pigs. bd.

Story of a Cat. i>d.

Queen Bee and Busy Bee. dd.

Gulls' Crag. td.

Standard III.

Great Deeds in English History.

\s.

Adventures of a Donkey, is.

Grimm's Tdles. is.

Great Englishmen. i.r.

Andersen's Tales. \s.

Life of Columbus. \s.

Standard IV.
Uncle Tom's Cabin. i.r.

Great Englishwomen, is.

Great Scotsmen, is.

Edgeworth's Tales. i.t.

Gatty's Parables from Nature, ij,

Scott's Talisman, is.
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BELL'S READING BOOKS—co/tiiniieii.

Standard V.
Dickens' Oliver Twist, is.

Dickens' Little Nell. is.

Masterman Ready, is.

Marryat's Poor Jack. is.

Arabian Nights, is.

Gulliver's Travels, is.

Lyrical Poetry for Boys and Girls.

IS.

Vicar of Wakeiield. is.

BELL'S GEOGRAPHICAL READERS. By M. J. barrington-
WARD, MA. (Worcester College, Oxford).

Standards VI. and VII.
Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare.

IS.

Robinson Crusoe, is.

Tales of the Coast, is.

Settlers in Canada, is.

Southey's Life of Nelson, is.

Sir Roger de Coverley. is.

The Child's Geography. Illus-

trated. Stiff paper cover, 6i/.

The Map and the Compass.
(Standard I ) Illustrated. Cloth,

sa.

The Round World. (Standard IL)
Illustrated. Cloth, loii.

About England. (Standard III.)

With Illustrations and Coloured
Map. Cloth, IS. 4i/.

BELL'S ANIMAL LIFE READEI^S. A Series of Reading Books
for the Standards, designed to inculcate the humane treatment of animals.

Edited by EDITH carrington and ernest bell. Illustrated by
HARRISON WEIR and others. [/» prefaration.

EDWARDS (F.). Examples for Analysis in Verse and Prose. Selected

and arranged by F. EDWARDS. Nnv edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, is.

GOLDSMITH. The Deserted Village. Edited, with Notes and Life,

by c. P. MASON, B.A., F.c.P. i^h edition. Crown 8vo, is.

HANDBOOKS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Edited tiy j. w.
HALES, M.A., formerly Clark Lecturer in English Literature at Trinity

College, Cambridge, Professor of English Literature at King's College,
London. Crown 8vo, t,s. 6d. each.

The Age of Pope. By john dennis.
The Age of Dryden. By r. garnett, ll.d., c.u.

Jnpreparation.
The Age of Chaucer. By professor hales.
The Age of Shakespeare. By professor hales.
The Age of Milton. By j. bass mullinger, m.a.
The Age of Wordsworth. By professor c. h. herford, litt.d.
The Age ofJohnson. By thomas seccombe.
The Age of Tennyson. By professor hugh walker.

HAZLITT (W.). Lectures on the Literature of the Age of Elizabeth.
Small post 8vo, sewed. Is.

— Lectures on the English Poets. Small post Svo, sewed, is.

— Lectures on the English Comic Writers. Small post Svo, sewed, is.

LAMB (C). Specimens of English Dramatic Poets of the Time of
Elizabeth. With Notes. Small post Svo, y. 6d.

MASON (C. P.). Grammars by C. P. MASON, B.A., F.C.P., Fellow of
University College, London.

— First Notions of Grammar for Young Learners. Fcap. Svo. 95<A
thousand. Cloth, is.

— First Steps in English Grammar, for Junior Classes. Demy i8mo. 59/^
thousand. \s.
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MASON (C. p.). Outlines of English Grammar, for the Use of Junior
Classes. \1ih edition. gTth thotisand. Crown 8vo, 2,?.— English Grammar; including the principles of Grammatical Analysis.

36M edition, revised, i^yd thousand. Crov/n 8vo, green cloth, y. td.

— A Shorter English Grammar, with copious and carefully graduated
Exercises, hased upon the author's English Grammar, grt edition, ^'jth

thousand. Crown Svo, brown cloth, y. dd.— Practice and Help in the Analysis of Sentences. Price 2s. Cloth.

— Eiiglish Grammar Practice, consisting of the Exercises of the Shorter

English Grammar published in a separate form, yd edition. Crown Svo,

Is.

— Remarks on the Subjunctive and the so-called Potential Mood.
td., sewn.

— Blank Sheets Ruled and headed for Analysis. \s. per dozen.

MILTON : Paradise Lost. Books I., 11., and IIL Edited.-with Notes
on the Analysis and Parsing, and Explanatory Remarks, by C. P. MASON,
B.A., F.C. P. Crown Svo. is. each.

•^ Paradise Lost. Books V.-VIIL With Notes for the Use of Schools.

By C. M. LUMBY. 2J-. dd.

PRICE (A. C). Elements of Comparative Grammar and Philology-

For Use iu Schools. By A. c. PRICE, isr.A., Assistant Master at Leeds
Grammar School. Crown Svo, is. td.

SHAKESPEARE. Notes on Shakespeare's Plays. With Introduction,

Summary, Notes (Etymological and Explanatory), Prosody, Grammatical
Peculiarities, etc. By T. DUFF barnett, b.a. Lond., late Second

Master in the Brighton Grammar School. Specially adapted for the Local

and Preliminary Examinations. Crown Svo, \s. each.

Midsummer Night's Dream.—Julius Caesar.—The Tempest.

—

Macbeth.—Henry V.—Hamlet Merchant of Venice.— King
Richard II.— King John.— King Richard III. — King Lear.—
Coriolanus.—Twejfth Night.—As You Like it.—Much Ado About
Nothing.

"The Notes are comprehensive and concise."

—

Educational Times.

"Comprehensive, practical, and reliable."

—

Schoolmaster.

— Hints for Shakespeare-Study. Exemplified in an Analytical Study of

Julius Ca;sar. By mary grafi'ON moberly. 2nd edition. Crown Svo,

sewed, \s.

Coleridge's Lectures and Notes on Shakespeare and other English

Poets. Edited by T. ashe, b.a. Small post Svo, 3^. (>d.

Shakespeare's Dramatic Art. The History and Character of Shake-

speare's Plays. By DR. Hermann ulrici. Translated by L. dora
SCHMITZ. 2 vols, small post Svo, y. td. each.

— William Shakespeare. A Literary Biography. By karl elze, PH.D.,

LL.D. Translated by L. DORA SCHMITZ. Small post Svo, S-f-

Hazlitt's Lectures on the Characters of Shakespeare's Plays. Small

post Svo, \s.

.?« BELL'S ENGLISH CLASSICS.
SKEAT (W. W.). Questions for Examinations in English Litera-

ture. With a Preface containing brief hints on the study of English.

Arranged by the REV. \v. w. SKEAT, LITT.D., Elrington and Bosworth
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Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of Cambridge, yd edition.

Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

SMITH (C.J.) Synonyms and Antonyms of the English Language.
Collected and Contrasted by the VEN. c. J. smith, m.a. 2nd edition,

revised. Small post 8vo, 5^.

— Synonyms Discriminated. A Dictionai-y of Synonymous Words in the

English Language. Illustrated with Quotations from Standard Writers.

By the late ven. C. J. SMITH, M.A. With the Author's latest Corrections

and Additions, edited by the REV. H. Percy smith, M/A., of Balliol

College, Oxford, Vicar of Great Barton, Suffolk. 4/A edition. Demy
8vo, 14J.

TEN BRINK'S History of English Literature. Vol. I. Early English

Literature (to Wiclif). Translated into English by HORACE M. Kennedy,
Professor of German Literature in the Brooklyn Collegiate Institute.

Small post 8vo, 3^. bd.

— Vol. II. (Wiclif, Chaucer, Earliest Drama, Renaissance). Translated by
W. CLARKE ROBINSON, PH.D. Small post 8vo, 3J. dd.

— Lectures on Shakespeare. Translated by JULIA franklin. Small

post 8vo, 3^. td.

THOMSON : Spring. Edited by C. P. MASON, B.A., F.C.P. With Life.

ind edition. Crown 8vo, \s,

— Winter. Edited by c. P. MASON, B.A., F.C.P. With Life. Crown 8vo, u.

WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY of the English

Language. Including Scientific, Technical, and Biblical Words and
Terms, with their Significations, Pronunciations, Alternative Spellings,

Derivations, Synonyms, and numerous illustrative Quotations, with various

valuable literary Appendices, with 83 extra pages of Illustrations grouped
and classified, rendering the work a Complete Literary and Scientific
Reference-Book. New edition (1890). Thoroughly revised and en-

larged under the supervision of NOAH porter, D.D., LL.D. i vol. (2,118

pages, 3,500 woodcuts), 4to, cloth, 3IJ. dd. ; half calf, £,2, 2s. ; half lussia,

£2 Sj. ; calf, £2 Ss. ; or in 2 vols, cloth, £1 14J.

Frolpectuses, with specimen pages, sent postfree on application.

WEBSTER'S BRIEF INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY. A
Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language, abridged from Webster's
International Dictionary. With a Treatise on Pronunciation, List of

Prefixes and Suffixes, Rules for Spelling, a Pronouncing Vocabulary of

Proper Names in History, Geography, and Mirthology, and Tables of

English and Indian Money, Weights, and Measures. With 564 pages
and 800 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 3^.

WRIGHT (T.). Dictionary of Obsolete and Provincial English.
Containing Words from the English Writers previous to the igth century,

which are no longer in use, or are not used in the same sense, and Words
which are now used only in the Provincial Dialects. Compiled by THOMAS
WRIGHT, M.A., F.S.A., etc. 2 vols. ^s. each.
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FRENCH CLASS BOOKS.
BOWER (A. M.). The Public Examination French Reader. With

a Vocabulary to every extract, suitable for all Students who are preparing
for a French Examination. By A. M. bower, f.r.g.s., late Master in

University College School, etc. Cloth, 3^. dd.

BARBIER (PAUL). A Graduated French Examination Course.
By PAUL BARBiEk, Lecturer in the South Wales University College, etc.

Crown 8vo, 3^.

BARRERE (A.) Junior Graduated French Course. Affording Mate-
rials for Translation, Grammar, and Conversation. By A. BAKRiiRE,
Professor R.M.A., Woolwich. \s. 6d.

— Elements of French Grammar and First Steps in Idioms. With
numerous Exercises and a Vocabulary. Being an Introduction to the

Precis of Comparative French Grammar. Crown Svo, 2s.— Pr6cis of Comparative French Grammar and Idioms and Guide to
Examinations. 4/A edition. 3^. td.

— Recits Militaires. From Valmy (1792) to the Siege of Paris (1S70).

WithEnglishNotesandBiographical Notices. 2nd edition. CrownSvo, 3^.

CLAPIN (A. C). French Grammar for Public Schools. By the

REV. A. C. CLAPIN, M.A., St. John's College, Cambridge, and Bachelier-

^s-lettres of the University of France. Fcap. Svo. l^h edition. 2j. (sd.

Key to the Exercises. 3j-. 61/. net.

— French Primer. Elementary French Grammar and Exercises for Junior

Forms in Public and Preparatoiy Schools. Fcap. Svo. loth edition. \s.

— Primer of French Philology. With Exercises for Public Schools.

1th edition. Fcap. Svo, \s.

— English Passages for Translation into French. Crown Svo, 2s. td.

Key (for Tutors only), 4J. net.

DAVIS (J. F.) Army Examination Papers in French. Questions set

at the Preliminary Examinations for Sandhurst and Woolwich, from Nov.,

1876, to June, 1890, with Vocabulary. By J. F. DAVIS, d.lit., M.A.,

Lond. Crown Svo, 2s. bd.

DAVIS (J. F.) and THOMAS (F.). An Elementary French
Reader. Compiled, with a Vocabulary, by J. F. davis, M.A., D.LIT.,

and FERDINAND THOMAS, Assistant Examiners in the University of

London. Crown Svo, is.

DELILLE'S GRADUATED FRENCH COURSE.
TheBegin'ner'sownFrench Book,

2s. Key, 2s.

Easy French Poetry for Be
giiuiers. 2.;.

French Grammar, y. Key, y.

Repertoire des Prosateurs. 3^-. td.

Modules de Poesie. 3^. td.

Manuel Etymologique. 2s. td.

Synoptical Table of French
Verbs, td.

ESCLANGON (A.). The French Verb Newly Treated: an Easy,

Uniform, and Synthetic Method of its Conjugation. By A. EsCLANGON,
Examiner in the University of London. Small 4to, 5j.

GASC (F. E. A.). First French Book; being a New, Practical, and

Easy Method of Learning the Elements of the French Language. Reset

and thoroughly revised, iltth thousand. Crown Svo, u.

Second French Book ; being a Grammar and Exercise Book, on a new
and practical plan, and intended as a sequel to the " First French Book."

• ^2nU thousand. Fcap. Svo, is. td.
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GASC (F. E. A.). Key to First and Second French Books, bth edition,

Fcap. 8vo, 3.C. (>d. net.

— French Fables, for Beginners, in Prose, with an Index of all the Words
at the end of the work. \']th thousand, \7xao, is. dd.

Select Fables of La Fontaine. 19M thousand. Fcap. 8vo, is. 63?.

Histoires Amusantes at Instructives ; or, Selections of Complete

Stories from the best French modern authors, who have written for the

young. With English notes, \^th thousand. Fcap. 8vo, is.

Practical Guide to Modern French Conversation, containing:—
I. The most current and useful Phrases in Everyday Talk. II. Every-

body's necessary Questions and Answers in Travel-Talk. \^th edition.

Fcap. 8vo, IS. 6d.

— French Poetry for the Young. With Notes, and preceded by a few

plain Rules of French Prosody. $th edition, revised. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

— French Prose Composition, Materials for. With copious footnotes, and
hints for idiomatic renderings. 21st thousand. Fcap. 8vo, y.

Key. md edition. 6s. net.

— Prosateurs Contemporains ; or. Selections in Prose chiefly from con-

temporary French literature. With notes, nth edition. i2mo, 3^. 6(^.

— Le Petit Compa'gnon ; a French Talk-Book for Little Children. 14/A

edition. i6mo, is. 6d.

— French and English Dictionary, with upwards of Fifteen Thousand
new words, senses, &c., hitherto unpublished. $th edition, with numerous
additions and corrections. In one vol. 8vo, cloth, lor. 6d. In use at

Harrow, Rugby, Shrewsbury, &c.

— Pocket Dictionary of the French and English Languages ; for the every-

day purposes of Travellers and Students. Containing more than Five

Thousand modern and current words, senses, and idiomatic phrases

and renderings, not found in any other dictionary of the two languages.

New edition. $Srd thousand. l6mo, cloth, 2j. 6d.

GOSSET (A.). Manual of French Prosody for the use of English
Students. By Arthur gosset, m.a.. Fellow of New College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo, y.
"This is the very book we have been looking for. We hailed the title

with delight,- and were not disappointed by the perusal. The reader who
has mastered the contents will know, what not one in a thousand of

Englishmen who read French knows, the rules of -French poetry."

—

Journal ofEducation.

LE NOUVEAU TRESOR; designed to facilitate the Translation of
English into French at Sight. By M. E. s. 18/A edition. Fcap. 8vo,

If. dd.

STEDMAN (A. M. M.). French Examination Papers in Miscel-

laneous Grammar and Idioms. Compiled by A. M. M. stedman, m.a.

5</j edition. Crown 8vo, 2J. td.

A Key. By G. A. scgRUMPF. For Tutors only. 6j. net.

— Easy French Passages for Unseen Translation. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.— Easy French Exercises on Elementary Syntax. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.— First French Lessons. Crown 8vo, if.

— French Vocabularies for Repetition. Fcap. 8vo, is.

— Steps to French. i2mo, 8d.
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FRENCH ANNOTATED EDITIONS.
BALZAC. Ursule Mirouet. By honoriS; de isalzac. Edited, with

Introduction and Notes, by JAMES boieli^e, h.-^s-l., Senior French
Master, Dulwich College. 3^.

CLARETIE. Pierrille. By Jules cLARfiTiE. With 27 Illustrations.
Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by JAMES boielle, b.-^s-l. is. dd.

DAUDET. La Belle Nivernaise. Histoire d'un vieux bateau et de son
equipage. By alphonse daudet. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by james boielle, b. -^s-l. With Six Illustrations, is.

FENELON. Aventures de Telemaque. Edited by c. j. delille.
4rt edition. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

GOMBERT'S FRENCH DRAMA. Re-edited, with Notes, by F. E. A.
gasc. Sewed, 6d. each.

MOLIERE.
Le Misanthrope.
L'Avare.
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme.
Le Tartuffe.
Le Malade Imaginaire.
Les Femmes Savantes.

RACINE.
La ThSbaide, ou Les Freres

Ennemis.
Andromaque.
Les Plaideurs.
Iphigenie.

Les Fourberies de Scapin.
Les Precieuses Ridicules.
L'Ecole des Femmes.
L'Ecole des Maris.
Le Medecln Malgie Lui.

Britannicus.
Phedre.
Esther.
Athalie.

CORNEILLE.
Le Cid.

I

Cinna.
Horace.

(

Polyeucte,
VOLTAIRE.—Zaire.

GREVILLE. Le Moulin Frappier. By henry greville. Edited,

with Introduction and Notes, by JAMES boielle, B.-fe-L. 3^.

HUGO. Bug Jargal. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by james
boielle, B.-es-L. 3^.

LA FONTAINE. Select Fables. Edited by F. e. a. gasc. 19//;

thousand. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

LAMARTINE. Le Tailleur de Pierres de Saint- Point. Edited with

Notes by james boielle, b.-^s-l. 6t/t thousand. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

SAINTINE. Picciola. Edited by DR. dubuc. i6f/i thousand. Fcap.
8vo, \s. dd.

VOLTAIRE.
8vo, \s. (sd.

Charles XII. Edited by L. direy. 7M edition. Fcap.

GERMAN CLASS BOOKS.
BUCHHEIM (DR. C. A.). German Prose Composition. Consist-

ing of Selections from Modem English Writers. With grammatical notes,

idiomatic renderings, and general introduction. Bye. A. buchheim.ph.d.
,

Professor of the German Language and Literature in King's College, and
Examinerin German to the London University. \^h edition, enlargedand
revised. With a list of subjects for original composition. Fcap. 8vo, ^s. td.
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A Key to the 1st and 2nd parts, yd edition, y. net. To the 3rd and
4th parts. 4J. net.

BUCHHEIM (DR. C. A.). First Book of German Prose. Being
Parts I. and II. of the above. With Vocabulary by H. R. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

CLAPIN (A. C). A German Grammar for Public Schools. By the
REV. A. c. CLAPIN, and F. HOLL-MiJLLER, Assistant Master at the Bruton
Grammar School, bth edition. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. bd.— A German Primer. With Exercises. 2nd edition. Fcap. 8vo, u.

German. The Candidate's Vade Mecum. Five Hundred Easy Sentences
and Idioms. By an Army Tutor. Cloth, u. For Army Prelim. Exam.

LANGE (F.). . A Complete German Course for Use in Public Schools.
By F. LANGE, PH.D., Professor R.M.A. Woolwich, Examiner in German
to the College of Preceptors, London ; Examiner in German at the Victoria
University, Manchester. Crown 8vo.

Concise German Grammar. With special reference to Phonology,
Comparative Philology, English and German Equivalents and Idioms.
Comprising Materials for Translation, Grammar, and Conversation.
Elementary, 2s. ; Intermediate, 2s. ; Advanced, y. 6d.

Progressive German Examination Course. Comprising the Elements
of German Grammar, an Historic Sketch of the Teutonic Languages,
English and German Equivalents, Materials for Translation, Dictation,
Extempore Conversation, and Complete Vocabularies. I. Elementary
Course, 2s. II. Intermediate Course, 2s. III. Advanced Course.
Second revised edition, is. 6d.

Elementary German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Readings ir.

Prose and Poetry. With English Notes and a Vocabulary. ^th
edition, is. 6d. ^

Advanced German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Readings in
Prose and Poetry. With English Notes by F. lange, ph.d., and
J. F. DAVIS, D.LIT. 2nd edition, y.

MORICH (R. J.). German Examination Papers in Miscellaneous
Grammar and Idioms. By R. j. morich, Manchester Grammar School.
2nd edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. bd. A Key, for Tutors only. 5^. net.

PHILLIPS (M. E.). Handbook of German Literature. By mary
E, PHILLIPS, LL.A. With Introduction by DR. a. weiss, Professor of
German Literature at R. M. A. Woolwich. Crown 8vo. [Shortly.

STOCK (DR.). Wortfolge, or Rules and Exercises on the order of Words
in German Sentences. With a Vocabulary. By the late Frederick
STOCK, D.LIT., M.A. Fcap. 8vo, Is. td.

KLUGE'S Etymological Dictionary of the German Language.
Translated by J. F. davis, D.LIT. (Lond.). Crown 410, i?,s.

GERMAN ANNOTATED EDITIONS.

AUERBACH (B.). Auf Wache. Novelle von berthold auerbach.
Der Gefrorene Kuss. Novelle von otto roquette. Edited by a. a.
macdonell, M.A., PH.D. 2nd edition. Crown 8vo, 2j.

BENEDIX (J. R.). Doktor Wespe. Lustspiel in funf Aufziigen von
JULIUS RODERICK BENEDIX. Edited by PROFESSOR F. LANGE, PH.D,
Crown 8vo, 2s. td.
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EBERS (G.). EineFrage. Idyll von gborg bbers. Edited by f. storr
B.A., Chief Master qf Modern Subjeets in Merchant Taylors' School.

Crown Svo, 2j.

FREYTAG (G.). Die Joumalisten. Lustspiel von GtrsTAV freytag.
Edited by PROFESSOR F. LANGE, PH.D. {^hrmisededition. CrownSvo, 2j. 6(/.

— SOLL tJND HABBN. Roman von gustav freytag. Edited by
w. HANBY CRUMP, M.A. Crown 8vo, 2S. dd.

GERMAN BALLADS from Uhland, Goethe, and Schiller. With Intro-

ductions, Copious and Biographical Notices. Edited by c. L, bielefeld.
4M edititn. Fcap. Svo, u. 6d.

GERMAN EPIC TALES IN PROSE. I. Die Nibelungen, von
A. F. c. VILMAR. II. Walther und Hildegund, von albert richter.
Edited by KARL neuhaus, PH.D., the International College, Islevirorth.

Crown Svo, 2s, 6d.

GOETHE. Hermann und Dorothea. With Introduction, Notes, andArgu-
ments. By E. BELL, M.A., and E. WOLFEL. 2nd edition. Fcap. 8vo, If. 6rf.

GOETHE. FAUST. Part I. German Text with Hayward's Prose

Translation and Notes. Revised, With Introduction by c. A. buchheim,
PH.D., Professor of German Language and Literature at King's College,

London. Small post Svo, 5^.

GUTZKOW (K.). Zopf und Schwert. Lustspiel von KARL gutzkow.
Edited by professor f. lange, ph.d. Crown Svo, ir. 6d.

HEY'S FABELN FUR KINDER. Illustrated by o. speckter.
Edited, with an Introduction, Grammatical Summaiy, Words, and a com-

plete Vocabulary, by professor f. langb, ph.d. Crown Svo, is. 6d.

— The same. With a Phonetic Introduction, and Phonetic Transcription of

the Text. By professor f. lange, ph.d. Crown Svo, 2s.

HEYSE (P.). Hans Lange. Schauspiel von paul heyse. Edited by

A. A. MACDONELL, M.A., PH.D., Taylorian Teacher, Oxford University.

Crown Svo, zs.

HOFFMANN (E. T. A.). Meister Martin, der Kiifner. Erzahlung

von E. t. a. HOFFMANN. Edited by F. lange, PH.D. 2nd edition.

Crown Svo, is. (>d.

MOSER (G. VON). Der Bibliothekar. Lustspiel von G. von moser.

Edited by F. lange, ph.d. 4/A edition. Crown Svo, 2s.

ROQUETTE (O.). &« Auerbach.
SCHEFFEL (V. VON). Ekkehard. Erzahlung des zehnten Jahr-

hunderts, von victor von scheffel. Abridged edition, with Intro-

duction and Notes by Herman hager, ph.d., Lecturer in the German
Language and Literature in The Owens College, Victoria University,

Manchester. Crown Svo, y.
SCHILLER'S Wallenstein. Complete Text, comprising the Weimar

Prologue, Lager, Piccolomini, and Wallenstein's Tod. Edited by dr.

buchheim. Professor of German in King's College, London. 6th edition.

Fcap. Svo, Sj. Or the Lager and Piccolomini, 2s. dd. Wallenstein's

Tod, 2J. dd.

Maid of Orleans. With English Notes by DR. wilhelm wagner. yd
edition. Fcap. Svo, \s. dd.

Maria Stuart. Edited by v. kastner, 'B.-^s-L., Lecturer on French

Language and Literature at Victoria University, Manchester, ydeditipif.

fcap. Svo, \s. dd.
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ITALIAN.
DANTE. The Infemo. A Literal Prose Translation, with the Text ofthe

Original collated with the best editions, printed on the same page, and
Explanatory Notes. By JOHN A. CARLYLE, M.D. With Portrait. 2nd
edition. Small post 8vo, 5'.— The Purgatorio. A Literal Prose Translation, with the Text of Bianchi
printed on the same page, and Explanatory Notes. By w, s. dcgdalb.
Small post 8vo, 5^.

BELL'S MODERN TRANSLATIONS.
A Series of Translationsfrom Modern Languages, with Memoirs,

Introductions, etc. Crown %vo, \s. each.

GOETHE. Egmont. Translated by anna swanwick.
— Iphigenia in Tauris. Translated by anna swanwick.
HAUFF. The Caravan. Translated by s. mendel.
— The Inn in the Spessart. Translated by s. mendel.
LESSING. Laokoon. Translated by E. c. bbasley.
— Nathan the Wise. Translated by R. dillon boylan.
— Minna von Bamhelm. Translated by ernest bell, m.a.

MOLIERB. The Misanthrope. Translated by c. heron wall.
— The Doctor in Spite of Himself. (L« Mddecin malgre lui). Trans-

lated by c. heron wall.
— Tartuffe; or, The Impostor. Translated by c. heron wall.
— The Miser. (L'Avare). Translated by c. heron wall.
— The Shopkeeper turned Gentleman. (Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme).

Translated by c. heron wall.
RACINE. Athalie. Translated by R. bruce boswell, m.a.— Esther. Translated by R. bruce boswell, m.a.
SCHILLER. William Tell. Translated by SIR THEODORE MARTIN,

K.C.B., LL.D. New edition, entirely revised.

— The Maid of Orleans. Translated by ANNA SWANWICK.
— Mary Stuart. Translated by J. mellish.
— Wallenstein's Camp and the Piccolomini. Translated by j. churchill

and S. T. COLERIDGE.
— The Death of Wallenstein. Translated by s. T. Coleridge.
,*, For other Translations of Modem Languages, see the Catalogue of

Bohn's Libraries, which will be forwarded on application.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ART.
CHEMISTRY.

COOKE (S.). First Principles of Chemistry. An Introduction to
Modem Chemistry for Schools and Colleges. By Samuel cooke, m.a.
B.E., Assoc. Mem. Inst. C. E., Principal of the College of Science, Poona.
fsth edition, revised. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

— The Student's PracticaS Chemistry. Test Tables for Qualitative
Analysis, ^rd edition, revisfd and enlarged. Demy 8vo, Is.
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STOCKHARDT (J. A.). Experimental Chemistry. Founded on the

work of J. A. STOCKHARDT. A Handbook for the Study of Science by
Simple Experiments. By c w. heaton, f.i.c, f.cs., Lecturer in

Chemistry in the Medical School of Charing Cross Hospital, Examiner in

Chemistry to the Royal College of Physicians, etc. Revised edition. 51.

WILLIAMS (W. M.). The Framework ofChemistry. Part L Typical

Facts and Elementary Theory. By w. M. Williams, m.a., St. John's

College, Oxford; Science Master, King Henry VIII.'s School, Coventry.

Crown 8vo, paper boards, 9</. net.

BOTANY.
HAYWARD (W. R.). The Botanist's Pocket-Book. Containing in

a tabulated form, the chief characteristics of British Plants, with the

botanical names, soil, or situation, colour, growth, and time of flowering

of every plant, arranged under its own order ; with a copious Index.

By w. R. HAYWARD. 6/A edition, revised. Fcap. 8vo, cloth limp, 4J. (sd.

LONDON CATALOGUE of British Plants. Part P., containing the

British Phsenogamia, Filices, Equisetacese, Lycopodiacese, Selaginellaceae,

Marsileaceee, and Characese. <)th edition. Demy 8vo, 6rf. ; interleaved

in limp cloth, \s. Generic Index only, on card, id.

MASSEE (G.). British Fungus-Flora. A Classified Text-Book of

Mycology. By George massee. Author of " The Plant World." With
numerous Illustrations. 4 vols, post 8vo, "js. 6d. each.

SOWERBY'S English Botany. Containing a Description and Life-size

Drawing of every British Plant. Edited and brought up to the present

standard of scientific knowledge, by T. BOSWELL (late syme), ll.d.,

F.L.S., etc 3rd edition, entirely revised. With Descriptions of all the

Species by the Editor, assisted by N. E. brown. 12 vols., with 1,937

coloured plates, £2^^ y. in cloth, ;^26 lis. in half-morocco, and £jp gs.

in whole morocco. Also in 89 parts, S^., except Part 89, containing

an Index to the whole work, Is. 6d.

,*, A Supplement, to be completed in 8 or 9 parts, is now publishing.

Parts I., H., and III. ready, 5^. each, or bound together, making

VoL XIII. of the complete work, 17J.

TURNBULL (R.). Index of British Plants, according to the London
Catalogue (Eighth Edition), including the Synonyms used by the principal

authors, an Alphabetical List of English Names, etc. By Robert
TURNBULL. Paper cover, 2s. 6d., cloth, y.

GEOLOGY.
JUKES-BROWNE (A. J.). Student's Handbook of Physical Geo-

logy. By A. J. juKES-BROWNE, B.A., F.G.S., of the Geological Survey of

England and Wales. With numerous Diagrams and Illustrations. 2nd
edition, much enlarged, Js. 6d.

— Student's Handbook of Historical Geology. With numerous Diagrams

and Illustrations. 6s.

"An admirably planned and well executed ' Handbook of Historical

Geology.' "—/oumal ofEducation.
— The Building of the British Isles. A Study in Geographical Evolution

With Maps, znd edition revised. "Js. 61/.
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MEDICINE.
CARRINGTON (R. E.), and LANE (W. A.). A Manual of Dissec-

tions of the Human Body. By the late R. E. carrington, m.d.

(Lond.), F.R.C.P., Senior Assistant Physician, Guy's Hospital. 2nd
edition. Revised and enlarged by w. ARBUTHNOT LANE, M.S., p.e.c.s.,

Assistant Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, etc. Crown 8vo, 9^,

" As solid a piece of work as ever was put into a book ; accurate from
beginning to end, and unique of its kind. "

—

British MedicalJournal.
HILTON'S Rest and Pain. Lectures on the Influence of Mechanical and

Physiological Rest in the Treatment of Accidents and Surgical Diseases,

and the Diagnostic Value of Pain. By the late JOHN HILTON, F.K.5.,

F.R.C.S., etc. Edited by w. H. A. jacobson, m.a., m.ch. (Oxon.),
F.R.c.s. yh edition, gs.

HOBLYN'S Dictionary of Terms used in Medicine and the Collateral
Sciences. i2tA edition. Revised and enlarged by j. A. P. price, b.a.,

M.D. (Oxon.{. 10s. 6d.

LANE (W. A.). Manual of Operative Surgery. For Practitioners and
Students. By w. arbuthnot lane, m.b., M.S., f.r.cs.. Assistant
Surgeon to Guy's Hospital. Crown 8vo, &f. 6d.

SHARP (W.) Therapeutics founded on Antipraxy. By William
SHARP, M.D., F.R.s. Demy 8vo, 6s.

BELL'S AGRICULTURAL SERIES.

In crown 8vo, Illustrated, 160 pages, cloth, 2s. (>d. each.

CHEAL (J.). Fruit Culture. A Treatise on Planting, Growing, Storage
of Hardy Fruits for Market and Private Growers. By J. CHEAL, F. R.H.S.,
Member of Fruit Committee, Royal Hort. Society, etc.

FREAM (DR.). Soils and their Properties. By dr. William fream,
B.SC. (Lond.)., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.S.S., Associate of the Surveyor's Institu-
tion, Consulting Botanist to the British Dairy Farmers' Association and
the Royal Counties Agricultural Society ; Prof, of Nat. Hist, in Downton
College, and formerly in the Royal Agric. Coll., Cirencester.

GRIFFITHS (DR.). Manures and their Uses. By dr. a. B. Griffiths,
F.R.S.E., F.C.S., late Principal of the School of Science, Lincoln ; Membre
de la Socidte Chimique de Paris ; Author of " A Treatise on Manures,"
etc. , etc. In use at Downton College.

— The Diseases of Crops and their Remedies.
MALDEN (W. J.). Tillage and Implements. By w. j. malden,

Prof, of Agriculture in the College, Downton.
SHELDON (PROF.). The Farm and the Dairy. By professor

J. p. SHELDON, formerly of the Royal Agricultural College, and of the
Downton College of Agriculture, late Special Commissioner of the
Canadian Government . In use at Downton College.

Specially adapted for Agricultural Classes. Crown 8vo. Illustrated, is. each.
Practical Dairy Farming. By professor sheldon. Reprinted from the

author's larger work entitled " The Farm and the Dairy.
Practical Fruit Growing. By j. cheal, f.r.h.s. Reprinted from the

author's larger work, entitled " Fruit Culture."
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TECHNOLOGICAL HANDBOOKS.
Edited by Sir a. Truman Wood.

Specially adapted for candidates in the examinations of the City Guilds
Institute. Illustrated and uniformly printed in small post 8vo.

BEAUMONT (R.). Woollen and Worsted Cloth Manufacture. By
ROBERTS BEAUMONT, Professor of Textile Industry, Yorkshire College,
Leeds ; Examiner in Cloth Weaving to the City and Guilds of London
Institute. 2nd edition. "Js. td.

BENEDIKT (R), and KNECHT (E.). Coal-tar Colours, The
Chemistry of. With special reference to their application to Dyeing, etc.

By DR. R. BENEDIKT, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Vienna.
Translated by E. knecht, ph.d. of the Technical College, Bradford.
2nd and enlarged eaition, 6s. 6d.

CROOKES(W.). Dyeing and Tissue-Printing. By WILLIAM crookes,
F.R,S., V.P.C.S. 5J.

GADD (W. L.). Soap Mauufacture. By w. Lawrence gadd, f.i.c,
F.C.S., Registered Lecturer on Soap-Making and the Technology of Oils
and Fats, also on Bleaching, Dyeing, and Calico Printing, to the City and
Guilds of London Institute. 5^.

HELLYER (S. S.). Plumbing: Its Principles and Practice. By
S. STEVENS HELLYER. With numerous Illustrations, p.

HORNBY (J.). Gas Manufacture. By j. hornby, f.i.c, Lecturer

under the City and Guilds of London Institute. [In ike press.

HURST (G.H.). Silk-Dyeing and Finishing. By G. H. hurst, F.c.s.,

Lecturer at the Manchester Technical School, Silver Medallist, City and
Guilds of London Institute. With Illustrations and numerous Coloured
Patterns, fs. 6d.

JACOBI (C. T.). Printing. A Practical Treatise. By c. T. jacobi.
Manager of the Chiswick Press, Examiner in Typography to the City and
Guilds of London Institute. With numerous Illustrations. 5'^-

MARSDEN (R.). Cotton Spinning: Its Development, Principles,

and Practice, with Appendix on Steam Boilers and Engines. By R.

MARSDEN, Editor of the "Textile Manufacturer." ^ti edition. 6s. 6d.

— Cotton Weaving: Its Development, Principles, and Practice.

By R. MARSDEN. With numerous Illustrations, los. 6d.

PHILLIPSON (J.). Coach Building. [Preparing.

POWELL (H.), CHANCE (H.), and HARRIS (H. G.). Glass
Manufacture . Introductory Essay, by H. powell, b.a. (Whitefriars

Glass Works) ; Sheet Gls^ss, by henry chance, m.a. (Chance Bros.,

Birmingham) : Plate Glass, by H. G. Harris, Assoc. Memb. Inst.

C.E. 3J. 6d.

ZAEHNSDORF (J. W.) Bookbinding. By j. w. zaehnsdorf.
Examiner in Bookbinding to the City and Guilds of London Institute.

With 8 Coloured Plates and numerous Diagrams. 2nd edition, revised

and enlarged. ^.
*,* Complete List of Technical Books on Application.

MUSIC.
BANISTER (H. C). A Text Book of Music: By H. c. banister,

Professor of Harmony and Composition at the R. A. of ^iusic, at the Guild-

hall School of Music, and at the Royal Normal Coll. and Acad, of Music

for the Blind. \^th edition. Fcap. 8vo. 5^.

This ^f.^n^lal contains chapters on Notation, Harinfiny, and Counterpoint

;
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BANISTER (H. C.)—continued.
Modulation, Rhythm, Canon, Fugue, Voices, and Instruments ; together

with exercises on Harmony, an Appendix of Examination Papers, and a

copious Index and Glossary of Musical Terms.
— Lectures on Musical Analysis. Embracing Sonata Form, Fugue,

etc, Illustrated by the Works of the Classical Masters, znd edition,

revised. Crown 8vo, 7^. (>d.— Musical Art and Study : Papers for Musicians. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

CHATER (THOMAS). Scientific Voice, Artistic Singing, and
Effective Speaking. A Treatise on the Organs of the Voice, their

Natural Functions, Scientific Development, Proper Training, and Artistic

Use. By THOMAS CHATER. With Diagrams. Wide fcap. 2s. 6d.

HUNT (H. G. BONAVIA). A Concise History of Music, from the

Commencement of the Christian era to the present time. For the use of

Students. By REV. H. G. BONAVIA hunt, Mus. Doc. Dublin ; Warden
of Trinity College, London ; and Lecturer on Musical History in the same
College. 13M edition, revised to date (1895). Fcap. 8vo, 31. 6J.

ART.
BARTER (S.) Manual Instruction—Woodwork. By s. barter

Organizer and Instructor for the London School Board, and to the Joint

Committee on Manual Training of the School Board for London, the City

and Guilds of London Institute, and the Worshipfiil Company of Drapers.

With over 300 Illustrations. Fcap. 4to, cloth. Js. (sd.

BELL (SIR CHARLES). The Anatomy and Philosophy of Expres-
sion, as connected with the Fine Arts. By sir charles bell, k.h.

"jth edition, revised. ^.
BRYAN'S Biographical and Critical Dictionary of Painters and

Engravers. With a List of Ciphers, Monograms, and Marks. A new
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. By r. b. graves and
WALTER ARMSTRONG. 2 volumes. Imp. 8vo, buckram, 3/. 3J.

CHEVREUL on Colour. Containing the Principles of Harmony and Con-
trast of Colours, and their Application to the Arts, yd edition, with

Introduction. Index and seversJ Plates. 5^.—With an additional series

of 16 Plates in Colours, "js. 6d.

DELAMOTTE (P. H.). The Art of Sketching from Nature. By p.

H. DELAMOTTE, Professor of Drawing at Kii^s College, London. Illus-

trated by Twenty-four Woodcuts and Twenty Coloured Plates, arranged
progressively, from Water-colour Drawings by PROUT, E. w. COOKE; R.A.,

GIRTIN, VARLEY, DE WINT, and the Author. New edition. Imp. 4to, 2IJ.

FLAXMAN'S CLASSICAL COMPOSITIONS, reprinted in a cheap
form for the use of Art Students. Oblong paper covers, 2s. bd. each.

Homer. 2 vols.—^schylus.—Hesiod.—Dante.
— Lectures on Sculpture, as delivered before the President and Members

of the Royal Academy. With Portrait and 53 plates. 6s.

HARRIS (R.). Geometrical Drawing. For Army and other Examina-
tions. With chapters on Scales and Graphic Statics. With 221
diagrams. By R. karris. Art Master at St. Paul's School. New
edition, enlarged. Crown 8vo, 3^. 6d.

HEATON (MRS.). A Concise History of Painting. By the late Mrs.
chari.es heaton. New edition. Revised by cosMO MONKHOliSE. jj.
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LELAND (C, G.). Drawing and Designing. In a series of Lessons
for School use and Self Instruction. By Charles g. lkland, m.a.,
F.R.L.S. Paper cover, u. ; or in cloth, is. 6d.— Leather Work : Stamped, Moulded, and Cut, Cuir-BouilW, Sewn, etc.

With numerous Illustrations. Fcap. 4to, 5.f.— Manual of Wood Carving. By Charles g. leland, m.a., f.r.l.s.
Revised by j. j. holtzapffel, a.m. inst.c.e. With numerous Illustra-

tions. Fcap. 4to, 5j.— Metal Work. With numerous Illustrations. Fcap. 4to, 5^.

LEONARDO DA VINCI'S Treatise on Painting. Translated from
the Italian by j. F. rigaud, r.A. With a Life of Leonardo and an
Account of his Works, by j. w. brown. With numerous Plates. 5^.

MOODY (F. W.). Lectures and Lessons on Art. By the late F. w.
MOODY, Instructor in Decorative Art at South Kensington Museum. With
Diagrams to illustrate Composition and other matters. A new andcheaper
edition. Demy 8vo, sewed, 4J. dd.

STRANGE (E. F). Alphabets : a Handbook of Lettering, compUed for

the use of Artists, Designers, Handicraftsmen, and Students. With com-
plete Historical and Practical Descriptions. By EDWARD F. STRANGE.
With more than 200 Illustrations. Imperial i6ino, %s. 6d. net.

WHITE (GLEESON). Practical Designing: A Handbook on the

Preparation of Working Drawings, showing the Technical Methods em-
ployed in preparing them for the Manufacturer and the Limits imposed on
the Design by the Mechanism of Reproduction and the Materials employed.
Edited by gleeson white. Freely Illustrated. 2nd edition. Crown
8vo, 6s. net

Contents

:

—Bookbinding, by H. orrinsmith—Carpets, by Alexander
MILLAR—Drawing for Reproduction, by the Editor—Pottery, by w. p.

Rix—Metal Work, by R. ll. rathbone—Stained Glass, by selwyn
IMAGE—Tiles, by owen carter—Woven Fabrics, Printed Fabrics, and
Floorcloths, by Arthur silver—Wall Papers, by G. C. hait^.

MENTAL, MORAL, AND SOCIAL
SCIENCES.

PSYCHOLOGY AND ETHICS.
ANTONINUS (M. Aurelius). The Thoughts of. Translated literally,

with Notes, Biographical Sketch, Introductory Essay on the Philosophy,

and Index, by gborgb long, m.a. Revised edition. Small post svo,

3J. dd., or new edition on Handmadepaper, buckram, &r.

BACON'S Novum Organum and Advancement of Learning. Edited,

with Notes, by J. DEVEY, M.A. Small post Svo, Sj.

EPICTETUS. The Discourses of. With the Enchenidion and Frag-

ments. Translated with Notes, a Life of Epictetus, a View of his Philo-

sophy, and Index, by george long, m.a. Small post Svo, Sj., or new
editioti on Hanamadepaper, 2 vols., iuckram, loi. dd.

KANT'S Critique of Pure Reason. Translated by j. M. D. mbiklejohn.
Professor of Education at St. Andrew's University. SmaU post Svo, 5J.

— Prolegomena and Metaphysical Foundations of Science. With
Life. Translated by E. belfort bax. Small post Svo, Jj.

LOCKE'S Philosophical Works. Edited by j. a. st. john. 2 vols.

Small post Svo, 3^. 6if. each.
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RYLAND (F.). The Student's Manual of Psychology and Ethics,
designed chiefly for the London B.A. and B.Sc. By F. ryland, m.a.,

late Scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge. Cloth, red edges. 5M
edition, revised and enlarged. With lists of books for Students, and
Examination Papers set at London University. Crown 8vo, 3J. td.

— Ethics : An Introductory Manual for the use of University Students.
With an Appendix containing List of Books recommended, and Exami-
nation Questions. Crown 8vo, y. bd,

— Logic. An Introductory Manual. Crown 8vo. [/« the press.

SCHOPENHAUER on the Fourfold Root of the Principle of Suffi-

cient Reason, and On the Will in Nature. Translated by madame
HILLEBRAND. Small post 8vO, <^.

— Essays. Selected and Translated. With a Biographical Introduction
and Sketch of his Philosophy, by E. BELFORT BAX. Small post 8vo, 5^.

SMITH (Adam). Theory of Moral Sentiments. With Memoir of the
Author by dugald Stewart. Small po?t 8vo, y. td.

SPINOZA'S Chief Wofks. Translated witl; Introduction, by R. H. M.
ELWES. 2 vols. Small post 8vo, 5^. each.

Vol. I.—Tractatus Theologico-Politicus—Political Treatise.

II.—Improvement of the Understanding—Ethics—Letters.

HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.
BAX (E. B.). Handbook of the History of Philosophy. By B. bel-

FORT BAX. 2nd edition, revised. Small post 8vo, 5J.

DRAPER (J. W.). A History of the Intellectual Development of
Europe. By JOHN William draper, m.d., ll.d. With Index. 2
vols. Small post 8vo, 5^ . each.

FALCKENBERG(R.). History of Modern Philosophy. ByRlCHARD
FALCKENBERG, Professor of Philosophy in the University of Eriangen.
Translated by Professor A. c. Armstrong. DemySvo, ids.

HEGEL'S Lectures on the Philosophy of History. Translated by
J. SIBREE, M.A. Small post 8vo, 5^.

LAW AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.
KENT'S Commentary on International Law. Edited by j. T^ abdy,

LL.D., Judge of County Courts and Law Professor at Gresham College,
late Regius Professor of Laws in the University of Cambridge, znd
edition, revised and brought down to a recent date. Crown 8vo, los. 6d.

LAWRENCE (T. J.). Essays on some Disputed Questions in
Modem International Law. By T. j. Lawrence, m.a., ll.m. 2nd
edition, revised and enlarged. Crown 8vo, 6s.

— Handbook of Public International Law. 2nd edition. Fcap. Svo, 3J.

MONTESQUIEU'S Spirit of Laws. A New Edition, revised and
corrected, with D'Alembert's Analysis, Additional Notes, and a Memoir,
by J. V. PRITCHARD, A.M. 2 vols. Small post 8vo, 3j. 6d. each.

PROTHERO (M.). Political Economy. By michabl prothero, m.a.
Crown 8vo, ^s. (td.

RICARDO on the' Principles of Political Economy and Taxation.
Edited by E. c. K. CONNER, M.A., Lecturer in University College,
Liverpool. Small post 8vo, 5^.

SMITH (Adam). The Wealth of Nations. An Inquiry into the Nature
and Causes of. Reprinted from the Sixth Edition, with an Introduction
by F.RNBST heifort BAX. J vnls. .Sraall post 8vo, 3,t. 6J. each
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HISTORY.

BOWES (A.). A Practical Synopsis of English History; or, A
General Summary of Dates and Events. By ARTHUR bowes. ioM
edition. Revised and brought down to the present time. Demy 8vo, is.

CUXE (W.). History of the House of Austria, 1218-1792. By
ARCHDN. COXE, M.A., F.R.S. Together with a Continuation from the
Accession of Francis I. to the Revolution of 1848. 4 vols. Small post
8vo. y. td. each.

DENTON (W.). England in the Fifteenth Century. By the late

RBV. w. DENTON, M.A., Worcester College, Oxford. Demy 8vo, 12/.

DYER (Dr. T. H.). History of Modern Europe, from the Taking of
Constantinople to the Establishment of the German Empire, A.D. 1453-
1871. By DR. T. H. DYER. A new edition. In 5 vols. £2 I2s. bd,

GIBBON'S Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Complete and
Unabridged, with Variorum Notes. Edited by an English Churchman.
With 2 Maps. 7 vols. Small post 8vo, y. td. each.

GREGOROVIUS' History of the City of Rome in the Middle Ages.
Translated by ANNIE Hamilton. Vols. I., II., and III. Crown 8vo,

ds. each net,

GUIZOT'S History of the English Revolution of 1640. Translated by
WILLIAM hazlitt. Small post 8vo, 3J. 6rf.

— History of Civilization, from the Fall of the Roman Empire to the

French Revolution. Translated by William hazlitt. 3 vols. Small
post 8vo, 3j. 6(/. each.

HENDERSON (E. P.). Select Historical Documents of the Middle
Ages. Including the most famous Charters relating to England, the

Empire, the Church, etc., from the sixth to the fourteenth centuries.

Translated and edited, with Introductions, by Ernest f. Henderson,
A.B., A.M., PH.D. Small post 8vo, 5^.— A History of Germany in the Middle Ages. Post 8vo, 7j. 6d. net.

HOOPER (George). The Campaign of Sedan : The Downfall of the

Second Empire, August-September, 1870. By George hooper. With
General Map and Six Plans of Battle. Demy 8vo, I4r.

— Waterloo : The Downfall of the First Napoleon : a History of the

Campaign of 1815. With Maps and Plans. Small post 8vo, y. (>d.

LAMARTINE'S History of the Girondists. Translated by H. T. ryde.

3 vols. Small post 8vo, y. 6d. each.
— History of the Restoration of Monarchy in France (a Sequel to his

History of the Girondists). 4 vols. Small post 8vo, y. 6d. each.

— History of the French Revolution of 1848. Small post 8vo, 3^. 6d.

LAPPENBERG'S History of England under the Anglo-Saxon
Kings. Translated by the late B. THORPE, F.s.A. New edition, revised

by e. c. OTTfi. 2 vols. Small post 8vo, y. 6d. each.

MACHIAVELLI'S History of Florence, and of the Affairs of Italy

from the Earliest Times to the Death of Lorenzo the Magnificent : together

with the Prince, Savonarola, various Historical Tracts, and a Memoir of

Machiavelli. Small post 8vo, y. 6d.

MARTINEAU (H.). History of England from 1800-15. By Harriet
martineau. Small post 8vo, 3^. 6d.
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MARTINEAU (H.). History of the Thirty Years' Peace, 1815-46.

4 vols. Small post 8vo, 3j. 6d. each.

MAURICE (C. E.). The Revolutionary Movement of 1848-9 in

Italy, Austria, Hungary, and Germany. With some Examination

of the previous Thirty-three Years. By c. EDMUND MAURICE. With an

engraved Frontispiece and other Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 16^.

MENZEL'S History of Germany, from the Earliest Period to 1842.

3 vols. Small post 8vo, 3^. (>d. each.

MICHELET'S History of the French Revolution from its earliest

indications to the flight of the King in 1791. Small post 8vo, 3^. 6</.

MIGNET'S History of the French Revolution, from 1789 to 1814.

Small post 8vo, 3^. 61/.

PARNELL (A.). The War of the Succession in Spain during the

Reign of Queen Anne, 1702-1711. Based on Original Manuscripts

and Contemporary Records. By col. the HON. Arthur parnell,
R.E. Demy 8vo, 14J. With Map, etc.

RANKE (L.). History of the Latin and Teutonic Nations, 1494-

15 14. Translated by P. A. ashworth. Small post 8vc, 3^. bd.

— History of the Popes, their Church and State, and especially of their

conflicts with Protestantism in the i6th and 17th centuries. "Translated

by E. FOSTER. 3 vols. Small post 8vo, 3J-. 6d. each.

— History of Servia and the Servian Revolution. Translated by MRS.

KERR. Small post 8vo, y. 6d.

SIX OLD ENGLISH CHRONICLES : viz., Asser's Life of Alfred

and the Chronicles of Ethelwerd, Gildas, Nennius, Geoffrey ofMonmouth,
and Richard of Cirencester. Edited, with Notes and Index, by j. A.

GILES, D.CL. Small post 8vo, $s.

STRICKLAND (Agnes). The Lives of the Queens of England;
from the Norman Conquest to the Reign of Queen Anne. By agnes
STRICKLAND. 6 vols. $s. each.

— The Lives of the Queens of England. Abridged edition for the

use of Schools and Families, Post 8vo, 6s. 6d.

THIERRY'S History of the Conquest of England by the Normans;
its Causes, and its Consequences in England, Scotland, Ireland, and the

Continent. Translated from the 7th Paris edition by william hazlitt.

2 vols. Small post 8vo, 3^. 6d. each.

WRIGHT (H. F.). The Intermediate History of England, with Notes,

Supplements, Glossary, and a Mnemonic System. For Army and Civil

Service Candidates. By H. F. Wright, m.a., ll.m. Crown 8vo, 6s.

For other Works of value to Students of History, see Catalogue of
Bobn's Libraries, sent post-free on application.

DIVINITY, ETC.
ALFORD (DEAN). Greek Testament. With a Critically revised Text,

a digest of Various Readings, Marginal References to verbal and idio-

matic usage. Prolegomena, and a Critical and Exegetical Commentary.
For the use of theological students and ministers. By the late henry
ALFORD, D.D., Dean of Canterbury. 4vols. 8vo. £s 2s. Sold separately.

— The New Testament for English Readers. Containing the Authorized
Version, with additional Corrections of Readings and Renderings, Marginal
References, and a Critical and Explanatory Commentary. In 2 vols.

£2 14J. 61/. Also sold in 4 parts separately.
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AUGUSTINE de Civitate Dei. BooksXI. andXII. By the rev. henry
D. GEE, B.D., F.s.A. I. Text only. 2s. II. Introduction andTranslation. 3J.

— In Joannis Evangelium Tractates XXIV-XXVII. Edited by the
REV. HENRY GEE, B.D., F.S.A. I. Text Only, \s. td. II. Translation
by the late rev. canon h. brown. \s. 6d.

BARRETT (A. C). Companion to the Greek Testament. By the late

A. C. BARRETT, M. A., Caius College, Cambridge, ^thedition. Fcap.Svo, 5^.

BARRY (BP.). Notes on the Catechism. For the use of Schools. By
the RT. REV. BISHOP BARRY, D.D. lotk edition. Fcap. zr.

BLEEK. Introduction to the Old Testament. By friedrich bleek.
Edited by johann bleek and adolf kamphadsen. Translated from
the second edition of the German by G. H. venables under the super-

vision of the REV. E. VENABLES, Residentiary Canon, of Lincoln. 2nd
edition, with Corrections. With Index. 2 vols, small post 8vo, Ss. each.

BUTLER (HP.). Analogy of Religion. With Analytical Introduction
and copious Index, by the late RT. rev. dr. steere. Fcap. 3^. 6d.

EUSEBIUS. Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop
of Csesarea. Translated from the Greek by rev. c. f. cruse, m.a.
With Notes, a Life of Eusebius, and Chronological Table. Sm. post 8vo, 5^.

GREGORY (DR.). Letters on the Evidences, Doctrines, and Duties
of the Christian Religion. By dr. olinthus Gregory, f.r.a.s.

Small post 8vo, 3J. 6d.

HUMPHRY (W. G.). Book of Common Prayer. An Historical and
Explanatory Treatise on the. By w. G. Humphry, b.d., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, Prebendary of St. Paul's, and Vicar of St.

Martin's-in-the-Fields, Westminster, ttk edition. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. td.

Cheap Edition, for Sunday School Teachers. \s.

JOSEPHUS (FLAVIUS). The Works of. whiston's Translation.

Revised by rev. a. r. shilleto, m.a. With Topographical and Geo-
graphical Notes by colonel sir c. w. wilson, k.cb. S vols. 3^. td. each.

LUMBY (DR.). The History of the Creeds. I. Ante-Nicene. II.

Nicene and Constantinopolitan. III. The Apostolic Creed. IV. The
Quicunque, commonly called the Creed of St. Athanasius. By j. rawson
LUMBY, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity, Fellow of St. Catherine's

College, and late Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge, yd edition,

revised. Crown 8vo, 7^. 6d.

— Compendium of English Church History, from 1688-1830. With a

Preface by j. rawson lumby, d.d. Crown 8vo, 6s.

MACMICHAEL (J. F.). The New Testament in Greek. With
English Notes and Preface, Synopsis, and Chronological Tables. By the

late REV. J. f. MACMICHAEL. Fcap. 8vo (730 pp.), 4J. 6d.

Also the Four Gospels, and the Acts of the Apostles, separately.

In paper wrappers, (>d. each.

MILLER _(E.). Guide to the Textual Criticism of the New Testa-
ment. By REV. E MILLER, M.A., Oxon, Rector of Bucknell, Bicester.

Crown 8vo, 4?.

NEANDER (DR. A.). History of the Christian Religion and
Church. Translated by J. torrey. 10 vols, small post 8vo, y. 6d. each.

— Life ofJesus Christ. Translated by j. mcclintock and c. blumenthal.
Small post 8vo, y. 6d.

History of the Planting and Training of the Christian Church by
the Apostles. Translated by j. e. rvi.and. 2 vols. 3^. 6d. each.
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NEANDER (DR. A.). Lectures on the History of Christian Dogmas.
Edited by DR. JACOBI. Translated by J. E. ryland. 2 vols, small post

8vo, Jr. 6d. each.
— Memorials of Christian Life in the Early and Middle Ages. Trans-

lated by J. E. RYLAND. Small post 8vo, y. td.

PEARSON (BP.). On the Creed. Carefully printed from an Early

Edition. Edited by E. walford, m.a. Post 8vo, 5^.

PEROWNE (BP.). The Book of Psalms. A New Translation, with

Introductions and Notes, Critical and Explanatory. By the RIGHT REV.

J. J. STEWART PEROWNE, D.D., Bishop of Worcester. 8vo. Vol. I.

%th edition, revised. l%s. Vol. II. 1th edition, revised, ids.

— The Book of Psalms. Abridged Edition for Schools. Crown 8vo.

1th edition. JOs. td.

SADLER (M. F.). The Church Teacher's Manual of Christian Instruc-

tion. Being the Church Catechism, Expanded and Explained in Question

and Answer. Fortheuse of the Clergyman, Parent, and Teacher. By the

REV. M. F. SADLER, Prebendary of Wells, and Rector of Honiton. \ird
thousand. 2s. 6d.

^*^ A Complete List of Prebendary Sadler's Works will be sent on
application.

SCRIVENER (DR.). A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New
Testament. With Forty-four Facsimiles from Ancient Manuscripts. For
the use of Biblical Students. By the late F. H. scrivener, m.a., d.CL.,

LL.D., Prebendary of Exeter. 4th edition, thoroughly revised, bythe REV.

E. MILLER, formerly Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford. 2 vols.

demy8vo, 32s.

— Novum "restamentum Graece, Textus Stephanici, 1550. Accedunt
variae lectiones editionum Bezae, Elzeviri, Lachmanni, Tischendorfii,

Tregellesii, curante F. H. A. SCRIVENER, A.M., D.C.L., LL.D. Revised

edition. 4^. 6d.

— Novum Testamentum Graece [Editio Major] textus Stephanici,

A.D. 1556. Cum variis lectionibus editionum Bezae, Elzeviri, Lachmanni,
Tischendorfii, Tregellesii, Westcott-Hortii, versionis Anglicanse emendato-
rum curante F. H. A. scrivener, a.m., d.c.l., ll.d., accedunt parallela

s. scripturse loca. Small post 8vo. znd edition. Is. 6d.

An Edition on writing-paper, with margin for notes. 4to, halfbound, I2J.

WHEATLEY. A Rational Illustration of the Book of Common
Prayer. Being the Substance of everything Liturgical in Bishop Sparrow,
Mr. L'Estrange, Dr. Comber, Dr. Nicholls, and all former Ritualist

Commentators upon the same subject. Small post 8vo, 3^. 6d.

WHITAKER (C). Rufinus and His Times. With the Text of his

Commentary on the Apostles' Creed and a Translation. To which
is added a Condensed History of the Creeds and Councils. By the REV.
CHARLES WHITAKER, B.A., Vicar of Natland, Kendal. Demy 8vo, $s.

Or in separate Parts.— I. Latin Text, with Various Readings, 2s. 6d,

2. Summary of the History of the Creeds, is. 6d. 3. Charts of the

Heresies of the Times preceding Rufinus, and the First Four General
Councils, 6d. each.

— St. Augustine : De Fide et Symbolo—Sermo ad Catechumenos. St. Leo
ad Flavianum Epistola—Latin Text, with Literal Translation, Notes, and
HistoryofCreedsand Councils. 5^. Also separately. Literal Translation. 2s.

— Student's Help to the Prayer-Book. 3^.
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SUMMARY OF SERIES.
BiBLIOTHECA ClASSICA.
Public School Series.
Cambridge Greek and Latin Texts.
Cambridge Texts with Notes.
GRA.MMAR School Classics.
Primary Classics.
Bell's Classical Translations.
Cambridge Mathematical Serifs.
Cambridge School and College Text Books.
Foreign Classics.
Modern French Authors.
Modern Ger.man Authors.
Gombert's French Drama.
Bell's Modern Translations.
Bell's English Classics.
Handbooks of English Literature.
Technological Handbooks.
Bell's Agricultural Series.

Bell's Reading Books and Geographical Readers.

BIBLIOTHECA CLASSICA.
AESCHYLUS. By dr. palky. 8i.

CICERO. By G. LONG. Vols. I. and II. 8s. each.
DEMOSTHENES. By R. whiston. » Vols. 8i. each.
EURIPIDES. ByDltPALEY. Vols. II. andlll. Sj. each.
HERODOTUS. By DR. BLAKESLEY. 3 Vols. lU.
HESIOD. By DR. PALSY, ji.

HOMER. By DR. PALEY. a Vols. 14J.

HORACE, By a. j. maclsane. is.

PLATO. Phacdrus. By dr. Thompson, ^.c

SOPHOCLES. Vol.1. By F. H. BLAYDES." SI.— Vol. U. By dr. paley. 6f.

VIRGIL. By CONINGTON AND NETTLESHIP. 3 Vols. lol. 6fl'. e.^ch.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SERIES.
ARISTOPHANES. Peace. ByDE. pai.kv. as. 6</.

— Acharnians. By dr. paley. sx. (td.

— Progs. By DR. paley. 31. ftd.

CICERO. Letters to Atticus. Book I. By A. pketOr. 41. 6>£.

DEMOSTHENES. De Falsa Legations. By r. shilleto. fa.

— Adv. Leptinem. By 6. w. beatson. 31. dd.

LIVY. Books XXI. and XXII. By L. d. dowdall. is. each.

PLATO. Apology of Socrates and Crito. By dr. w. wagnhr. 31. fid. and

— Phaedo. By dr. w. wacner. 51. &£.

— Protagoras. By w. waytk. 41. &£
— Gorgias. By dr. Thompson, ts.

— Euthyphro. By G. h. wells. 3J.

— Euthydemus. By G. h. weli^. 45.

— Republic. By G. H. wells. 51.

PLAOTUS. Aulularia. By dr. w. wagner. 45. ^>(<

— Trinummus. By dr. w. wagner. 4*. 6d.
— Menaechmei. By dr. w.'wagner. 4*. 6rf.

— Mostellaria. By B. A. sonnenschbin. 5s.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL S^YaKS—continued.
SOPHOCLES. Trachiniae. By a. pretor. 4s. 6d.
— Oedipus Tyrannua. By b. h, Kennedy. 3j. 6d.

TERENCE. By DR. w. WAGNER. js.6d.
THEOCRITUS.. By DR. FALEY. 4^.61;.

THUCYDIDES. Book VI. By T. w. dougan. m.

CAMBRIDGE GREEK AND LATIN TEXTS.
AESCHYLUS. By dr. paley. ss.

CAESAR. By c. LONG. ts. 6d.

CICERO. De Senectute, de Amicitia, et Bpistolae Selectae. By s. long.
II. &£— Orationes in Verrem. By G. long. as. td.

EURIPIDES. ByDR. PALKY. 3 Vols. 21. each.

HERODOTUS. By DR. BLAKESLEY. iVols. zs. 6<f. each.

HOMER'S Iliad. ByDR. palev. is.6d.

HORACE. By A. J. maclbane. is. 6d.

{UVENAL AND PERSIUS. By A. J. macleane. is. 6d.

.UCRETIUS. By H. A. j. munro. 31.

SALLUST. By G.LONG, is. 6d.

SOPHOCLES. By dr. paley. m. W.
TERENCE. By DR. w. WAGNER, is.

THUCYDIDES. By dr. Donaldson. 2 Vols. m. each.

VIRGIL. By prof. CONINGTON. 2j.

XENOPHON. By I. F. MACMiCHAEL. is.6d.
NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GRAECE. By dr. scrivener, ^s. 6d.

CAMBRIDGE TEXTS WITH NOTES.
AESCHYLUS. ByDR. PALEY. 6 Vols. is. 6d. each.
EURIPIDES. ByDR. PALEY. 13 Vols. (Ion, 21.) is. 6d. each.
HOMER'S Iliad. By dr. palev. is.

SOPHOCLES. By DR. PALEY. s Vols. is. 6d. each.
XENOPHON. Hellenica. By rev. l. D. dowdall. Books Land II. aj. each.
— Anabasis. By j. f, macmicmael. 6 Vols. 11. 6d. each.
CICERO. De Senectute, de Amicitia, et Epistolae Selectae. By g. long.

3 Vols. IS. 6d. each.

OVID. Selections. By a. j. macleane, is. 6d.
— Fasti. By dr. palev. 3 Vols. as. each.

TERENCE. By dr. w. wagner. 4 Vols. is. 6d. each.

VIRGIL. By prof, conington. 12 Vols. is. 6d. each.

GRAMMAR SCHOOL CLASSICS.
CAESAR, De Bello Gallico, By G. long. 4s., or in 3 parts, is. 6d. each.
CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, and PROPERTIUS. By A. H . wratislaw,

and F. N. SUTTON. 2S. 6d.

CORNELIUS NEPOS. By j. F. macmichabl. as.

CICERO. DeSenectute.De Amicitia, and Select Epistles. Bye. long. 31.

HOMER. Iliad. ByDR. palev. Books I.-XII. 41. 6d., or in 2 Parts, 21. 6rf. each.
HORACE. By A. J. MACLEANE. 3J, 6<^., or in 2 Parts, 3J. each.
JUVENAL. By HERMAN PRIOR. y.6d.
MARTIAL. By DR. PALEY and w. H. STONE. 4s. 6d.
OVID. Fasti. By dr. paley. 31. 6d., or in 3 Parts, is. 6d. each.
SALLUST. Catihna and Jugurtha. By g. long and j. g. frazer. 3s. 6d.,

or in 9 Parts. 2j.each.

TACITUS. Germania and Agricola. By p. frost, as. 6d.
VIRGIL, conington's edition abridged. 2 Vols. 41. 6d. each, or in 9 Parts,

IS. 6d. each.— Bucolics and Georgics. conington's edition abridged. 31.

XENOPHON. By j. F. macmicmael. 3*. dd.^ or in 4 Parts, is. 6d. each.— Cyropaedia. By G. m. gorham. 31, 6d.t or m 2 Farts, is. 6d. each.
— Memorabilia. By percival frost. 3J.

PRIMARY CLASSICS.
EASY SELECTIONS FROM CAESAR. By A. M. M. stedman. is.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. By a. M. m. stedman. is. 6d.
EASY SELECTIONS FROM HERODOTUS. By a. g. liddell. i.< <y,
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BELL'S CLASSICAL TRANSLATIONS.
ABSCHYLUS. By Walter headlam. SVols. [hi the press
ARISTOPHANES. Acharnians. By w. h. Covington, ii.

CAESAR'S Gallic War. By w. a. mceevittk. 3 Vols. u. each.

CICERO. Friendship and Old Age. By G. h. wells, is.

DEMOSTHENES. On the Crown. By c. rann ke.vnedv. i;.

EURIPIDES. 14 Vols. L^y B. p. COLERIDGE. If. each.

HORACE. The Odes and Satirei. By a. Hamilton bryce, ll.d.
[In tlu press

LIVY. Books I.-IV. By j. h. fhbese. ij, each.
— Book V. and VI. By e. s. weymoutk. ss, «ach.
— Book IX. By K. storr. is.

LUCAN : The Pharsalia. Book I. By f. conwav. u.

OVID. Fasti. 3 Vols. By h. t. rilby. li. each.
— Tristla. By H. T. riley. ij.

SOPHOCLES. 7 Vols. By E. p. colkridgb. ij. each
VIRGIL. 6 Vols. By A. Hamilton bryce. ij. each.

XENOPHON. Anabasis. 3 Vols. By j. s. watson. ij. each.
— Hellenics. Books I. and II. By h. dale. zs.

CAMBRIDGE MATHEMATICAL SERIES.
ARITHMETIC. By c. pendlebury. 4J. 6rf. , or in j Parts, aj. 6(i each.

Key to Part II. js. 6d. net.

EXAMPLES IN ARITHMETIC. By c. pendlebury. 3J.. or in 2 Parts

If. td. and af.

ARITHMETIC FOR INDIAN SCHOOLS. By pendlebury and tait. 31
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. By J. t. hathornthwaite. m.
CHOICE AND CHANCE. By w. a. whitworth. 6s.

EUCLID. By H. deichton. 4J. 6i, or Books I.-IV., 3J. ; Books V.-XI., m. dd.

or Book I., If. ; Books I. and II., 11. 6rf. ; Books I.-III., m. 6rf. ; Books III

and IV., If. W. Key. ss. net.

EXERCISES ON EUCLID, &c. By j. mcdowsli- 6f.

ELEMENTARY MENSURATION. By B. T. moore.
ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY. By c. pendlebury. 4f. 6rf.

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY. By dyer and whitcombe. ^s. 6d.

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. By T. G. vyyyan. 3f. 6<i

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY FOR BEGINNERS Part 1. By t. a
VYYYAN. af. 6<i

ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY OF CONICS. By dr. taylor. ^s. 6d.

GEOMETRICAL CONIC SECTIONS. By dr. w. h. besant. 4f. M
Key, 5f. net.

OEOMEtRICAL CONIC SECTIONS. By h. g. willis. sf.

SOLID GEOMETRY. By w. s. aldis. 6f.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. By w. s. aldis. 4f.

ROULETTES AND GLISSETTES. By dr. w. h. besant. 5f.

ELEMENTARY HYDROSTATICS. By dr. w. h. besant. 4f. M.
Solutions. 51. net

HYDROMECHANICS. Parti. Hydrostatics. By dr. w. h. be.sant. sf
DYNAMICS. By DR. w. h. bks.vnt. lof. 6rf.

RIGID DYNAMICS. By w. s. .\ldis. 4f.

ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS. By dr. w. garnett. 6f.

ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON HEAT. By dr. w. garnett. is. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS. By c. m. jessop. 6t.

PROBLEMS IN ELEMENTARY MECHANICS. By w. Walton. 6fi

EXAMPLES IN ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. By w. gallatlv. 4f.

MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLES. By dyer and prowdb smith. 6f.

CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS.
ARITHMETIC. By c. klsee. 3s. M.

By a. wrigley. 3f. dd.

EXAMPLES IN ARITHMETIC. By watson and goudie. is. 6.i.

ALGEBRA By c. elsee. jf.

EXAMPLES IN ALGEBRA. By macmichael and prowde smith. 3f. 6;^

and 4f ft*/.

PLANS ASTRONOMY. By p. r main. 4r,
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CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL fE-T/LT^—contimied.

STATICS. By bishop coodwin. 3J.

NEWTON'S Pnncipia. By evans and main. «i.

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. By t. g. vyvvan. 41. M.
COMPANION TO THE GREEK TESTAMENT. By a. c. barrbtt. 51.

TREATISE ON THE BOOK OP COMMON PRAYER. By w. c.
HUMPHRY. 3J. 6tL

TEXT BOOK OP MUSIC. By H. c. BANISTER. 51.

CONCISE HISTORY OF MUSIC. By dr. h. g. bonavia hunt. 3s. 6rf.

FOREIGN CLASSICS.
FENELON'S T^fmaque. By c. j. selillb. v. 6d.

LA FONTAINE'S Select Fables. By p. B. A. gasc is. td.
LAMARTINE'S Le Tailleur de Plerres de Saint-Point. By ;. boIblli.

IS. 6d.
SAINTINE'S Picciola. Bvdr. dubbc. tt.Sd.
VOLTAIRE'S Charles XII. By L. dieey. is. 6d.
GERMAN BALLADS. By c L. Bielefeld, z^. &;.
GOETHE'S Hermann und Dorothea. By B. bell and E. w5lfbl. is. 6d.
SCHILLER'S Wallenstein. By dr. buchheih. 5x., or in 9 Parts, u. 6</. each.— Maid of Orleans. By dr. w. wagnbr. xx. 6d.
— Maria Stuart. By v. kastner. ir. (>d.

MODERN FRENCH AUTHORS.
BALZAC'S Ursule Mirouet. Byj. boIblle. 31.

CLARETIE'S Pierrille. By j. boielle. a. 6d.

DAU DET'S La Belle Nivemaise. By I. boielle. is.

GREVILLE'S Le Moulin Prappier. Byj. BoisLLS. 3;.

HUGO'S Bue Jareal. Byj. boielle. 31.

MODERN GERMAN AUTHORS.
HEY'S Pabein fiir Kinder. By prof, lange. ix. 6d.

with Phonetic Transcription of Text, &c. zj.

FREYTAG'S Soil und Haben. Byw. h. cromp. m. 6rf.

BENEDIX'S Doktor Wespe. By prof, lange. is.id.
HOFFMANN'S Meister Martin. By prof, langb. ix. 6rf.

HBYSB'S Hans Lauge, By A. a. hacdonelu xs.
AUERBACH'S Auf Wache, and Roquette's Der Gefrorene Kuss. By

A. A. HACDONELL. ZX.

MOSER'S Der Bibliothekar. By prof, lange. u.
EBERS' Eine Fraee. By f. stoer. a.
FREYTAG'S Die Joumalisten. By prof, lahge. as. 6d.GUTZKOW'S Zopf und Schwert. By prof, lange. sj. 6d.GERMAN EPIC TALES. By dr. karl neuhaus. ax. 6d.SCHEFFEL'S Ekkehard. By dr. h. hager. 3X.

The following Series are given in full in the body of the Catalogue.
QOMBERT'S French Drama. Set page 31.
BELL'S Modern Translations. Seepage 34.
BELL'S English Classics. See pp. 24, 2>;.

HANDBOOKS OF ENGLISrf LITERATURE. See Page ib.TECHNOLOGICAL HANDBOOKS. Seepage ^1
^"^""^

BELL'S Agricultural Series. Seepage 36
BELL'S Reading Books and Geographical Readers. See pp. 25 26.

CHISWICK press;—C. WHITTINGHAM AND CO., TOOKS COURT, CHANCERY LANS.
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